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OPTIONAL ΡΟΣ AL NG. 15 

4 x UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

see. O ΒΟΌΤΕ IO ENVELOPE 
Memorandum 

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | DATES 11/3/67 

FRO ψγε- NEW YORK (100-134637-Sub A) 

O 
SUBJE SOLO 

ΞΟ iy » 

, ty Remylet, 10/5/67. [, 1, 

σ' ὕ The records of the New York Office inal cate 
the following transactions regarding SOLO Funds from 
10/1/67 ~ 10/31/67. 

10/1/67 On hand as of 9/30/67. $659,282.98 

Credits - 

None during, October, 1967. 2. 

Debits ΕΣ 
10/3/67 Το cG 5824-S for HELEN $25,000.00 . 

WINTER, This money to 
‘be used for the ΟΡ 
leadership school, and 
expenses for the Worker". 

10/4/67 To σα 5824-S, Transferred $3,000.00. 
to, Chicago SOLO account). 

- - 

ἐπ ͵ BEG 2] 2, 
Bureau ( eo 

ᾧ- Chicago (δι ἐσ τω τ᾿ F) (ΑΜΠῈΜ) ,“ρο-- “22:50 57-- 0.357 
1 - New York 134-91) (ΗΝ | 

to 128861-Sub B)(CP, USA - 1. - New York 
RESERVE FUND) (42) 

1 - New York (41) -"-......ὄ.... 

JFLirmp 6 NOV % 1967 
(6) 

Pet 
comm ad U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on on the Payroll δ, avings Plan / 

| ος . A 



NY “1ὅ0-15}.|637-Β0Ρ. A. 

- ' Balance - 

Sum: oF Ariount. on Hand 
‘Less: Debit 

Total Oh Hand As Of 16/31/67: | 
. - 

m8 Location, of sote Funds: 
New: York office Territo Yi. 

> “Safe deposit box Chémical.. 
- | Bank = NeW York Trust . 

Company, 67° Broad Street, 
New York, New York. 

τ ον πο Jack Brooks Regular, Checking 
Accounts, Chemical Bank - NY 
' Trust Company, 20 Pine Street, 
New York, New. York, 

Account No. :2 (001-232835). 
Account No. 1 (002-228929) 

τις λόδοῦδὲ No. 3. ζ00 1. 6379}8. 

NY 69428% Personar Checking τ΄ 
Aécgunt.;: Chemical Bank - New. 
York ‘Trust. Company; 67 Broad ̓ 
Street, WY; “NY. 

Maintained ‘by. NYC - FBI 

Safe Déposit Boxés Manufact~ Ὁ 
. Urers Hanover Trust Company, 

- - 69th Street and: Third Ave. » 
; NY; NY. ΄. 

“Total as of “10/31/67 _ 

nw Be 

$659,282.98 

$6315282..98 : 

$10,000:-00 

32 345 492 
48,677.78 

$45000:00" -. 

ΕΗ: «28 

$523,000.00 

$631,882 .98 
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ον Memorandum , 
τὸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (4002428091) pate? 11/3/67 

"FROM. 
τὰ 

SUBJECT: & : 
rm Wy, 

ReCGlet dated October Ὁ, 1967, 

; y Set, Forth below is an. Aecounting of Solo Funds and 
. vA Reserve Funds ‘transactions during October, 1967: - 

; Balance of funds on hand, 
October. zy 1067 : 

Solo funds - 

- + . - , 4125,7166. 58 ᾿ 0 ᾿ 

Resérvé Βαδάξ. οτος ΠΕ -ο Το! 

" τος Meta ΟΠ. φιτιιόι 6 

“adateiond τ pe ae τ 
| Solo: Funds ᾿ . | ᾿ 7 

‘Transferred to. Chicago. Ottice fron vie ee 
‘New York Office. -on- 10/13/67 by. οι wht * 

οτος τς GG b824+8+ en ξταρο. Ὁ 
: | " x a: Solo Funds “ a. 9128,,766:55 . 

Résérveé Funds: - " 
SS τς & NOV Ἃ 867. 
None- ar en ee Loe 0 wee 

BEI Ἡῤδξεη ‘Reberve: Fans. $ ὃ, 643, 61 Ι 

᾿ | [~ 404, 949 ee agen ia Funds — $1305.410 οὔθ e 
@Buréau (RM) - j 

᾿ ‘2-Néw York (RM): εὐ 
; (λ.-00.128861. (CP, USA > Reserve Futids) ΝΣ ; 7 
7 (1=100-134637. (SOLO). ᾿ ΝΞ τονε 
‘ ; 1-Chicago. a “ - ' 

Ὧν MDW. 
Buy US. Savings Bonds Rega on, the Pail Savings: Plan 

7 ZONOV Ue +“ 



CG 134--46. Sub Εὖ 

Disbursements ον τοὶ ΝΕ τις ον εὖ 

Solo Funds 

During period 9/26-10/13/67 for 
purchase by CG 5824-S* of inci- 
dental items for. GUS HALL and | 
family Φ 112,00 

On 10/13/67 to JAMES JACKSON for 
purchase of tape récorder and: 

. playback machine for TIMUR TIMOFEYEV™ ΝΕ 
(5150) plus luggage, etc. ($50) | 200.00 

On 10/17/67 to MAX WEINSTEIN for 
Salary and expenses of business οὖν oy 
activities on behalf of cP, USA 2,900.00 - 

> On 10/18/67 to CG 582448* for a 
portion of the expenses of. Solo 
Mission 24 7 | 500.00 

On 10/18/67 ; as reimbursement to 
CG 5824-S* for out-of-pocket - ; τε τς 
expenditure for books sent. to. ‘CPSU | — 43,20 

On 10/28/67 to CG 6653-8 for: expenses . 
of travel to join CG 5824-S* on Solo - 7 | 
MisSion 24. 1,800 .Ὁ0 

Total $ «5,055.20 

Reserve Funds - 
er, - 

- 

On 10/3/67 to- MAX WEINSTEIN for ; * 
salary and expenses of business 

. activities on belialf of CP, USA 6ῸὃῸ $_—500, 00. 
Total. $ - 500.00 

Balance on hand as-of _ 
Noyember i, 1967 - 

Solo. Funds ΝΞ - ᾿ _ 

$123 , 711.35. 
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CG 134-46. Sub F 

Reserve Finds ᾿ _ 

| $1,143.61 

Total Funds on Hand $124,854.96 = 

Location of Funds - Chicago-Office Territory 

| Solo Funds ᾿ - 

Maintained by Chicago Office in 
safety deposit. box #01362, LaSalle 
National Bank, Chicago, {llinois, 
with access Limited to SAG and 
ASAC- $110, 766.55: 

Maintained. by CG 5824~S* in. safe . 
in his office. at Arisco Associates, ΝΣ 
Inc, Suite 918, 25. East Washington, 
Street, Chicage, Illinois a ‘2,944.80 

Maintained in Arisco Associates, 
Inc., checkng account at. Michigan 

Avenue National Bank, Chicago, 
Tilinois, with access: by cs CG. 6651-5 - 
and -CG@ 5824.5Ὲ _ : 5,000.00 ts 

Maintained. in Arisco Associates, 
Inc.;. checking account at First 
National Bank of Lincolnwood, 
Lincolnwood, Tllinois, with decess 
“by CS: CG 6651-8 and CG 5824-S* | 5,000.00 

Resérve Funds ᾿ ' a ΕΞ 

Maintained in safety deposit box | 
#1349 at Mid-America National : ‘Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois, in the name of 
HAROLD M, JULES (CG 5824-S*) and 
JACK BROOKS (NY 694-S*) with power ΝΙΝ | 
of attorney to enter box in name of ΠΝ 
GENKA JULES (CG 6653-S). i, 343. 61 

Ν ᾿ Total Funds on Hand. $124, 854.96: 
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‘UNITED STATES Gt VERNMENT 

M emorandum 

TO. > DIRECTOR, FBI (1002428091) 

OP 
is NN GP 

DATES . 10/26/67. . ΝΣ 

eee ReBulet dated October 18, 1967, concerning tiie 
i development of additional informants for insertion. into cs 

the Solo appa¥atus. ReBulet requested Chicago to submit- =| | 
observations and recommendations. regarding the above. In τ΄ 

addition, . ‘Chicago should. consider the potential need’ for a- iz 
leg man for CG 5824<S* and. comment upon: it, and consider Te \ 
developing individuals: with potential to We utilized as | τ τ ἢ 

185. men for CG 5824-5* in the event it. is deemed: desirable: 

-The Chidago Office is in total acéord with, thé 
; Bureau relative to the-urgent need to fill out the ‘Solo. . 

. apparatus “with live bodies. Aside from the fact that we: Q : 
᾿ς ΤΡ. someday be called. by the CP, USA or by the KGB to pro- ἣν 
᾿ τάμοθ: the additional ΘῈ ΡΒ of the apparatus who-thus far 

exist only in fiction, thé strains upon ‘the apparatus: to 
continue functioning effectively under: adverse circumstances 
Suave Keen amply demonstrated ‘by ‘the. recent accident, resulting | 
in’ the partial incapacitation of NY 694=S*, oe | 

‘This office’ for a period of many montis has" been 
‘Heartened Ὃν the admirable ‘success. of the New York Office 
‘in developing. exceptional candidates for the apparatus: ᾿ 

- functions of NY 694-S*, as was discussed at length during 
the last Solo conference held at the SOG. Furthermore, 

ooo the excellerit progress in: the development by the New York - 
Office of NY 4309=S*, toward the ultimate objectivé ‘of ‘his. 
total insertion into the Solo apparatus: ism ing.b7D 
In addition, the New York Office has i ; 
play 8 significant rdéle in thé Solo operation 116 we 
realize that the New York Office. has not relaxed its éfforts 
to develop additional candidates for insertion into the 5010. 
apparatus, it is our opinion that. the New York Office: has. 

" — progress inythis. GREER ON 5 | ogo Of G bay 

a - δ REC 46 facennis promuenert seein 

Bureau (ΒΜ) ἋΣ 
‘New York (100-184637) (into) ἮΝ 6 ΝῸΝ 8 887 
t-Chicago 

; 

. , τ ἢ ~ setae meeting ΡΕΎΒΝΝΝΝ 

WAB: MD}: ᾿ 

, A App - | 

| #0 0 NO 1 Ase S. Savings Bonds Regular on the Payroll Savings Pl . 

we te, 7 or mas elm a . mre ee y ΝΕ if 
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CG 134-46 SubB se so τς, 

We are essentially in agreement with the position 
set forth in reBulet that additions for the Solo apparatus. 
Will most logically be found in the New York area. Never- 
theless, Chicago is not content to allow the matter to rest 
at that and has been coritinually Striving to identify indi- 
viduals who could constitute valuable additions to the 
apparatus. In this connection, we have been Searching. for - 
individuals who are suited for or Gan be developed into leg 
men for CG 5824-S*. It is our belief that depending upon ᾿ 
the qualifications of such individwils selected, such leg ~ 
men for CG 5824-S* may in time be developed into. full-fledged: 
additions to the Solo apparatus and, in fact, may be trans- 
férred to. New York if deened. deSirable or necessary. ; 

. | _ dt wiTl ba recalled that during the past summer, 
- owing to the absence of thé prime Soviét contact ef the Solo 
apparatus and to what appeared to be the stupidity of his - 
replacement, ¢ontact between the CP, USA and the CPSU was — 
temporarily disrupted, Concurrently, there was a pressing 
need to transmit certain messages from the American Party t6. 
the Party in the Soviet Union. Following a séries of abortive - 
attempts to pass these: messages through the apparatus, we came 
to ἃ téntative decision that the. messages would have to be 
taken by ‘courier to the other slide and Since CG 5824~S* would 
be unable to travél, the only alternative was CG 6653-S, - 
Rather than. proceed with this rather lame alternative, a last 
ditch effort was made in New York to efféct a successful | 
transfer ΟΣ messages and fortunately the Soviet contact per= : 
formed acceptably for a change. The point of recounting this 
particular incident is merely to dehonstrate the desirability, — 
yes, even the nééd for a leg man or an assistant ‘for CG 5824-S* 
who would ‘have been available to perform such a courier service 
in the abové circumstances, 

While the above is certainly an extreme example, 
there are numerous other areas. in which a 166 man can. function 
for CG 5824-S*, not only to alleviate his heavy. workload or 
merely for his. convenience, but also to protect the very security, 
of the informant. and the operation, For example, on his fre= 
quent visits to Chicago, GUS HALL destires to be met at the 
airport and chauffeured around Chicago to whatever meetings he 
desires ‘to attend. High level Party functionaries in the 
Ghicago area are not always available on short notice to δὲ 
given this assignment by CG 5824-~S* and, thus, exercising as 
much caution as possible, CG 5824-s* and/or οὗ 6653-S must 
undertake such responsibilities themselves, From the standpoint - 



CG 134-46 Sub Β ; 

of security of this supposedly covert Party official, this 
-coistitutes a jeopardy to our operation. The availability 
of leg men to perform such tasks would contribute in large 
measure to. the security of the informant, ae ᾿ 

15... hicago has. been developing a young informant, . 
oe ‘the’ eventual purpose of his activation as. 
just such a leg man for. CG 5824-S*, The-Bureau has béen 

7 thé past of our intentions in ‘this respéct. 
has recently been transferred into the Professional ᾿ 

Section of the Illinois District, CP, ΡΠ. is t 
to which CG 5824-s* belongs. is. A | 

Creve ‘has made a number of trips to Europe and maintains 
, international contacts . throughout Europe. This man's cover _ 
ΝΎ for trips to _Bur dpe is Well established. This informant is - ou 

᾿ acquainted. HALL ‘who has indicatéd that he is impressed - ᾿ 
with him. ig acquainted with a. large TF 
people who are also with CG 5824-S5*, ΝΞ ΕΣ 
has been a particule fat Lou: DISKIN,. member Ὁ e _ a 
National. Committee, CP, USA, who ‘has demonstvated compete ΕΞ 
faith in this informant, ΕΝ 

πον ae réeently returned vom a . honéymoon 
- __ abroad, am 18 our intention to press lis devélopment to BS -ΞΞ-ΡΟ 

the point wheré he will be accepted by CG 5824-8 as a leg i 
man. We ave’ confident that this can be decomp] ished. dnd that — ει 

Will be most willing to undertake this assigtiment,- | __ | 
: has indicatéd his desire to undertake any assignment” ’” 

which we may requést of him, including moving his bus iness .- |. ; 
- to the New York area should that be necessary : Therefore, : 

we consider[___]a prime example of an informant who can 
- Ὁ be developed as a Teg man for CG 5824-8* with the eventual - -. | 

- - possibility of ‘transfer to New York for insertion into the - ; 
5ΞΟΊΟ apparatus should that- beconie mnecesSary, - - -' 

᾿ A second individpac sideration 
: ; in this program is a young 
© St. Luke's Hospital; Chi 
a -and single, born Ὁ patents, holding a Bachelor Degree το 
ae in Political Science, a Master's Degree με , ~ 

and expects to réecéive his Doctorate in. 
Decembér of this year. ‘This individual 

9 years of age - 

» 



“66 134-46 Sub B ΕΝ ΝΕ ΝΞ ᾿ 

. and has extensive. background in social Science and related: 
. fields. He has been working in the area of community 6rgani- 
zations and is accepted by thé activists in the. new left τς 
movement, Many of these individuals πᾶν roblems 

- and engage in frank interviews with this for whom 
they have developed a great deal of respect, bE: 
récéived his unde graduate degrees a4 
University and, th of Chicags,; both, of which are 

_ eonsidered liberal re is ahd which have had extensive 
new Leff and communist front activity over the past years. ᾿ 
_.While_in the early stages of development, we believe this 

Die. y.oun aS outstanding potential foi development 
: into net to the Solo operation. He has expressed 

his desire “to coopera te: with the FBI to the fullest extent and 
has stated he is ready to go ak the way with US. 

_ AS. the Bureau is aware, this off} 
Δ 1} 6’ attention to: efforts to defec 

Tilincis District, CP, USA, fo in the 
tion. Our efforts in. regard t will ‘be the 

ἐς . subject of a Separate ‘communication to the ureat., 

As. agreed, at the Solo conference. at the SOG, the 
eprtire Solo operation, with particular emphasis ‘upon the Solo | : 

τς ὦ apparatus, is the most important investigatiye . effort ‘by this. | 
τς ΤΠ office. “In order to insure that the maximum effort is aevoted 

“to this project looking toward the earliest possible success 
of ‘out efforts to locate additional personnel for the apparatus,, 
leg δὴ for CG 5824:8*, and replacement for the two Solo infor- 

- nants , the following action has beén initiated by this ‘office: 

ith, two. agents have been assigned 
1 agents have been assigned to - 

the: developmen . OL have been assigned ΝΣ 
Ἔρ. the development of all of whom have τω ἢ 
‘been instructed that. their primar responsibility is to bring - ; 
these individuals into the Solo operation at theearliest ; 7 ον possible date, This program is receiyiig ny: ‘close personal 

pressed aggressively toward ‘the successful accomplishment of 
the | Boads of ‘this program. 
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Memorandum ROUTH IN ENVELOPE == ee 

TO > Mr, Conrad 
cole 

DATE: November 6, 1967 /PZE 
- 

pe Trotter 

Downing 
i 

ERNAL SECURITY - C 

- 7 Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 

ἔ confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving com 
munications transmitted to him by radio, 

On 11/6/67, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
. radio. station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies 
but no messages were transmitted, 

ACTION: 4 αἱ 

For information. o 

᾿ Q 

ST-116 y2Ho 7’ - 6573 
ὦ... REC, 46 /2 ᾿ 

pel 

HOV 4. 6] 

Sema 

— 

1 - Mr, Conrad . 
2. - Mr, Sullivan (Attn.: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr, R, C, Putnam) 
1 =- Mr, Downing . . . 

1. = Mr, Paddock - 0 

HS:ccb 

EONOVS 41967 7 
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. UNITED STATES () ERNMENT R oUuTE et ENVELOPE 

Memorandum 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 11/7/67 

FROM »_ CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: (3010. RB Cyr C δ᾽ 

On November 2, 1967, the Chicago Office received 
an envelope which ‘had been transmitted to a Solo mail drop 
box maintained by the Chicago. Office in ‘the name of John 
Shoulders, Modern Books Store, 6624 N. Sheridan Road, 
Chicago, 111. 60626, The envelope bore no return address 
and was postmarked Roma, 9/28/67. . 

᾿ Contained in the envelope was a 1d-page pamphlet 
in the Frerich langiiage entitled; "Voix Du Paupla,” the 
organ of the Party of the Popular Entente of Haiti: 

Enclosed herewith are. two positive photostat copies 
for the Bureau and one copy fot New York of the above pamphlet. 

The original copy is being maintained in Chicago 
and will be furnished to CG 5824-S* at a later date for trans- 
mittal to GUS HALL, Genéral Secretary, cP, USA, 

Ny 
Oly du Perr Coe 

Vorx. ae PAK, De niTente PoP UENCE : 
ἰδὲ or aT) ΓΝ J -. 7 i Νὰ bee fej LITT | 

ey ANS ® Noy 15 ‘67 
— ΜΝ 
| 

τῷ: 
μοί «ὦν ͵ Εἰ ἘΣ ΤΡ ΠΝ ates | 

᾿ς @éureay (Ene? 2). (1) νας act ΠΌΝΟ Ρ 7" 
1-New York (100-134637) (Ene. ιν (int Q}: Rip ἣν 
1-Chicago 

Μὴ Raye MDt ᾿ nr aN : ae, 

Ww if 
.» - - ᾿ tz + ἝΕ 

ng "ZONON 91167 ey Ἔ 
Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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' ENCLOSURES (2) TO BUREAU FROM CHICAGO 

| 2 positive photostat copies of "Voix 
| Du Paurla” 

| RE: SOLO 
15-Ὁ ™ erage: i A aa er μὴ Fe, yrs 8 awe 

Se rar ee eRe Baer 
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Bufile 100-42809} 
CGfile 134-46 Sub B 

oye Transmitted via CGlet to Bureau 11/7/67 
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DECLARATION DU BUREAU POLITIQUE ‘DU. 

’ PARTI D'tENTENTE POPULATRE DYHATEI - 

LE PARTI DE LL ESPERANCE: POPULATRE 

Editorial d' "Avant-garde". 

Antoine Levantin, ~~ 

‘DUVALIER DANS’ UN CERCLE VICIEUZ. 
EL Flaco. 

ov EN EST LA LUNE. DE MTEL ὌΝ 
DUVALIER-BALAGUER ‘? 
Félix Tipigeon. 

L\AWERIQUE LATINE SE POSE. 
DES QUESTIONS. — | 
Papito. 

LES CONGOS DE LA CANNE™A~SUGRE. 

Ti Congo. 

DUVALIER. CORNTRE: LES PEUPLES ARABES, 
Roger Tilandingue. 

LA RESPONSABILITE. 
oo. 

- Antoine Levantin. 
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«ἡ τῷ ae μὖ 

" ἴω 1 - . 

Jo . * «- \ 
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Of” wt, ΣΑΤΒΈ, DE“ CHAQUE HALSTEN UN ARRON DE LA ‘KOUVELLE INDEPENDANCS! 

‘St, -Dédlaration au Bureau Politique du Parti -d’Entente Populir’2?. | 

εἶν e . ει Da mige:a mort des 19 orficiers et de wom. .2% ci. viis, le” 

jugement par contumace’ de plusieurs autres militaires et civils,. 

τ τος la répresaion contre leurs parent’,lee nombreuses arrestations ©‘, 

“v,'> -vopéndes.& la capitale et en province,ia révocation aé trois aépu= ᾿ 

ες © ses'du gouvernement Clémard Joseph Chavles,la saisie. de ses biens, 

oo Ὁ ‘1a dénfasion retentissdnte de. quelques ambassadeurs de 18 tyrannie 

- ft ‘pont des falta qui alimentent 1*2ctivi te politique haitienne et 

cee entretiennerit»la tension et la perplexité générale.Les commen tai- 

δος ἢ pes yont:bon train οὐ les rumours: contradictoires circulent annon- 

4 gant soit un complot, solt uné invasion soit un débarquenent ané-" 

-; ΕΣ ; xidadin.’ Dans. 10 peuplexse réyeille l°espoir de ta chi te imminente | 
” Pr 2 ‘ - . ; * 1 . . -- 

ΝΣ _ du, dictateur., ΚΕΝ 
ΝΝ Lo Ue Ls | a . . . 

hae id " ΜΝ Μ ἐδ δὶ . Ν , “4 " . 7S : 

ee “ «La eriise: interne, ronge 16 pouvoir duvaliériste gui se 86... 

εν _compode,, Se ‘Sentant*traqué,le dictateur cherche. des compiots οὖ 

Pte voit des éniemispartout. TL élimine physiquement ou yévogue des; ᾿ 

e ν᾽ hommes. quai ont’ fidélement servi pendant dix ana,les accusant. ὁ 

+ @lingrati tude, de trahison, de, mollesse. ou méme de dilapidations de. 

. ' fonds publics. Pris de paniqné,Duvalier profére des menaces,adop~ ὁ, 

rn ee) dea ‘mesuréa précipitéés qu‘il retire rapidement. Perdant la - — 

το yo t6te, veré’ que, des complices ‘d’liier puissent échapper ἃ, sa furie,- 

.; 42 .dénonce ‘les corivéntions. interaméricaines eur Le droit dfasile, 

is. Gontribuantainsi ‘&.son isolement, Sa fureur n'épargne mime -pas - 

. des membres.de.sa propre’ families ς΄  * os 

ee τ ὅθ5' évanements ‘se. situent ‘dans le contexte dune année 

coe σε ppévuer pont δίχα lL'apothéose. de .dix années de. pouvoir. duvaliéris- 

- 2, te et qui av contraire-apporte au gouvernement de multiples pro~ 

“blames, Τῇ, est indéniable. que 18 confusion qui-a.saivi la réali-~ 

me sation de différentes'actions par notre Parti a servi de détona- 

, oa θὰ ἃ la, crise. interne. et ‘aussi do prétexte “ἃ Duvalier pour’ é- 

» eager .geux dont il se sent menacé..lés explosions de faible puis~ 

εὐ, ἢ sanée: contre 18 mas¢arade électorale ‘du 22. janvier, celles du "car- 

ΝΣ ΩΝ du printemps", du Casino International et da 22 juin, ]ltatta- 

ik, gue dfn de nos commandos’ contze le domicile de 1 ‘assistant-com 

τ mandant des macoutes du Palais National Jacques Lygius,lfaccentua~ 

- “'s* thon da. climat- de mécontentement- populaire,la tentative denléve- 

4. alent de’ Mune Max Adolphe;1 incendie allumé sous notre direction 

ἘΠ Is Bar les. paysane dans lea champs.‘de canneé appartenant’ ἃ la compa- 

εἰδότος “gnge yankee HASCO et.-des tontons macoutes,ltexécution au macsoute — 

. ἢ ΒΟΌΟ par uri soldat.et 18 grandé joie que. cet.acts 4 provoqgué 

ὩΣ dana le’ population,la. rapidité avec laquelle les masses du'Cap 

* 3 ént aaccagé la maison des. macoutes en disgrice,sont, des faits po- 

Vitiques dont: la signification 'profonde ntéchappe nuliement ἃ Du-.”, 

valier,& 1¢impérialisame et aux politiciens réactionnaires de 1!op- 

_ position,” 115 ont contribué A-eréer' les conditions pour 1*éclate- 

_ ment de.’la crise interne du gouvernement. Cette crise est une mar-— 

2 que du pourrissenent du. régime, de sa faiblesse et de ses maltiples 

ae ., contradictions. Aucune mesure de consolidation provisoire ne SAau~ 

“ ‘ pait 1 éliminer totalement. Crest un phénoméne irréyersibleé ὟΣ 

.~. eontinuera 2 .88 manifester, dous différentes formes tant que Duva- 

lier demeure av. pouvoir. || | | 

. "" ; i 
᾿ ᾿ 
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‘ 

ἐν τὰν itég, celles de’ plusieurs miniatrés,la détention dé ‘L*homme. dtaffai~ ᾿ 
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3 as 
see 

3 le tyran ne. pourra jamais parverir ni ἃ un renouvelle- 

ment complet ni ἃ un “rajeuniasement" de sée cadres. Certaines τ 
des mesures adoptées actuellement revétent un profond ‘céracté~ 

re démagogique. Dovalier veut faire accroirc gual n*était pas? - 

au Courant des exactions de ses macoutes et attribuer ἃ certains - 

@*erntre eux toute la responsabilité du désastre de dix ans ὅδ᾽ 
distature duvaliériste. Toutes les propriétés d’anciens fone- 

tionnaires dont om ae’ annoneé la. eaisie pour caiise de ‘vol e% de. 

malversations n'ont. pas été vraiment aéquestrées. Aucune redis- 
tribution des terres volées aux paysans n'a été réalisée.Les | 

geuls qui ont lieu ltont été’ en faveur de nouveaux clans macou- 

tes. - ᾿ ΝΞ 
La presse internationale aux ordres des yankees a ἀ6}1- 

pérément grodsi les faités de l’actualité haitienne e¢ développe 
_ le mythe @°un soit-disant antiaméricanisme de Duvalier et d°une 

prétendue participation de communistes ἃ son gouvernement. Cet— 

te attitude a pour but de conditionner Lfopinion continentale 

et internationale pour préparer ἃ une quelconque manoeuvre de 

Ltimpérialisme asiéricain. Washington met déja en oeuvre le. mé- 

caniame de substitution de-Duvalier at cen oh un évenement quel- 

conque survient. Sa politique de double-jeu,consistant ἃ appu- ° 

yer δὲ ἃ aider simultanément Duvalier et la, fraction réaction- | 

--naire de “I épposition ἃ son gouvernement comnait.de ces finetur~ 

tions coutumléres aux périodes de crise. Elle δεῖ marguée ces 

jours-ci par un raidissementsraidissement qui nécontente Duva- - 

lier et lut donnée la frousse,le faisant craindre un coup d'état 

militaire,un assassinat ou un débarquement, C’est pour cette 

raison que Duvalier frappe: méme les cadres militeires-macoutes, 

qu°il ‘a'ést fait représenter par Balaguer ἃ la conférence de 

Punta del Este,qu'il ne manque aucune occasion de signifier au” 

gouvernement américain son désir d°une collaboration franche -et 
qu'il alterne A son égard flatteries,bassesses et chantages. ~ 

. Ltdssue yankee au pouvoir duvaliériste ne peut étre au- 

tre qu'un coup d'état,un assassinat,une invasion d°exilés hei- 

tiens seuls οὐ combinés avec des contre révolutionnaires cu~ 

baing ou un aébarquement de troupes américaines. Bien que ne 

partageant pas toutes les positions de Duvalier, Washington est 

heureux -qu'il faese réprimer avec la dernitre rigueur le mouve— 

ment popkleire.Il craint que. sa disparition de la scéne politi~ - 

que haitienne ne soit le point de départ d'une libération d°é-- 

hergies populaires comme cela s’est produit en République Domi- 

mnicaine, aprés la, mort de- Trujillo. C°est powrquoi,la peur de 

L'initiative indépendante des masser révolutionnaires,s!est' vi- 
te. transformée- en frénésie de 1*intervention peéventive. L°in~ 

périaliame américain craint aussi 16 réalisation d'une action’ 

_armée prolongée qui échapperait & son contréle par L°intégra- 

tion dea masses populaires faisant réclamer leurs revendicati- 

ons par les armes, Céat d’ailleurs pourquoi il a facilité & 

Buvalier la tache d‘*écrasement de certains movements armés 

psssés, bién que 668 mouveméents n'eurent rien ἃ voir avec la li- 

bération nationale effective. -L°impérialistie américain penche. 

davantage pour un coup d'état οὐ l'assassinat de Duvalier avec 

coume- épée de Damocles sur la téte du peuple haitien,la pré- 

gence de troupes américainesa dans nos eaux territoriales pré- 

tes A aébarquer “pour asaurer l'existarice d'un nouveau .gouver= 
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nenent non..moins réactiornaire. que celui de Duvalier qu'il s0i% 

dirigé par Déjoie,par Jean: Davidypar le Pere Georges,Paul Cassa 

gnol.Luc Fouché ou par n'importe quel autre politicien réaction-  — 

i onedre, σ΄, " 

| “Rn adoptant! les "VOLES, PACT 
DANCE D'HAITI".,1e Comité Central du 

. OAL 
QUES VERS LA NOUVELLE INDEPEN 

Parti: d'Intente Populaire d' 

Haiti (P.E-P.) a défini les ‘termes généraux de’ 1. "issue populaire 

“te la situation actuelle et dy comportement &-adopter en cas d'ace 

. tions armées indépendantes de, notre 

. ‘on américaine,le peuple haitien doi 
volonté. En cas d'interventi- 

+: combattre, pour ga souverai- 

' neté nationale contre les troupes yankees et contre le pouvoir 

duvaliériste. Car,la déferise de notre souveraine té nationale m6- 

me exige le renversenent. de Duvalier, 5} l"opposition tradition, 

melle déclenche ‘des actions armées du méme. style que elles deja 

' .yéalisées,la tactique juste sera non seulement dtinfiltrer ses 

rangs, de traveailler ἃ sa base méme 

- direction au. mouvement, mais de. déve 

propre action indépendante,d‘étre a 

Face & de possibles soulévement mas 

et, de gagaer par 18 lutte la 

Llopper simultanément notre . 

ux premiéres lignes de combat, 

sifs et’ spontanés dans cer tai- 

. nes Localités,nous devons chercher ἃ canaliser cette juste flan- 

pée populaire,& L'organiser de‘ mani 
τή 

Le mouvement poprlaire ne do 

tradictions intérnes .du. ouvernemen 

" quelconque des classes réactionnair 

are & imprimer ἃ ces actiona 

arnées' des: formes viables et: continues. 

41 passe reposer .sur_les con~ 

τ ou celles lto osant: a l'ine 

érialisme pour 1'écrasement. de. Duvalier: Car, si une fraction 

es renverge le tyran,elle n'tau- 4 

ra d'autre alternative que d'instaurer une nouyelle: dictature ré- - 

actionnaire. C'est une exigence méme du régime semi~colonial οὖ | 

seni-féodal.Renverser Duvaller n'es 

ment révolutionnaire. Si le. tyran t 

notre devoir c'est d'exploiter la c 

action indépendante populaire en vu 

+ qu'une des taches du mouve— 

ombe indépendamment de nous, 

onjoncture pour aévelopper 1' 

e @e la prise du pouvoir et de 

L'instauration du pouvoir de la Nouvelle Indépendance: 

Tout en restant attentif a t 

4 orise du pouvoir duvaliériste,notre 

et sympathisante a intensifier le 1 

tion des bases, matérielles techniqu 

CHAQUE HAITIEN. UN MARRON DE LA NOUV 

: ‘issue révolutionnaire pass 

gres marrons,des foyers de guerilla 

armées dans les villes,la création 

Le mot d'ordre est ἃ la lutte imméd 

‘tre portée pour i'écrasement de 18 

ontes 168 particularités de la 

Parti appelle ses militants 

abevr politique et 18 prépara~- 

es,opératives POUR FAIRE DE- - 

ELLE INDEPENDANCE ! 

e par i'établissement des né- 

8.18 aéveloppement d'actions 

de l'armée d‘imtente Populaire. 

iate par tous les moyens ἃ no- 

dictature duvaliériste,l'évic- 

tion de 18. domination impérialiste pour la nouvelle Indépendance 

et la Socialisme ! 

Bureau Politique 

du Parti a'tEntente Populaire d'Haiti. 

‘ 4 λον 1967. 
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LE PARTI DE L'ESPERANCE POPULAIRE 
re er pl ESPERO ie Ph aS τ “τοὦοὦἕἐνῦΦν«.«“«---πὩἩἩἩἩἩῤρῆφψΦ«ιΨηΝΑ 

Editorial extrait d"Avant-garde",Juin-Juillet 1967. 

Définir la voie qui méne ἃ la victoire,indiquer ce qu'il 

faut faire et comment le faire,ébaucher une ligne militaire, cri- 

_ tiquer ses conceptions antérieures erronnées,montrer combien la 

lutte sera difficile,évoquer les situations militaires auxquel~ 

les on peut avoir ἃ faire face et comment Les affronter, situer 

notre lutte dans le contexte continental et international actuel 

avec tout ce que cette situation apporte d'avantages et d'incon- 

vénients et marquer des pas conerets en vue de Ltapplication, de 

cette ligne nouvelle,tels sont pur le moins les objectifs que 

‘s'est tracé le Comité Central de ‘notre Parti ἃ sa session pléni- 

ὦτα de Mai 1967. 

| Aprés discussion,on a adopté le document définissant les 

"Voies tactiques vers la Nouvelle Indépendance d'Haiti",en quel- 

que sorte le deuxiéme Manifeste de notre Parti un document dont 

L'é&tude est indispensable pour tout militant et tout postulant. 

Par ce document le Parti aéfinit la véritablé nouvelle 

oriéntation qui au contraire de celle proposée par des opportu- 

nistes fait justice de toutes les confusions, de toutes Les acro- 

paties sur la stratégie et la tactique,sur la question de la lut- 

‘te antidictatoriale,des alliances politiques,de la lutte antiféo~- 

dale et antiimpérialiste,du double jeu yankee,de l'opposition tra- 

ditionnelle etc... Désormais ganas renier son passé mais tirant 

" Legon de ses expériences,notre Parti pose tous les problémes dans 

‘une optique dynamique,refusant les lieux communs,et les sentiers 

battus qui ne conduisent nullepart,sinon ἃ la routine qui est aus- 

‘si une forme dtattentisme. Ces vues adoptées par la direction du 

Parti,il nous reste ἃ Les faire pénétrer dana tous les pores du 

Parti,& les faire partager et appliquer par tout le monde. C'est 

‘dans ce but que 16 ‘Comité Central en encourage 1‘étude approfondie 

dans tous les organismes,les cer¢les de base et les cercles ἃ’ étu- 

deg et qu'il insiste pour que chaque unité du Parti en envisage 

j,'application dans sa sphére d'action. 

Cette Ligne nouvelle n’est certes pas née du jour au lende- 

main. L'évolution constante de la situation haitienne et de nos 

conceptions de la lutte y conduisaient fatalement. Notre attitude. 

critique envers nous-mémes, envers nos points de vue, annongaient 

aéjz les "Voies tactiques..." Ce texte marque une étape de notre 

lutte,étape sonnant le glas d'un certain dogmatisme qui voulait 

établir ἃ tout prix un équilibre dans les formes de lutte en dépit 

des impératifs de la réalité. Un équilibre qui repoussait les-:né- 

cessités les plus pressantes. Un dogmatisme qui confondait parfois 

stratégie et tactique,voie de la révolution et formes de lutte , 

qui tendait ἃ établir une cloison entre formes de lutte politique 

et. formes de lutte armée,qui voulait ἃ tout prix que les luttes 

revendicatives ne prennent que des formes"pacifiques” alors que 

Jiennemi. ne conriait que le langage de la violence,qui sur le plan. 

d‘organisation,envisageait le travil militaire du Parti comme un 

domaine tout ἃ fait ἃ part,un domaine esotérique et qui arguant 

de la nécessité de l'appareil’ spécialisé n'établissait pas la ta- 

che comme générale. 
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Précisément, , ΝΕ . 

φαρνόηθ ,du moment des aéfinitiond,le Farti s'est rendp compte 

αὐ' ἃ tactique nouvelle correspond organisation nouvelle, Autrement 

ait il faut L'unité de tactique et dtorganisation. Le Parwi dort, 

jouer un role correspondant ἃ, sor choix de la voie anmée vers 18." 

nouvelle indépendance. Son organisation doit @tre adaptée de méme ~- 

que ses formes de luttes, Nos efforts pour la construction du Parti oe 

doivent étre directement orientésdans ce sens,de fagon que']'on puis= 

se trouver les meilleures formes de 18 direction’ 44 mouvement armé ἡ 

par le Parti. . er μος 

Ce réle ἀλυλρεοδηῦ, c'est notre. action qui nous le donnera et: _ 

non simplement le fait d'étre porteur d'une idéologie juste;scien+" ς 

tifique et accoucheuse de cet. *humahisme nouveau" qui prend corps 

depuis bientdt .50 ans, L'expérience-a riontré que les Parjtis Commu © 

nistes-ntont pas toujours su réaliser un enseignement } sniniste qui 

ils prétendent trop souvent snivre:. faire Ltanalyse concréte d'une |‘ 

situation concrete. La tendance générale a été d'appliquer des sché- . 

mas tout en clamant que "le: marxi sae n'est pas un dogmée,mais' un guix ° 

de pour l'action", Des, erréurs de ce genre ont fait.perdre ἃ dés 

Partis fréres d'excélientes opportunités de s‘imposer comme ‘diri- . 

geants du mouvement populaire. De ces expériences,aussi,notre parti | 

tente de tirer lecon. Car il est sfr αα 112 est, la. force la plus. 

capable de mettre sur pied un puissant mouvement. populaire,pais aus 

si de le diriger jusqu'& la victoire de la révolation socialiste et | 

la construction du Communisme. tye. D 

Sa nouvelle ligne tactique trace non seulement la meilleure. 

‘role vers Ltentente populaire pour la nouvelle indépendance, hais | 

aussi donne corps ἃ l'espérance populaire qui sort dans L'attentis- 5 

me,dans cet"équilibre entre ia peur et la révolte" dont parle le ᾿ 

tyran. C'est son application effective qui concrétisera l'alliance oy 

ouvridre-paysamne et assurera 1 'hégémonie du Parti des communistes 

haitiens dans la bataille pour la Libération Nationale et Sociale 

de notre peuple. ΙΝ - ᾿ 

La juste ligne est tracées Sa conerétisation reléve'du tra- - 

vail de ‘chaque dirigeant, de. chaque militant, de chaque patriote,de , 

nos efforts incessants,de notre abnégation,de notre dévouement, de. 

notre clairvoyance. Faisons du PEP,le véritable Parti de L'Espéran- 

ee Populaire ! ΝΣ : 

3 

Σ΄ 

4 

ANTOINE LEVANTIN. 

INFORMATIONS .~ ‘Dans un message adressé au Comité de rédaction 

' de JUSTICE,notre Parti a présenté ses voeux a 

l'organe du Parti Communiste Martiniquais,le plus ancien des orga~ - 

nes communistes de l'Amérique Latine qui féte ce mois dé juillet 

son 47 éme anniversaire. me, 

Depuis les événements des 2. et 2% mai dernier ἃ Pointe-a-Pitre 

(Guadeloupe) ok plus de ὃ personnes trouvérent la mort et plus d'une | 

vingtaine furent. blessés,le gouvernement colonialiste de Charles 

De Gaulle a déclenché une répression syatématigque contre les secteurs 

anticolonialistes guadeloupéens tant en France qu‘en Guadeloupe. 

une grande vague d'incarcérations et d'inculpations est déclenchée. 

De partout,les protestations parviennent au gouvernement de de Gaulle. 



"λα Δ __DUVALEER DANS UN CEROLE VICI BOE ὦ οοοοο. — 

Ce ntest pas par un pur hagard que nous ayons assisté et. 

assistons ces jours-ci ἃ une sérié a@’événements gui mettent en 

cause Ia survie méme du pouvoir duvalérien, Quton le veuille ou 

| pon,les événements de ‘ces jours ne ‘sont la preuve ni de la force 

| au peuvoir actuel ni d'un changement de ligne visant & amoindrir 

les exactions de 565 criminels et voleurs,mais Jtaveu d'une fai~ | 

| eLesse,d’une impuissance. ΝΞ ΕΝ : 

Dime faiblesse, La constitution du pouvoir duvaliériste 

repose sur une faiblesse fondamentale qui est le produit simulta-- 

né du régime féodal haitien οὖ Ge la violence. maladive de Doc. 

A savoir que Les cadres du pouvoir wiennent premiérement de 18 

classe des féodaux qui veulent demeurer dans la"ligne des abitue 
' 

dés politiques de leur classe": se servir de. la violence: pour 85 

grandir, leurs propriétés, Denxiémement,ce ‘pouvoir se compose des 

parvenus issus des classes moyennes,éLeves politiques ἃ ia fois 

des féodaux et des imvérialistes qui usent de la violence non 

seulement pour devenix eux-mémes propriétaires foneisrs mais sure 

tout pour constituer une nouvelle rame de la grande bourgeoisie 

compradore. ΤΊ nty a pas eu de soudure. entre ces deux soug-pro- 

duits sociaux. | - 

Si,soug Magloire, orientéé dans les divers échelons de ἘΠ’. 

armée,la petite couche de parvenus pouvait 56 prévaloir d'8tre 

le corps principal de la violence réactionnaire,avec Davalier,el+ . 

le a νὰ face ἃ elle son image déformée;sle macoutisme. _ 

Et etest justement le macoutisme qui a constitué la force’ 

et 18. faiblesse du gouvernement de Duvalier. la. force du duvalié-* 

risame par le caractére aveugie de ga violence et sa composition | 

hétéroclyte, deux raisons qui engendreront Ltattentisne ‘et la dé- = . 

mission de ses adversaires, tout au plus,de ceux qui niont pas “pu, 

n'ont pas su,ou n’ont pas, voulw analyser 18 situation actuelle 

‘pour en tirer la conclusion que Duvalier n'est fort que quand - ΝΞ 

L'opposition se croise les bras, Dans le. cas contraire, le gouver— τ. 

hement de Duvalier edt faible. - . . ΝΥ ΝΣ 

Le macoutiame constitue aussi une faiblesse du gouverne- 

rant -de Dovalien. Il ntya que les borgnes politiques, ceux αὐ ont 

te moitié de leurs.cerveaux dans la poche des féodauk, ἃ ne pas | 

αὐ ρῶν rendre compte. Ici nous ne retenoris ‘aue Liaspect Pondamental 

Ge la faiblesse-du macoutisme:corps spécial de répréasion composé ᾿ 

‘og grande partie de déclassés sociaux appary: & une périoge de.cri> © . 

us Insoluble. Pour tel et étant tel,le macoutisme 8 détruit. toutes me 

‘Tes limites’ de L'appétit de luxe et de gabegie.. ΝΣ 

Cea 19 hommes fusillés publiquement et d'autres. qui: Liont " 

évé. secretement,n‘ont pas compris que Le. macoutisne gu'ils prati- — | 

queient aussi dans les rangs, de Ltarmée avait un double tranchant..” . 

Que le macoutisme n'était qu'une force de service pouvant. servir, Ὁ 

pour ou contre 1itimporte qui y compris des assassins, dé Leur’acar: 

bit,des tueurs comme les Tassy,Thomas,Josma,Borge et le-reste.” 

Et encore pour tel,le macoutisme qui est 16 produit de la 

_ décomposition d'un systéme et sa déraison aussi ἃ "permis.&. ceux 

qui recherchent des: solutions réelles et. non celles. dé la revue ᾿ 

impérialiste "Sélection",des solutions réelles δὰ drame Kaitien’ 

de découvrir les "Voies tactiques, vers la Nouvelle Tndépendance. " . 

4 

+ 
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. Ce n'est pas par pur hasard,mais une conjonction histori- 

que le-fait que la détermination des Voies Tactiques survienne au 

moment méme ok le systéme macoutique corrompu du féodalisme duva- 

liériste traverse une dé ses erises les plus aigues. L'élimination 

de plusieurs de ses hommes de main par le dictateur ne passe: pas 

comme un fait normal entre: tant d'autres, mais révele les contradic- 

tions interne du régime, sa faillite,son impuissance, 

Pouvait-on gstimaginer L'existence du. pouvoir de Doe: sans 

Clémard,sans ies Tassy,sans Borge’ ou Josma? Ce. fait difficilement 

éoncevable est aujourdthui plus que réel. Et il se dit qutapres 

Jean-Julmé et Rameau Estimé il en’pessera déautres,et on cite 16. 

nom de Cambronne,de Philippeaux,Andre Simon etc...Cela vent dire’ 

que ce pouvoir n'est pas simplement celui des paryenus,un pouvoir 

sans autre racine sociale,mais le produit le. plus pur du féodalis~ 

me,;un produit acheve que L'impérialisme apprécie tout en Formu- 

lant des doutes quand & son maintient. ΝΣ 

ΝΕ A-qui a-t-on restitué les terfes volées par Jean-Juimé et 

‘Rameau Estimé? Aux paysans ? Jamais. La mascarade de la chambre - 

disons mieux de la latrine végislative - est un réglement de com- 

pte entre grands propriétaires fonciers,entre voleurs aux fins de 

conclure ἃ leurs -maniéres de. vieux procés de famille. Les paysans? 

Ile n'ont eu et n'auront Leurs. terres que machettes tirées,que fu- 

sils brandis,que redevenus MARRONS et non des reglements de compte 

, entre grands dons. . | 

νι ἢ Gfest bien dommage que Duvalier trouve: en ces moments: amers 

pour lui des hommes.se prétendant de gauche pour lui décerner 18 

palme révolutionnaire. . tT 

! Car aujourd'hui,le plus valable de tout,ctest quiarmé des 

theses. de notre, Parti;des centaines de communistes, socialistes, dé- 

mocrates, patriotes. se préparent ἃ la levée diarmes, En ces moments 

᾿ς de crise politique, vrofonde dtun gouvernement réduit ἃ ses minigs- 

tres et ἃ 8868 aéputés serviles et peureux,les "Voles Tactiques" 

sr ouvent la justification la plus impérieuse. Se redresser ou périr.. 

ες Avancer ou périr..la grande confrontation n'iest pas lointaine. ‘ 

ΝΞ ες BL FLACO. 

‘OU EN EST LA LUNE DE MITEL DUVALLER-BALAGUER ? 

_ Les rumeurs'font état d'une tension subite dans les rela- 

tions entre les deux tyraris de 1.118. 1198. veulent, que l'ambassa- 

de de Duvalier ἃ Santo-Domingo. ait été détruite,que 1 'ambassadeur 

Ghéard ait sollicité asile politique,que Balaguer ait fait des dé- 

τς ¢larations ‘anti-duvalier ἃ cause de Ltexécution des 19 officiers. 

ΠΡ Selon la MBC théard aurait ἃ Radio Noticias qutil partait 

pour },“Burope en mission, Toujours ést-il quiil a été remplacé ἃ 

son poste d'ambassadeur par le député Fritz Moise. D'autres hauts 

fonctionnaires de ltanbassade duvaliériste a Santo-Domingo ont été 

aifectés par les changements, Les rumeurs disent que c'est ἃ -18 

suite d'un conflit avec André Simon ἃ propos des travailleurs hai-~- 

tiens en’ République Dominicaine que Théard rdppelé par le gouverne- 

mént a jugé sage de ne pas; rentrer. 

, - “De son cété ltambassadeur de Balaguer ἃ Port-au-Prince a. Ὁ 

jugé bon Ge démentir les rumeurs sur la tension dans les relations 

el 



Duvalier-Balaguer.[l a méme fait état d'un fragment de discours 

de Balaguer "favorable & Haiti". 

ΤΊ ne serait pas étonnant que certains secteurs: trujillis- 

tes manifestent de Lihostilité envers Duvalier. Car,la disparition 

de Ll'ancien chef fu service d'intelligence militaire de Trnjillo, 
Johnny Abbes Garcia,ne saurait plaire ἃ des trujillistes. Abbes 
coLlaborait avec Davalier et l'on ignore les raisons exactes de 
son enlévement et de son assassinat probable, La mort d'un bour~ 

rea ne peut émouvoir des révolutionnaires. Notre seul regret est 

‘de ne pas avoir eu le temps de le faire nous-mémes,en signe de so- 

Llidarité avec'le peuple dominicain., Mais il nen est pas de méme 

pour les trujillistes qui ressentent profondément la perte de 1! 

’ ΔῈ des leurs, ‘En second lieu,les trujillistes voient d‘un mauvais 

τ 0682} l'assassinat dés 19 officiers,19 bourreaux.de la pire espéce 

de type trujilliste qui. pourraient servir n’importe quel gouverne— 

ment. réactionnaire. Cette élimination colléctive portant un coup 

aux cadres de Ltarmée traditionnelle, instrument favori de Washing= 

ton et de Santo-Domingo*pour changer-les gouvernenents hai tiens, 

les trujillistes peuvent vraiment se sentir atteints. 

“ Il n'est pas exclit non plus que Balaguer staligne progres- 

sivement sur. la position américaine de recherche dtun "niveau mi- 

ἘΞ ΕΞ ninun aadaptation mutuelle aveg: Duvalier™ tout en aidant- parcimo- 

| _ nieunsement,de maniére ouverte ‘ouxvcachée certains secteurs de l'op- 

_ position traditionnelle haitienne, 

fo ον Dlorientation exacte des relations Duvalier—Balaguer se - 

‘3 ~précisera dans les semaines. qui suivent. On saura alors si ‘les 

~ Liens continuent ἃ se resserrer,si une certaine froideur se mani-~ 

‘festera οὗ. si Balaguer stalignera sur les positions de Washington. ~ , 

Mais cquoign'il advienne,il demeure qutassocié οὐ dissocié,le tan- 

den. Duvalier~Balaguer est l'ennemi des peuples haitien et domini- - 

cain:.et- que nous ne pouvons compter sur ces dissensions pour 18. 

Nouvelle indépendance .d'Haiti. Le chemin de la. libération natio- 

nale ét sociale de 1'file,de la solidarité de Lutte des peuples 

ἦς @dominicain δὲ haitien est indiqué clairement par le Comité Central | 

. du Parti a'Entente Populaire d'Haiti dans son document sur “Les 

| - Voies. Tactiques vers la Nouvelle Indépendance d*Haiti”. 

τ τὴ ΝΞ ες θρ1ΐα ΦΙΡΙΟΒΟΝ. 
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ἜΤ VOUS. NVAVES PAS “ENCORE. LU ‘LES! VOLES TACTIQUES, LISEZ@LE. SI 

rOUS LtaVEZ DEJA LU, RELISEZ-LE, JUSQU'A TOUT COMPRENDRE, SI vous 

_ AVEZ DES DIVERGENCES, ECRIVEZ ἃ VOIX DU PEUPLE POUR LES EXPOSSER. 

a DES. ‘CONCLUSIONS AVEC LESQUELLES* VOUS ELHS D#ACCORD DE COEUR, 

΄ . COMEENCEZ APREPARER LEUR APPLICATION AVEC. NOUS. 

“INFORMATIONS: .. CHE GUHVARA EST-IL. EN BOLIVI#. Ὁ 

: Selon: les agences de presse,le jeune essayiste frangais Régis 

_ Debray actuellement détenu en Bolivie, aurait déclaré ἃ sa mere que 

᾿ gon avocat 8, trahi un secret en révélant ce gu! il Lui avrait confie 

: Confidentiellement: & savoir qutil a conversé avec Ché Guevara dans 

‘les maquis | boliviens, et quial. Lui aurait promis de ne pas révéler 

maintenant sf ‘présencé en Bolivie. Pour nous ce qui importe 66 n' 

est pag tellement de savoir exactement dans quel pays Che eat en 

* train de comba ttre; mais de le ‘savoir avec nous, dang la Lutte quoti- 
» mo 

ἊΝ .Ν ΒΝ saan n “πα τσ a yams πα νον a ra meer nnn oe ane πα πτασπικ αν 
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Encore une nouvelle fois le. 26 juillet. C'est la. aate’ “od. ae 

'Liobjectivité prenant, le pas sur liattentisme chéz’ Δ théroigue pev-; | 

ple .cubain,avec: des hommes braves et Lucides: comme: Fidel Castzo, » a 

Camillo Cienfuegos ‘et Juan Almeida,Abel Santamaria. et ‘des digaines 

‘Afautres: dont. La’ ‘plupart ont arrosé de leur sang Ya Patrie’ de Jose 

Marti οἵ. a'antonio Maceo, l'homme latino-américdin a cherghé.. an Buns: 

‘,tre chemin vers la Liberté. ‘ ΟΣ 

" L'ingurreection du 26 juillet, génératrice ata vaste mouye-: 

ment populaire allait créer la bpréche ‘par laquelle: panserait le, _ 

‘mouvement révolutionnaire latino-américdin, .- 

vy Repensée et: orientée,elle ‘allait perhettre | une. refonte: dé 

La Stratégie Révolutionnaire en Amérique Latine,1' ouverture réi le, 

‘le. vieux réve de mettre fin aux pouvoirs. oligatehiques et a, la, ay 

_ mairi-mise inpérialiste. spr 16 continent. 

‘ Aujourd'hui,Cuba premier pays socialiste. ‘de ‘Ltamerdane, "δέα- - 

. mira au lendemain du lléme 26, juillet la ‘plupart des mouvements τς. 0 

révolutionnaires continentaux ‘pour poser ‘conerdtement la. ‘duestion 

ἃ ‘une; solidari té. ‘agiasante. “ΩΝ 
Plusieurs problénes’ ‘atimportance . continenitale ‘feront Lpov- . 

jet de ia prochaine Conférence de. 1 'Organisme “de Solidarité ge 3 

L'Amérique Latine (OLAS). . re 
, Outrerle travail d‘évaluation des ressourdes, éconottiques. te Me 

‘du conitnent et du potentiel social, humain que Brétait £ixé Le: ΝΣ 
‘reau de L!OLAS comme prémisge ἃ. la ‘conférence, Li reviendra : aux dé~ ah 

‘légués’& la Havane d‘étudierdes points aussi, importants ‘que la 
'définition d@tune stratégie révolutionnaire: ‘des peuples latino-amé- 
Yicains contre la stratégie globale: de atimpérialisie. allié GUX- . 15, 

' dietaturesde droite Ὁ, soutenu par Ye réformisme; Les modarités - 
d'une solidarité agissante et permanente entre les’ peuplées: latino- . 

‘ américains,et cela, νὰ de soi,avec la révolution eubainesL adoption: ἊΝ 
. de. .statuts propres ἃ LfOLAS. ἦς eee ἜΝ 

’ Si ces questions sont celles qui “intéressent: ‘PéMdanientalé- ee 
‘nent les réyolutionnaires latino-américains, ‘1a. fagon de les abor= .— 
der et les solutions proposées ἃ" un ‘pays: ἂν Wantre et dfun mouver” 

be ment‘s l'autre. sur ‘un méme} territoire. baal ne ‘slag pas. d'adop=,-~ 
ter des solutions toutes faites, d'eagsayer -d'échapper-. Bux divergen- - Lo 
ces nar des conclusions générales, nais dedéfinir des, critéres’ de wy 

ἡ Ὁ gént ‘ssa tion | et des modeg a*action, qui tou t".en- ‘jai asant ‘une tar— 7 
ge dlace aux particularités sde’ tel pays ou de tel ‘mouvement abor= 
de le probléme €n son aspect’ ‘ Péndamen'tal qui δὲ}! objet méme: de 

la‘Conférence : une solidaraté effective pour le aéliyrance: Au’. co 
" 1 20 ™ 

2 

Fe 

continent. , 
Définir avec esprit. ae ‘suite. et objectivité ‘La: réalité, ΜΝ ἶ 

pas céder aux conclusions’ gauchisantes sais, Lien, avec la vie et. ΕΝ .- 
| l'histoire dés mouvements révolutionnaires, mais surtout attaduer | 
δ ye ‘opportunisme de droite dans, sea fondements, livrer le @ernier .~. 

ἢ assaut contre le Browder szie masque, sont des ‘taches ardues: ¢. en". 
‘ .", - mBme temps préliminaires. a mune vraie solidari δός! νιν τον κοὐχ τ 

ἱ Crest: dans ces perspectives que ‘notre Parti. appréoié 18 ΠΝ 
Conférence et y participera . “tout en aéplorant que. diverses organi= , 

ἥ gations révolationnaires latino-américaines,s ‘arc-boutart- ἃ des . Ν 
. positions’ pour le moins ambigues,ne .s'y goient pas fait ‘yeprésen=:. . 

| ter. Clest ainsi que l'absence du P.C. orésilien privera’ és par-. aa 
ticipants de données importantes sur al situation dans, ce. RAYS. 2 ; 

1a 4 
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dans toutes ses consequences. . , 

D'autre part aussi des divergences arrivées an point extré- 
meet négatif empécheront des explications détaillées et fraternel- ἡ 
les sur 1'évolution de bien de situations nationales comme 1}. en 
est ἃ propos du Vénésnéla. 

L'importance du cas par exemple,rend désolante la ‘situation ἢ 
intervenue entre le P.C.brésilien et le Parti Communiste Cubain, 

mais il va de soi qu'on ne saurait imputer au P.C, Cubain le fait 
qutune dictature d'lextréme droite ait pris pied au Brésil et permis 
une remontéa de la réaction en divers endroits de l'amérique Latine. 
Cela montre @-quel point la lutte dans un pays intéresse’ tous Les 
autres, 

' La question. vénézuélienne n'est pas moins. brilante. iiais 
il ne s'agit pas de se laisser aller ἃ des attitudes passionnées 

visant ἃ nier ἃ 1'OLAS 1a contribution de tel ou tei mouvement ἐν 
la lutte de son peuple. 11 faut justement souligner ic2 que l'artvi- 
cle signé d'Angele du. numéro 11 des Jeunesses, Populaires ne reflé- 
te pas la position de notre Parti qui s‘estime insuffisamment in- - 
formé des problémes vénézuéliens et ne saurait décerner des titres 
&'telle ou telle fraction du mouvement révolitionnaire de ce pays. 

De notre cété nous estimons que tout parti a le droit de; 
prendre des mesures disciplinaires contre les.militanta ἃ quelqu' 
échelon qu'ils soient,mais en. m@me temps’ nous nous inguiétons dans 
ie cas du PCV que des, vocables inopportuns aient été utilisés a 
L‘endroit du Commandant Douglas Bravo ex-membre de la direction 
du Parti,qui n'est pas passé ἃ L'ennemi et qua ‘continue la lutte 
armée révolutionnaire dans les montagnes de Falcon. 

| Nous nous posons des questions sérieuses sur la validité © 
de la "Paix Démocratique" définie par le PCV dans les conditions: 
de la dictature terroriste de-Léoni,mais n'écartons. pas que le 

‘PCV puisse voir dans les élections ‘une facon dé réconfirmer sa 
liaison avec les masses des villes sans, pour cela faire de celles- 
la un critere d'appréciation de la sitdation révolutionnaire au’: 
Vénéznéla.. ¥ 

Qu'on le veuille ou non,ces’ questions internes viendront | 
dans les débats de la Conférence, de Solidarité, car elles ont ces~ 
sé a'8tre particuliéres pour devenir des points ἃ! ordre. ‘stratégi- 

qus et, tactique de tous les mouvements révolutionnaires d' Amerie " ᾿ 
que latine. 

Tl ne s'agit pas de décréter des formes de lutte et. ΓΟ 
écarter d'tantres,mais de les intégrer toutes dans le processus. de 
Libération latino-américdine. 
. Il va de soi que les structures économiqués, physiques: et 
sociales d'un pays concourent a.établir les modes d'aétion révolu-, 
tionnaires 168 plus propices. Et. c'est. justement ‘pour 9618 que 

L'unité des mouvements internes est. nécessaire. . 

‘Dans le cas de 1‘°OLAS,ladéfinition d'une ‘Stratégie. révola 
tionnaire d'ensemble impose une analyse plus:approfondie,et ci est 
pourguoi'le danger de systématisation précisée doit Sire apprécié 

Ἢ 5 . . Ἵ 
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“|” ass. oouedS DE EA CANNE A SUCRE ss, Ls 

‘Etre ‘congo" signifie Stre agbutant dans la. goupe de la. canne-=, ιν 

i-sacre. Les plus anciens ce sont ‘Les "yié jos", plus Habituesa ce", τος 

travail si οδ ποῦ ntest.pas trop novle. Car travailler pour“nous; = | | 

ne signifie pas gegner, de. L*argent ntimporte. comment, mais vivre | we 

dans des conditions humaines,pas comme des cochons,niavéc des com: τ 

chons,et nous .en pessons. On se: fait donc une.idée des conditions -  «.. 

de vie et de travail de nos. compatriotes en République Dominicaine .-: ὦ 

et. comme elles étaient ἃ Cuba avant la Révolutions ΝΞ. ΕΕἝἜΝἝΦ 

"ἘΠ σα 68 comme ‘des sardines. dans des -camions,ils.meurent en. ° we 

route parfois et leurs cadavres sont simpLement. jetés au, bord du, 

chemin, tandia que des iiehacés pétaradént contre ceux. qui. protes=- "| ὁ, 

tent. Arvivés 1a-bas,la vie, n'est pas plus roge. Clest 1a que com: ον. 

omence le véritable calvaire. On touche tres peu,on, travaille’ tou-: , 

te la journée avec une courte pause’ midi. On-habite quelques. ὁ 

fois ἃ plusieurs dang des trous' de'quelques nétres cube’s,dahg les” |. || 

quartiers: boueux les plus maisains du. pays,centres' de syphillis,* τ: 

de tuberculose et de tous les grands’ maux," Les ‘Loisirs sont trés >. τὺ 

‘Timités et cdndkisent plustt au vice et’A Lfabrutissement.Ce sont τ" 

‘Yea guaguére,les jeux ἃ gagé tels la..carte. sous ‘toutes ses formes, ". as 

et la prostituyion, Aucune activité saine’ pour cétté vie de-chien, 5... 

A Cuba par exemple avant la révolution, les haitiens étaient ap- _ an 

pelés ipichon",c!est-a-dire,des étres. de riéh,désignés:pour 186... . 

besognes les plus sales, Par dessus le marché o'étaient eux les. . τ τ + 

fauteurs de troubles, les"cartes marquées"; aw moindre signe. dey ὁ. 5. 

greve. revendicative,les. “congos" sont poursuivis partout sur les 1. 

plantations,dans Leur demeure et dans Les endroits:oW Lfon signa-. . 

le leur_présence. Quand 18: situation.devient.plus grave,ils ‘sont: | τς 

_gitiplement arrétés,matraqués ou tués et le gouvernenent: ‘haitien. . τς 

qu'il s'agisse dé lagloire,Lescot ou Estimé sans parler de Duvam "|, 

lier,;ne dit jamais mot ἃ propos dé ces "chiens" abattus:ils πέντ ν , 

tent leur sort,on 8. asséz de leur donner ἃ manger,& quoi bon"Leur "Ὁ -, - 

laisser-la vie ! 7 te nae 

Qui n'a pas lu "Compare général Soleil" οὐ Jacques Stéphen ~. 

Alexis décrit une véritable chasdésh-1 ‘homme’ de ces "perros de- ἢ 

haitianos",ces chiens d‘haitiens polrauivis parvdes ‘chiens de. por. 

lice δὲ ceci nous rappelle fort bien l'époque.de l'esclavage. ae 

("Rien nta‘changé dana "Quisqueya la Belle”. Reyenis de la cou ~ © 

pe,ils ne sont'pas moins, malfeureux,ils rappor'tent leurs habits 

- ge travail et leur plus grand, bien, un"cog? gaguére" sun “eoq-batail— 

-le",un bon coq dpminicain. Et voila une situation.que Duvalier a 

encore empiré comme toutes. les situations mauvaises qu'il a trou-_ 

véegs en Haiti en arrivant au pouvoir, Quelle canaille ! rn rn 

fl a eu raison ‘de médaillor Ti. Bobo. 11 a. été bon éléve,il aii 

suivi avec beaucoup dtintérét les lecons de businesSs,de vol. Main- 

tenant en République Dominicaine,Duvalier réclame 12 ὃ sur’ chaque 

t@te @'homme (pour cétte saison il ya 20.000 coupeurs: haitiens) ‘et | 

49% sur l'argent. de travail de chacun. Aingi les ‘travailleurs, vi-~ 

vent dans un état @'antant plus lamentable. Suivant des informatis - 

ons données pay Radio Havane,les haitiens travaillany sur les plan- = 

tations américaines regoivent 2 pesos par gemaine et sur les plan-., 

tations dominicaines,ils ont une fiche pour manger “affiba et pata~ 

-te boucanée" ἃ la cantine constitadée pour eux. Et encore c'est 

une vérité de dire que Balaguer égale Duyalier et leur soutien; ὁ " 

L'impérialisme américain. ΝΣ 

A bas. les sanguinaires ! Vive l'unité haitiano-dominicaine ! 

TT CONGO V.du.P. 24 juill. ‘67 
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ΝΣ _DUVALIER CONTRI: 188. PEUPLES ARABES 

ΝΕ ἘΝ ‘Rien 4 étontiant que Duvalier ait pris position contre les. 
_ τὴ ὍΘΥΘΒ ‘apabes, en. faveur de 1'état d'Israel. Dans lé conflit du Mo- 
ote ; - yenrOrient. tous ‘les xéactionnaires ont pris position ἃ COE at. 

Israel, ‘tiéme ceux, qui exterminaient massivement les juifs.au cours. 
‘de la. “seconde’ gherre mondiale. “En. effet, Israel est le fer de “lance | 

ae de I! impérialisme au: Moyen-Orient. contre” ‘Les pays’ arabes,en par'ti- | 

ne culier contre les gouvernenents. progressistes et antiimpérialistes. ’ , 

τ το τς ἢ Des buts propres d'Israel et ceux dé l'Impérialisme -au Mol |. 
_yen-Orient ‘sont essentiellement réactionnaires. Israel est un état” 
“agreseit, arm jusqu'aux dents qui par des. attaques-surprises a dé- 

. fruit les moyeng: ‘de, aéferise © .des pays arabes, qui applique les pro- | 
o cédés,. de la guerre écelair. comme le faisait Hitler et quia annexé 

”, Pas. vastes territoires’ des pays. arabes. ‘Par qui Israel est-il armé 2 
" Par: L'impérialiome; ‘Les banquiers américains” financent Δ économie | 
. ‘et 1: armée .israeliennes. ‘Les-chefa/militaires deraéliens sort fortiés 

par Tes-yanquis et par dest‘spécialistes nazi, de ceux qui massacré- 
“οὐ nént.les juifs, il:ya un -petisplus de’.20 ans. {srael est Liun des 

" «pays on, Lt on‘ entrainait “des: nercenaires’ et des: parachutistes. pour 
“+ s Modse, ‘Machombé. Laradl est L'état qui, a chaesé des milliersjd'ara-,. 

bes: ‘ae Palestine at: qui aiijourd ‘hui ‘apres sa guerre~éclair en. chas- 
sé. des’ centaines ‘de.’ “milliers: deutrea et s’accapare de grandes é- 

ἊΝ a ‘'tendue's Ge terres ghar. refuse de remettre 8 hears propriétaires 

are Légitings: Lea. pays arabes. rae : . 

3 ‘2 7 Tes, peuplea arabes, ‘re sauraient ne pas. Lutter pour la Libé= 
4 pration ἢ ‘de la ‘Palestine. Les. gouvernements. progressiste’s, arabes ne, 
Jee το gauraiény laisser 1.! impérialiame perpétrer 8685 forfaits ‘an Moyen~: 
a, ‘Orient, par’ Ltintermédiaire a‘lerael.. ilais,.du: fait de 1'exitence 
oo “der végines: ‘s0ciaux aitférents dane ‘Les ‘pays. arabes, de la présence 
ες . dans .les: gouvernements: de. ces pays. d'éléments pro-américaing notoin 

ΝΣ τ res, dés’ ‘contradictions ‘propnes ἃ ces: pays qui cherchent leur voie, 

εν τὸ 188 pays arabes. ne pouvaient -offrir univraiment. homogéne,’contre la 

' Pui ssante. Israel, Ils. se sont laissés prendre. de ‘vitesse. Et sans 

a ui laisser’ le temps de combattre, Israel a anéanti en ‘trois heures 

aan Liaviation arabe, Aprés il était facile ἃ cet état éactionnaire’ 

ΝΕ . ‘bes peuples arabed | ont perdu une partie de la guerre, Vais 

. YVtaffeire n'ést pas réglée_ pour, autant. Ils sort. entrain de tirer. 

ral 3 ded. Legons de, cet échec fracassant. Blessés plug que jamais dans. 

Po, Rear orgiieil national,se rendaht compte 6. 1'importance d'une pré— 

“ss pavation militaire adéquate, d'une vigilarice sans. faille,de la né- 
᾿ heessité d'une unité réelie,il ne Leur reste dtautre issue que 18. 

. - préparation a une ) nouvelle guerre ol Israel doit’ tre: aéfait mili- 

oy ᾿ Yairement. me ; 

4 | Des aécisions ̓ timiaés ae’ 1 ‘agsemblée générale de 1'ONU ne = 

sauraient, résoudre Le problame, Les pays arabes n‘auront raison" 

.d'Tarael et de’ 1L‘impérialisme que par leurs: armes avec l'appui de 

a ‘tout Le camp socialiste. ‘Dé ja les pays socialistes. d'Europe ont, 

ἫΝ pris d'importantes mesures pour -renflover militairement et écono- 

‘miquement Les’ pays arabes. Le commandant d'un bateau de- guerre g0- 

viétique Hen visite" dans les pays arabes a déclaré que les unités: 

, soviétiques ‘combattraient aux οὔτέ 5 .des peuplés arabes. Tout le. 

mouvement mondial de libération: a pris position contre Israel. 1’ 

os? me Dans Le, camp ‘impérialiste, la France a dénonceé ierael ‘comme 1' aghes~ 

sear...“ ἣ 
- 
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a de ‘battre les paya arabes et de B ompar er, de nouveau. territoires. “ 
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' Israel siést démasqié pax ses forfaits et a méme perdu des | 

sympathies. Les. pays arabes doivent donc stunir pour lui infliger | 

la défaite militaire qu'il mérite. ΕΣ | 

"" ; ᾿ ‘La situation au moyen -Orient est grosse d'un conflit ἃ ca- 

κοὐ ἢ yvaetére mondial. 838 les forces: progressistes du monde ne doivent 

- pas reculer et laisser le champ livre ἃ l'impérialisme. Sinon: ce . 

dernier deviendra. encore.pluis arrogant plus agressif et utilisera 

- davantage le chantage ἃ la guerre pour perpétrer ses actes de ban- 

Gitisme. | an ᾿ 

Nous’ sonimes partisans du droit a l'existence de tous hes pays 

οὐ ἀρ éompris Israel., Mais pour en bénéficier Israel doit garder ses 

linites,;restituer les territoires occupés,reconnaitre et réintégrer 

dans: ses droits le..peuple arabe de Palestine,renoncer a sa polivti- 

. que d'annexion; d'agression, cesser d'€tre le fer de lance de L'impé- ᾿ 

ἢ ywialiame ai M-O. Sinon,la tension continuera dans cette patie duo © 

monde avec le risque permanent d'une guerre mondiale et ne prendra 

fin quiavec 1'écrasement militaire a'Israel. εν ᾿ 

 Davalier a pris ‘position carrément pour Israel. parce’ que cet - 

' état’ défend les intéréts impérialistes et poursuit comme son gouver~ 

'  nemérit: des objectifs réactionnaires, De plus,israel est le seul pays 

ov Lona eu ‘L'imhécillité de traduire le Livre de Duvalier sur les 

‘"elagses: sociates Ὡς travers Lihistoire d'Haiti"et aussi l'un de ces 

Stats. de second ordre sur lesquels Duvalier compte pour se frayer 

/ syne audience: internationale. Duvalier l’a-clairemont laissé entendre 

ἃ ‘Ltenvoyé -spécial de la République Arabe Unie. L’admiration qu'ila 13 

déclaré pour Nasser n'est que pure hypocribie. Le fait est qu'il a 0 

| pris position contre. les peuples arabes,pour ‘les réactionnaires isra-_ 

- €liens et limpérialisme. — . 
. 

%, 

Avec le péuple haitien,nous sommes contre Duvalier, contre 

Israel, pour la. Libération de la Palestine.et de tous les territoires. 

arabes oGeupés pour. ure paix vraiment juste au Moyen-Orient, 

ROGER TILANDINGUZ,. 

ἱ 

‘ N.DU.R. La position du gouvernement de Duvalier contre les justes 

revendications du peuple arabe s'est confirmée ἃ la suite de l'entre- 

tien qu'il a ew avec un colonel des troupes d‘occupation isrdééliennes 

sur. le territoire jordanien de Jérusalem,envoyé spécial du gouverne- 

ment agressif d'Israel. 
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. LA RESPONSABIDITE 0 

Oui, nous sotimes tous respondablés ge la sitiation actuelle 

du: pays, Ἐπ ‘ce sens nous pouvons faire ce gutil faut pour La chan-~ 
ger; Et qu'on ne pense pas s'en tirer er faisant des riens pour se 

donner une bonne conscience. 11 faut: vraiment étre d'une inconscien- 
_ ce bestiale pour avoir une bonne conscience actuellement. Clest — 
pourquoi nous sommes d'avis qu'on déploie des efforts, pour inoculer — 
ἃ tout le monde, aux révolutionnaires comme aux attentistes. 19, virus 

de la mauvaise conscience. ᾿ 
Car tant que, le pays demeure dans ost état,aucun patriote, " 

ne doit avoir la conscience tranqnille,se sentir en paix avec soi- | 

méme, Aucun effort n'est suffisant en faveur de la Révolution.’ 

ΤΊ, nous faut donner Le meilleur de nous-mémes et = ἋΣ Le, faut notre | 

vie méme, 
Cela,nous avons ἃ en convainore la grande. Masse des heitiens | 

qui se conten tent de leur mécontentement, qui jugent plus Sage da 
pratiquer ltattentisme,de céder ἃ La peur. Et c'est en leur faisant 
sentir et comprendre Leur responsabilité que nous les contaminons 
avec, le virus de la: mauvaise conscience,de fagon qu‘ils.ne- se sen- 
tent pas moralement. & kaise, qu! ils, ne s'accomodent pas de 18 situa-— 
tion actuelle. Nous devons les porter & penser, & réfléchir. 

Cette réflexion,on doit aussi la susciter au sein du- mouve— - 

nent révolutionnaire. Car, ἃ chacun il revient de pouvoir penser ‘sur: 
les meilleurs moyens de mopiliser la population, sur la fagon prati- 
que de. capter tel on tel individu, de secouer telle on telle commu-; 

nauté. Il faut combattre avec acharnement La tendance® a tout atten- -. 

Gre d'en haut,a considérer que seule la- direction: révolutionnaire ek 
doit penser et développer. ltesprit d'tinitiative. a 

Dans son discours ἃ 18. ecléture du 1l2ame congrés de la Céentra~ 
le des Travailleurs de Cuba: Révolutionnaire,le camarade Fidel Castro 
s'en prenait fort justement ἃ cevx qui se révélent incapables de 
penser par eux-m8mes,avec leur propre t8te,et qui.se comportent com- 

me des parasites de la pensée. 
Ces gens qui se contentent de répéter ce que d'autres disent: 

qui ,lorsqu'ils se trompent,lefont sur le compte d'autres personnes 
et qui,quand ces derniéres reconnaissent leurs erreurs,'sont obligés 

de dire quiils se sont trompés aussi, 

Dans nos rangs ils sont nombreux ceux qui ne font néme un . 
effort pour comprendre nos journaux ou qui ne peuvent aller plus: 
Loin que ce que disent nos publications. Face ἃ toute situation - im- 
prévue ou simplement ἃ ld‘ vraie réalité quotidienne,ils sont pris 
au dépourvu;ils ne peuvent ‘pas faire une réflexion créatrice et agir 
en conséquence. Certains ne prétendent’ faire preuve. d: indépendance, 
de jugement que quand ils déraillent purement et simplement. Tout 

cela constitue des aspects du manque de sens de responsabilité, de 

L'dirresponsabilité en .un ποῦ, 

.Ces gens eachent en’ général Leurs responsabilités individuel- 

derriadre la responsabilite collective. Pour eux,les"autres" sont. 

toujours responsables de tout,m@éme de leurs propres négligences et 
échecs individuels. Done, "Mort aux autres"! Ht ces autres sont tan-- 
+6t le Parti, tantdt le Comité Central si ce n'est 16 peuple haitien. 

L'irresponsadilité est encore: notre grand mal. La lutte révo- 
lutionnaire réclame de nous le développement de Liesprit ae ‘respon- 

sabilité., 

oa «-- mem em ow -.-« -«.«-"Ἠἰ,.ὕ. ANTOINE LEVANTIN, | 

pre age * " 
μνῶν ποταστε τατέκσκα, na αν 5-ς κα κπ ας e " “ως 

eR IS τ ωνοὁοὔὃ. ΤΡ ΒΒΟΝΝ 

at Bese 
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Memoran “ROUTE IN UNVELOPE 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) _~ DATE: 11/7/67 

FROM ~ phen AC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

, - SUBJEGT: ἃ O sono ) 
‘ Cm τ {Ὁ 

Ἰ ᾿ ReCGGairtel dated October 3, 1967, captioned as 
7 ae above, 
πὶ, ἍΝ: 

Po ὩΣ _ On November 1 δρὰ 2, 1967, the Chicago Office 
NR received “afY add communications which had been transmitted 

“by the Brazilian Communist Party (BCP) to Solo mail drop 
| boxes mhintained by the Chieazo, Office in the names of 
‘oa ir, Milton Adams, Box 4367, Chicago, 111, 60680, USA, and 

Mr, Jchn*Shoulders, Modern Gootvk Store, 6624 ἡ, Sheridan ΠΣ 
~ .. Read, ‘Chicago, 111, “60626, [SAY The communications bore ὔ 

1 | “no “yeturn. addresses+~ -The- -postmarks were illegible, but 
the stamps utilized on thesé~ Communications were from Brazil. 

1 
3 

. 3 

Contained in. eagh- communication was ἃ copy of "Voz 
Operaria," #32, October, 1967, monthly publication of the 

t 

" BCP, and a special supplement dated, 1967, entitled, "Pela 
| Unidade Do. Partido." 

| Enclosed hérewith are two positive photostat copies 
for the Bureau and one copy for the New York Office of the 
publication “You Operaria.". The special supplement was pre- 
viously furnished the Bureau and New York as an enclosure ᾿ 
to reairtel, 

The original copies are being maintained : in Chicago 
and will be fur Shed to CG 5824-S* at a.later date in order 

| that he will pe Qos to make them available to GUS HALL, 
᾿ General eds ee GP, USA, REC-2T Li8- a: δεῖνα O57 

| (DBureau (En Sy (RM) i 
παι a ν᾿: G ‘ag 

! = - ρὲ | nial (100-134637) (Ene. » (Info), BMXoy 18 1967 
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TRANSLATION FROM PORTUGUESE 

Prom, "Voz, Operaria” (vorkers' Voice), central organ of the 
᾿ Brazilian Communist Party, issue, XXXII, October, 1967, 

| -“Φ Page 1, Column 2 . 
A ‘PLENARY MEETING OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE (Sunmary) 

A ‘special nesting of the ‘Central Committee of the 
Brazilian Communist Party was held in. September, The agenda 
consisted of ἃ single item: "Problems: of Internal Life of - 
ithe Party." A report was presented by comrade Antonio Almeida 
‘on behalf of the Executive Commission, After the report, ἃ 
debate-was held. This debate was closed ‘by comrade Antonie 
Almelda'ts conclusive renarks, 

Page 1; Column 1 
N WHAT IS: TO BE DONE ree * THE RESOLUTION (Suimmary) 

Tie resdlution. of ‘the Central Conmittee is οἱ exceptional 
ΠΕ: to the life of the Communist, Party, It must be 
made known to all - militants,, sympathizers and. friends of the 
Party. It ‘must be a subject of study and practical application 
‘by 811. Party organizations, — . Ὁ . a 

. Page ι, Columns. 2; 3 and 4; and Page 2 
.An- Address ‘by Comrade: Antonio, Almeida®. at the Plenum of the 
Sentral Committee ΕΝ 

“THR. SUNITY OF THE PARTY HAS. TO BE DERENDED AGAINST FRACTIONALISH 
AND LIQUIDATIONSSH (Translation) 

| : ‘During, the last plenary: neeting of the Central Con 
‘mittee, after & long and democratic discussion of the. single 
item.on the agenda of the meeting ('Prowlems of the Internal 
Life of the. Party"); comrade. Antonip Almeida delivered a long 

*Translator's. Note: Due. to: the fact, that the article contains 
no indication as to the position of Antonio Almeida in: the 
Brazilian. Communist Party ahd always refers to him as "comrade 
Antonio: Almeida," the article has been translated in ful1 in 
hopes of providing ‘an indication as. to. his position through 
the a dealt with in his address, ΩΝ 

5 foreman HG a 
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and important address: in defense of the “unity of the, Party and 
its principles of, organization, sharply condemning the attempts 
at fractionalism and divisionism which have. been.staged by- 
certain, members of the Central Committee and’ exposing the 
ideological . and political bases of such: attempts.as contrary 
to the interests of the working class and of the. Brazilian 
"revolution, 

Reasong for the Meeting 

‘We have already explained," comrade Antonio. Almeida 
said, “in the report. of the Executive Commission the reasons 
which have léd us’ to call this special eating of the Cantral 
Committees, Since our last meeting of the. Central.Conmittee, ~ 
our efforts have been concentrated ion promoting the holding; of 
our Debate; On May 31 last, the ‘deadline expired for the 
holding of conferences by. the organizations responsible directly 
to the Central Committee’ and ‘we should hold our final Debate 
within the deadline stipulated ‘in our ‘yules'of debate, ' 

"In the meantime," comradé Antonio Almeida went on. 
"to say, “it so happened that those. aspects which threatened 
the unity of the Party became mich more. critical in June and | 
duly of this year, Consequently, we could not ignore them and. 
fail to act to eliminate them. 

A hupture of Céntralisn | 

on tle part of certain state Conhittess, there were 
manifestations: of rebellion and of violation of the principles 
and norms of structure of the internal life of the Party. | 
Under the: influence of members of none: ‘other than the Central 
Conmittee,. certain State ‘Committees. openly violated. the deno- 

-eratic céentralisn. of our Party and gave the Party activities 
an orientation other than the one approved ‘by the Central 
Committee, These State Committées ‘ereated all kinds of dif= 
ficulties for the assistarce and. control of the: Party, at the 
sane tine, making it difficult or downright impdssible to. 
distribute Party literature and, in certain cases, as it hap- 

- pened in Rio State,. they committed acts which can only be τὶ 
Sescribed -as ‘sabotage, ' 

‘The Middle East’ conflict which broke out in early 
Juné provided: ‘the opportunity for initiatives that were 

- 2= 
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in frontal opposition to the spirit and letter of the Resolution 
Of the Central Committee: on. the international Sitvati LIC saa} 
proved in March of this year. This went as far’ ‘as to launch 
attacks against the Soviet Union, Documents were published 
‘and distributed to the rest of the Party containing state- 
ments to this effect by the State Committees of Sao Paulo and 
Rie Grande. do Sul, ‘For this reason, they were impounded by 
the Executive Commission of the Central Committee.' 

Fractionalist Activities 

Continuing his address, comrade Antonio Almeida 
stated: 

4 

"At the same time, an open manifestation of frac- 
tionalist activities broke. out in. Guanabara, This forced the 
Executive Commission to take a Series of measures and to call 
the attention of thé Guanabara State Committee to the need of 
undertaking a struggle for the defense of ‘the unity of the 

. Party and against. the fractionalist activities of ex-members 
of the State Committee that were not re-elected at the last 
State. Conference. 

"In. a, hearing -before the Secretariat of the Central 
Committee, comrade Paulo recognized the existence of a frac~. 
tion or. splinter movement. and.proclaimed ‘his: solidarity with. 

_-the dissenters; It is obvious that it was hot a question of 
solidarity ‘with, the dissenters, but rather that he was the 
leader of a dissenting group. it is also obvious that in order. 
to hold ‘a conference’ and send a. delegation. to the debate, 
there could not fail to be a leading group already set up 
beforehand, ‘Comrade Paulo, therefore, is not telling the truth 
when he. says that he was informed only recently as to his own. 
election to lead the. fractionalist group. 

“Pinally," comrade Antonio Almeida continued his’ 
address, “our Party was attacked by Menezes, prompted from 

}, abroad, ‘These public attacks placed us in the. position of 
taking necessary immediate measures which we-.cleared with the 
Central Committee, * Repeating his old error, already eériticized 
by the Central Committee, Menezes abandoned his post and tra- 
Veled to. Cuba without notifying the leadérship of the Party. 
In Cuba, he made statements. to. the press and over Radio Havana 
where: he attacked the orientation of our Party and its leader- 
ship, 

‘mt 
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Liquidationist Campaign 

'tAJ1 these developments," comrade Antonio Almeida 

said, “pointed to a concentrated attack on the Party aimed at 

disintegrating it and liquidating it and démoralizing its 

leadership. The Executive Commission of the Central Committee 

could not remain indifferent to this aggression, If it were 

to capitulate to these disintegrating activities, under the 

pretext that we are in the process of holding our Debate; it 

would be committing a crime against the Party." 

_ In spite of the situation in our country under the 

rule of ah oppressive dictatorship and in spite of the harsh 

_persecution which our Party countenances, a Debate was called 

and: an extetisive public discussion was held during which -every~ 

body was allowed to freely write out and set forth his ideas 

‘and criticisms without any restriction whatsoever. The norms 

of the Debate, as approved by the Central Committee, were fully 

respected and the delegates were freely allowed without any’ 

discrimination at all. However, we cannot admit a confpsion 

between differences of viewpoints and divisionary ‘ainchby frac- 

tionalist activities. 

. nr 

Defending the Party 

"Yt is our duty," comrade Antonio Almeida went on 

to say,;"as members of the Central Committee elected in 1960, 

to lead to the Debate a Party which is united and not an an~ 

arch accumulation of fractions, It was certainly not the 

result of happenstance that after the-end of the conferences 

and the election of the delegates, certain elements who differ 

with the present. political line + including a number of members 

of the Central Committee ~ left the area. Of permissible diver- 

gencies for the avea of open divisionary tactics and frac~ 

tionalism engaging in patently anti~Party activities which 

went beyond the limits of lack of discipline. 

"Ig they do this today, while the Debate is in pro- 

-gress, what will they do tomorrow if the positions that they 

defend should not be victorious? We have already seen what 

comrade Menezes did and how he engaged in anti-Party activities 

in spite of the committments that he made to the State Confer- | 

ence Of Sao Paulo when he said: | ‘ve are and always have been — 

Against fractionalism.' It still remains to be pointed out 

that comrade Menezes, upon being elected to member of the State 

Committee declared: ‘The State Conference reaffirms its decision 

- do 
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to. struggle for the unity of the Party on ‘the basis of the 
principles of Marxism-Leninism and democratic centralisn. ' 

What is Behind ‘the Lies? — 

Continuing his address, canrade Antoiio Almeida 
stated: ᾿ a 

"The insinuation was made here that we took corrective 
measures on the basis of subjective. determinations. The 
Executive Commission of the Central Committee acted on the -: 
basis of facts and not on the basis of assumed intentions or 
subjective determinations, It was also slanderously intimated 
that .ours was a so-called ‘area purge,‘ the purpose of which 
was.'to remove all kinds of: dissidence and. hold a fraudulent 

_ and artificially united Debate, It is obvious. that those 
tiembers of the Central Committee. who expressed these. views 
seek to monopolize for themselves the divergencies within the: 
Party. -Howéver, hundreds, or rather, thousands, of comrades 
who- hold a different ‘viewpoint 6n the. present. political. ori-+ 
entation and who expressed themselves. agains’ the theses of | 
the: Central Committee continue to belong to ‘the Party in the 
certainty that they can go on defending their opinions. and 
struggling for them within the limits of the: Party's by~Laws, 
The. divisionists: and fractionalists are mistaken. in their. 
belief that they are the sole masters of. the divergencies. and 

ο the. only’: people in..2 position: to struggle. for ‘them, - 

Respect for the By-Laws 

tive ‘are no children. All of 18 here on this Central 
Committée have already. had. “experience in the leddershlp of 
the Party and in the vicissitudes ‘of ah internal struggle. 
For a long time now, we-have been coping with the problem of: 
‘having members of -the Central Committee use divergencies 
‘Of opinion as a springboard for promoting divisionism and 
fractionalism. It was our duty to place the.interests of the. 
Party over and above anything else, to respect the leaders of: 
the Party and to act on the. assumption that ‘our diverging τι 
comrades would also be capable of placing ‘the interests of the 
Party over and above anything else and avoiding to fail into the. 
pitfall of divisionism and fractionalism.- In our capacity as 
old Party: members and. as responsible leaders, we could not. ignore 
‘the fact. that the first and foremost duty of a Party member 

al 
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is to defend the unity of the Party which is spelied out in 
perfectly clear language under Article 9 of the By-Laws, which 
state that all fractionalist activities are inadmissible in 
our Party. 

"These comrades of ours should be well aware that 
organization is the only weapon of the working class and that 
organization means discipline and centralism. If they know 
Lenin's activities when he led the Bolshevik Party, they are 
well aware that Lenin put the defense of the Party ahead 
of anything else. For example, in ἃ 1919 article entitled 
‘Matters in Dispute,* Lenin wrote: 'The Party cannot exist 
without defending its existence, without unconditionally 
struggling against: those whe try to liquidate it or destroy it 
and against those who do not recognize it or deny it, This is 
self-evident, He who deniés an existing Party in the name 
of a nonexisting new Party should tell himself: You are trying 
to create a new Party and you cannot be a member of the old 
Party, of the present and existing Party,’ " 

Tolerance Has a Limit 

On the subject of his position of respect for the 
Party members; comrade Antonio Almeida said that the Central 
Committee would prefer to err because of an excess of tolerance 
rather than because of impulsiveness: in judging the behavion 
of diverging comrades, However, when these comrades advocate 
an open violation of the Party's By-Laws, "it is our duty not to ~ 
vacillate in the defense of the Party, in the defense of the 
authoritativeness of its leadership and in the taking of those 
measures that become necessary under Party's By-Laws. 

"It is obvious that, in the best interests of the Party, 
we must know how to act with a cool head without heeding 
emotional or provocatory or slanderous or insulting attitudes. 
It is ridiculous to speak of lack of leadership and authority 
on the part of the Central Committea, We represent a Party 
of the working class and, until our next Debate; we do know how. 
to fulfill our duty. Those who dssume the contrary are mistaken, 

"Old episodes of Party life. were aired and old cases 
of comrades unjustly expelied from the Party and later rehabil~ 
itated were cited, However, the truth is that our meetings : 
have not been based on groundless: accusations or the like. As 
a matter of fact, the opposite is true., We were accused of deeds 
and facts that our accusers could not prove and when they failed 
in their attempt, they resorted to insults and provocations 
against the majority of the Central Committees," 

- Gaw 
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Let Us Struggle Within the Party 

ἃ Continuing his address, comrade Antonio Almeida 
said: ᾿ 

‘ It is not through similar attitudes or outside the 
Party that comrades who. think they: defend more correct positions - 
or, aS they clained,, the only correct positions - would be 
able. to contribute to correcting the mistakes which we may be 
committing, . 

"They cited here. the three conditions which, according 
to Lenin, are indispensable for the unity of the Party and the 
maintenance. of. discipline in its ranks. However, when Lenin 
wrote those words. in his book about the growing pains of 
Leftism within. communism, Lenin was not trying to justify 
fractionalisn: +8 was trying to show that it is indispensable 
to struggle within the Party for the purpose OF having those 
three conditions. effectively fulfilled. ‘For this reason, 
in the ‘same paragraph where he mentioned the three. conditions, 
he also wrote: "On the other hand, these conditions. do not 
break out all of: a sudden. They cone about as a result of an. 
extended activity and of a hard-won experience: | 

"It, is inside the Party and not outside the Party that 
each member of the Party can contribtite to. making our Party a τ 
revolutionary. organization capable of leading. our people to 
victory for national emancipation and socialisn, 

The Hegémony of the Working Class ig to be Defended 

"In defending the unity of the Party," comrade 
Antonio Almeida went on to say, "it is indispensable for the 
Central Committee to take whatever measures belong in each 
concrete case under the Party's By-Laws. These measures. were 
indicated in the report: of the Executive Commission. At the 
same time, we must confirm the. measures enacted by. the State 
Committee of Guanabara and give the: Executive Commission of the 
Central Conmittee sufficient powers to normalize the life of 
the Party as soon as possible and to guarantee adequate distri- 
bution of Party literature. ΔῚΣ lack of discipline shali be 
punished, However, the fractionalist group, which acts on its 
own platform and with its own discipline Yrepercussions which 
are nation-wide in scope, has placed itself outside the Party. t 
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Consequently, its members will have to be expelled from the 
Party. . 

"In the meantime, the fundamental task ahead is to 
explain these measures to a11 Party members and to. promote 
the ideological struggle within our own rank and file. This 
ideological struggle needs to be oriented toward. stressing the 
role of the working class in the revolutionary process and the 
need for the hegemony of the proletariat, the importance. of 

‘- the Party and of the Leninist principles of organization to 
continue to be the basis of democracy and discipline within 
Party ranks. 

Let Us Struggle Against A Petty-Bourgeois.ddeology 4 

“Along with the measures we took, we also took a. 
giant new stride in the struggle against ideological. concili~ 
ation. ‘This struggle started in May 1965, -and. marked the 
beginning of a new phase in the process of formation of our 
Party, The aggression which has been launched against our 
Party has caused us to-undertake a self-critical process in the 
ideological struggle against. extraneous influences among our 
own ranks, It is an attack of international scope against the 
world communist movement and bears the hallmark of .a national~ 
istic anti-~Sovietism, It is a struggle against the leadership 
Of the working class and for. the liquidation of the Communist 
‘Parties, 

"However, this new wave of petty~bourgeots attacks. 
185 a consequence of the advances of socialism the world over, 
New social classes, in addition to the working class, are takin 
their positions against Capitalism and join the struggle for 

_° secialism. They try, because of this, to impose their ideas 
and their methods upon the revolutionary movement, Our task 

ΟΞ. 

Ties in yonning them over to the ideals and methods of the pro- 
Aetariat,.” Ins éad of kneeling demagogically before the 
intellectuals and students, it is our duty: to orlent and to 
defend with firmness the positions of our Party. If we do this. 
without vacillation, we. uriderscore the existence and role of 
the. working class Party as a vanguard of the revolution and 
stress the role of the proletariat in the victorious struggle 
for * complete national, emancipation, freedom and socialism," 

In conclision, comrade Antonio Almeida stated: 
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"Despite the brutality of the military reaction which 
oppresses our people today, we, Brazilian communists, will 
hold our Debate and will take a new stride toward the triumph 
ΟΣ revolution in our country." 

Page 3, Columns 1, 2 and 3 
COMMUNIQUE. OF THE STATE COMMITTEE OF GUANABARA (Summary) 

This communique lets it be iniown that 12 ex-members 
of the State Committee of Guanabara of the Brazilian Communist 
Party “have no authority whatsoever to speak on behalf of the 
Brazilian Communist Party, call meetings; raise funds and 
Garry on any kind of Party functions!" _ 

Page 3, Column 4 
BRIEF ANNOUNCEMENT CONCERNING THE IV CONGRESS OF THE VENEZUELAN 
COMMUNIST PARTY "WHICH HAS JUST BEEN INITIATED," 

The following agenda, wild be discussed: 

1) Work situation. 

2) National reality. 

3) Effectiveness of the Communist Party,’ 

Page 8, Columns k, 2; 3 and 4 
AGRICULTURAL AND iNpUSTAIAL CRESIS IN THE STATE OF PERNAMBUCO 

Page 4 and 6 ~~ 
REVOLUTION AND REGIS DEBRAY's REVOLUTION. 

Page 6, Columns 1, 2, 3 and 4 
WORKING WITH HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS IS AN INPORTANT TASK FOR 
ALL THE PARTY 

Page 6, Columns 1 and 2 
THEORY AND PRACTICE ~ THE BRAZILIAN ‘REVOLUTION (Humber three of 
a serialization) 
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Page 7, Columns 1, 2 ἃ 
THE OCTOBER SOCIALIST REVOLUTION AND SOME OF ITS TEACHINGS 

Page 7, Column 4 . 
ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF "DAS KAPITAL" 

Page 8 
ABOUT AN-ARMED STRUGGLE 

- 10 - 
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UNITED STATES’ GOVERNMENT Ρ ~ GB a 
1 

1 = ir. C. D. DeLoach spet τ ΣΝ 
Memorandum . 1 - Mr. W. δ, Sullivan lim —— , 

1 - Mr. C.. D. Brennan Felt 
TO : Mr. W. C, Sullivég DATE: November 6,. 1967 ae ° 

Tavel .......-.-. 
~ . 1 " Mr. R. C., ‘Putnam. t iter 

FROM : C, D. Brenna an . cos Nolaee oo 
yA — , ᾿ -- Gondy ; 

ERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 
- & 

My memorandum 10/9/67 set forth, in aétail, “an 
accounting of funds’ received by the Communist Party; USA ,. 
from the Soviet Union and Red China for Séptémber, 1967... 
The following, is an accounting of these funds for 
October, 1967. 

TOTAL _FUNDS | RECEIVED AND DISBURSED 9/38 TO 9/30/67 

Total received from Soviet ΤΑΣ οὐ ὁ νὸν ese c eee e ee θά, 717,745.19 
Total received. from Red China (al1 on 2/10/60). 50, 000. 00 

_- Total received 9/58 to 9/30/67 isssccsceccesscas 
-. ‘Total disbursed 9/758 ὁ DT O7307CT osc ccccccchecess 3, 982, 695.66 

; ὩΣ Balance of Fund 9/30/67 weecccccscveeed 785,049.53 Q 

ee There were no receipts during October, 1967. 

"DISBURSEMENTS “DURING-OCTOBER, 1967 0 

| ~ All disbursements madé. on, specific 
* instructions of Gus’ Hall, Generali 

- Secretary,,. Communist. ‘Party ,. USA, 

To Helen Winter to be used’ to. operate Party 

leadership school and expenses of "The ; 
Worker ;" east coast communist newspaper......$ 25,000.00 

Personal. items for Gus Hall's family...ssesseee 112.00 

Purchase of tape recorder for Timur Timofeyev 
(Timmy Dennis, son of late Eugene Dennis, 
former Party leader) who is now a Soviet 
CATIZONs or se seereeeeeesorrnrsonng tae 200. 00 ra? 

. [2 x 

100~428091 » . 
ES an then FO 9/ 2 

RCPicstyo ty. 8 NOV 9 1967 
(5) ΝΝ ᾿ ! 

Ἵ CONTINUED - OVER "ἴω 
τ τι; 
. ἢ, 

ΘΙ ΝΟΥ 45 1997.27 



Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

To Max Weinstein for salary and expenses in 
locating business opportunities for the 
Party ccccvvcccecccnccccvscscccesccscccesseeeed 2,900.00 

For Party share of expenses of Solo Nission 24, 
including all expenses of CG 6653-S (wife of 
CG FB24=S¥*) cece cece ceveaesvccccecsesrsecoere 1,843.20 

Total disbursed October, 1967......+.$ 30,055.20 

BALANCE OF FUND 10/31/67. ..ccecceceeeed 754,994.33 

in New YOK. ccvesccccccvenesssecssseed 631, 282. 98 

Tn σμλοαβο. sss +seeeceeseseceeccesecee, 123, 111, 35 

y ᾿ 

ACTION: 

None, This memorandum is submitted for your 
information, An up=to~-date accounting of Party funds 
received from the Soviets will be brought to your attention 
each month, Details of the accounting of these funds - are 
not to be disseminated, - 

oO pv y 
ry 
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SAC, New York 11/6/67 

ΝΕ - l= Mr; C: θὲ DeLoach Director, ¥BI (100-428093) 1 - wr. ΤΠ, C. Sullivan 
1 - ir. ΟἹ Ὁ. Brennan 

O 1. Mr. Mo J. Rozanis 
ΞΟ, 1 «+ Hr. R. C. Putnan. 

WAL, SECURITY ~ ¢ 

yt 7 _,.... , ReBulet 9/19/67, Now York ‘lottor 10/3/67, and 
Chicago letter 10/23/67 regarding conversion of special } savings accounts maintainod for NY 694<5% and CG 5824~S8, ' 

᾿ You should institute a prograri to. conyert these 
accounts to Ὁ. S. savings bonds in:a way which will not 
JGopardize the informants' security... Haintain bonds in 
saieedéposit box under your control, Ho further deposits 
ὭΣΘ -to be mado in the special accounts and Ὁ: 5... savings: bonds, are.to be purchased in place of the deposits. " 

ὑπο τοὺς Advise Bureau ‘when ¢onvorsion to tonds has boon . 
‘conplated «. | : 

2 - Chicago i 
ΝΕ ᾿- ΜΝ ᾿ 

RCP :cstopl 
(10), “ΕΝ a a τ 

τοι ποῦ 5 x 
NOTE: Ὁ, — ἮΝ oe 

See cover memorandun.C, D. Brennan to Mr. WSC. A wt 
Sullivan, dated November 1, 1967, same caption, prepared cy Be 

= 
~~ 

| \ os ἢ ᾿ — - we ΛΟ 

νοῦ κι ρα ζοσζ-ὁ 617. 
Hn 

i τ 

1 

6 NOV 9. 887 
ΣΕ seen, 
Sullivan . eee 

ΕΟ ΟΝΕΝΝΜΟΝΕΝ, εἶ μὴ p 
TION CT mens ς = 7 ahs " a 4 f 
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Tater Room waa. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. 

Memorandum 1~-~ Mr. C. Ὁ, DeLoach 

1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan 

saci | RQUIE IN ENVE ELQPE 

le 

TO : My. W. C. Sullivan DATE: November 3, 1967 LS. 

1 - Mr. M. J. Rozamus tof — 
Holmes acenene FROM : Cc. D. Brennan L-wMr., R. Ὁ, Putnam Tele. Room τσ 

SUBJECT SOLO 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST RP 

a 
vA polo is the code word used to refer to the liaison |, 

operation performed by our informants for the Communist 
Ε Party, USA, with other communist parties of the world. ° q 

My memorandum 11/1/67 (attached) recommended 
conversion of special savings accounts maintained for 
NY*694-S* and CG 5824-S* to U.. S. Savings bonds. Mr. Tolson 
inquired "How much do savings accounts amount. to?" 

Ἂ . Monthly deposits of $100 from 1/1/56 and compound 
interest in account: for NY 694-S* amounts to $17,881.17. 
The:account for CG 5824-S*,, including deposits since 2/9/56 
and compound interest, amounts to $17,618.05. Of these 

> amounts, approximately. $14, 000 of each represents payments ) 
py the Bureaii, while the balance represents compound’ 
interest. 

ae These. accounts: were-part of-our ‘original agree— 
ment with these informants to allay their fears that their 
families ‘would be ina financial crisis if ‘sone thing 
happened to the. informants, while traveling behind the 
Iron Curtain developing information for us, as CG 5824~S* 
is doing at this moment. 

ACTION: 

oF > ° , For information. 

__ Enclosure. fy 
} ae Oo fi on008 Cant 1 icerve 590, 

ROPzest opt” | 
σπροτοσπιαν ὑμμασώσωσν sbeas ? 

Hh a ᾿ 
εῇ iby 131967 re. 

» 5 ως 

ay ῃ es 4 4k a : 4 “¢ ‘ 
L ἷν τ . 

a6 

G7 Nov201se, ὁ | 
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UNITED STATES:-GOVERNMENT- 

“ese.  QOUTE IN ENVIQOPE © 

Memorandum t= MES 9; Be Betane 
i= Mr. C. Ὁ. Brennan 

TO : Mr. W. C. Sullivan DATE: November 1,. 1967 

1. =- Mr. M. J. Rozamus 

FROM : C.D. eal 1- Mr. R. C, Putnam 

δ j 

ERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST S7 Piya 

Wy Solo is the code word used to refer to the liaison 
operation performed by our informants for the Communist 
Party, USA, with other communist parties of the world. 

PURPOSE: 

. As an economy measure, this memorandum recommends. 
convétsion of the special savings. accounts maintained for 

———— 

tou. 8. Savings bonds. _ 

BACKGROUND: 

~ “ Our original agreement with these top level 
informants called for payment of $100 per month into 

“- special-savings accounts. for each informant to be nade 
oad available to them at the time they are discontinued. το 

“ΕΝ τ βποῖθοῦ security of -the informants, interest earned on ~~~ ~ 
these accounts is recorded as income by the Special Agents 

“- ἘΠ Charge of our New York and Chicago Offices on their 
Sersonal income tax. forms--federal, state, and local. They 

i are, subsequently, reimbursed by the Bureau. 
Ῥ 

ot 

oe Conversion to U. 8. savings bonds can be effected 
| without jeopardizing. security of the informants and will 
eliminate the necessity of continuing the current procedure 
which in additioti to costing. money has. ‘an element of risk. 
Since interest earned on the bonds will not be taxable 
until they are redeenied, the informants will pay all future 

_ taxes. : 

Eneldsure Ave Mle Gz ΚΝ, 4 

1006-428091 ~~: ΜΝ ey as \, 
Hea RCP: cst ag ςς 

δ (θῸ} Seay. " ' CONTINUED ~ OVER. 
ang 

a | 
6% Nov.201967 

NY’ 694.5% and CG .5824-S* for payment at time of discontinuance 

| 90 0 σέ. “972- ὦ ΕΣ a ̓ 
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oN . aw, / 

Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 

RE: SOLO 
100=-428091 

Attached is a letter to New York and Chicago 
_instructing these offices to convert present sdvings 
accounts maintained for each informant to U. S. savings 
bonds and to purchase such bonds in the future in the 
amounts originally agreed upon with the informants, 
Bonds will be maintained under our control until informants 
are discontinued, Informants concur with change from 
cash to bonds. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

It is recommended attached letter be approved 

» ἔμεν 7 
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olson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DeLooch 
Moht 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPR === 
Conrad 

TO : Mr. conraa IEG DATE: November 7, 1967 EZ 

V9" Tove 

Cc. Ἐς Downing . : : Va Tele. Room FROM 
Holmes τι, τ 
Gandy 

SUBJECT! 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C Ye 

εἶ On 11/7/67, the New York Office furnished the text - 
J of a message which the informant desired to send and requested 

that it be enciphered, The cipher text was furnished to New 
York on the same day. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached, 

ACTION: 

For information, Oe 

Enclosure eX 

- “li yoo-¥2409 1 (ς.3 G2 
ws “τῷ 3. τς wot Aye” ᾿ πο πο ποτ 

err 
6 ΝῸν 18 1967 

Mr, Conrad 
Mx, Sullivan (Attn.: Mr, J. A, Sizoo, Mr. R. C. Putnam) 

. Downing . 
Mr. “Newpher 
Mx, Paddock 

es :ceb | | | Sp - . 

ve ᾿ 3 

\67 Nov t6 1967 244 

Heh} 1 tt & 3 
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53751 88171 19274 41388 34180 76664 65510 33127 37170 98514 

65265 74992 29231 85087 27767 37005 29027 71226 28718 56326 

61070 08542 07538 03436 52935 60674 85126 51749 38630 02118 

61570 65010 48913 11220 53052 64538 33830 59553 50656. 53783 

98456 28378 25376 44237 33928 83887 80939 05605 50409 31667 

99085 97067 73847 00853 48089 13890 95015 08366 165: £1671 

Q 148378 35827 98911 78421 32085 36470 

- - es. - " ᾿ - . a 
¥ . ™ on -"" ᾿ a τ - " ~ 7 ~ } . οτος ἃ 

JaateHeit}{riishruuinrorvvouwaraneacdonree ac inh 

᾿ FTERRECENT|AUTOACC I DEN THI CHHUdANo| νήμαυμανεζοι or ouf 
_- ABOUT} {AHRE AD YF OcOL oURPRINTfRENDEVOUSATeNdorNoVENBE 

ΝἩνουήσηο celconceRn να βατεβ μη τι με ἰριεαβεβερι ypukel, 

SPRING) 

» 

πε πὴ τα μνμν) 
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MAY 1982 EDITION 
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UNITED STATES covernmensvU U TR) iv ὯΝ νΠ ῸΡ E 

Memorandum 
: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 11/3/67 

jsacs NEW YORK (100-134637-Sub σ) AA 

1000) \ 
Ὑ5Ξ6 iG ̓  1 5 

ReNYlet to Bureau, 10/25/67. 

on he possibilities and potentialities 
of activating as an operational segment of the 
SOLO apparatus were brought O4-S*, 
NY 694-S* is impressed with liberal 
background, his appearance and. CP : mportantly, | 
however, in NY 69l-~s*'s view, i pip 
capabilities, As an intelligen udent, 
would be more readily acceptable to the Soviets~--whic 
ultimate acceptance is a necessary prerequisite to his 
full utilization in the SOLO apparatus. 

NY 694-S*, with the help and guidance of 
interested SAS in the NYO, has undertaken as an immediate 

e formulation of a believable plan by which 
en Logically come ntion of NY 694-S* p55 
WLt The Perty. Hopetuliy,[ Jean be introduced 
to NY .694-S* as one of several similarly situated recruits 
into NY 694-S*'s ‘work-a-day Party operations. 

on 10/31/67, L_______]respondea favorably when 
the prospect of broader utilization of his capabilities was = _ 
explored. He interposed no objection and was receptive to aD 
the eventual prospect of national, and perhaps international, 
utilization of his talents. 

ReNYlet also outlined steps being undertaken to 
further NY 4309-5* and GUS HALL into contact with each other 
and ultimately gain for NY 4309-S* that same SOLO prerequisite-- 
acceptance by HALL and the Soviets, necessary for full SOLO 
utilization. The recent accidental incapacity of Ny 694-s* 

FA" Vp - REC. . “2 EOrl— ; 
& - Bureau (Rut) fp 00-¢2% (5 %3 

1 - New York (41) 

RJQ:msb © a 6 Nov 14 1967 

(3) ΚΞ 
EX: Qo, ” " 

fe δ 
161967 

Buy U.S. Savings: Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



NY 1OO-1SNEST-oub ἮΝ 

served: ὁ a useful ΕΙΣ in that regard. τῷ became. - 
neceSsary for NY 694=s* to give the Soviets some explanation 
regarding the operation of SOLO during his recuperation 
and while CG. 5824~S* was in. Moscow. NY 694~-s*, 
conference with HALL prior to HALL's departure fon Moscow .- 

_- + on 10/29/67; ‘pointed -out that as far as the Soviets were - 
- oe concerned,, NY, 4309-S* was not_to bé activated without 

prior approval by HALL. HALL thereupon gave ‘his approval - 
| Lor activation and,-further, stated that he would 80- - 

“ advise the Soviets in Moscow. In further support of that. 
| “tack, and with atithority from: NY, 694-8* and ‘HALL, CG Eloise 

~ ‘While. (currently) in Moscow will advise thé Soviets that ° 
- ss begause of his absence and NY 694+S#'s disability, NY 4309-s* 
Boo should.‘be, activated _in order to Continue operation of the. τὶ 

SOLO. apparatus, 
. bID 

᾿ The NYO. constant ‘attention +o the οὖς 
implementation of jana " 4309-S% a as ‘segments of 
the SOLO apparatus. — 

The Bureadt will ‘be kept advised δξ the. SOLO- 
| . Feplacement: and the neutralization effort of thé NYO on ~ ς 

_ τὶ 8 2-week basis. unless circumstances ‘dietate. ‘more Anmediate: | ΕΣ 
communication, ες . eS 

i 

“2- 

+ ' " , 
᾿ - .»" . * " . . - . 

+ ΝΜ 
1 1 . τῇ 
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MAY 1062 EDITION 

Memon © a m | 

AC, CHICAGO (134-46 ‘Sub F) 

ΝΣ Reccairtel to Bureau. dated July: ἢ, 1967, con- 
- Gerning; CP; USA. funds. be ing. concealéd by GUS. HAL. at the 
home--of ‘one - of his brothers in- the vicinity of Cherry, 
Minriesota. ᾿ 

On: October 18, 1967. CG: 5824=S# advised that 
during a discussion with GUS HALL. on this Subject on 
October 8, 1967; HALL had’ adviséd: that considerable 
thought “Had beén given to: the- “type: -of - ‘container which - ΝΝ 
should be used ζῇ ‘bury ing thesé ‘funds, - According to; HALL, 
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On 11/8/67, the New York Office furnished the text 
of two messages which the informant desired to send and re- 
quested that they be enciphered. The cipher text was furnished 
to New York on the same day, 

The plain text and cipher text are attached, 

ACTION: 

For information, 

Mr, Conrad - ; " 
Nr, ‘Sullivan (Attn.: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C, Putnam). 
Mr. Downing , 
ΝΥ, Newpher 
Mr, Paddock 
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SUBJECT: 

ReBulet dated September 19, 1967, and NYlet dated 
October 3, 1967, concerning methods of poistering the profit- 
making facility of the Solo cover company. 

The Chicago Office has been following the activi- 
ties of the cover company on a day~to-day basis ever since - 
its inception. On several occasions we have submitted 
recommendations or informed the Bureau of actions taken with 
the view toward increasing the profit-making potential of 
this company in order to bring it closer to self-sufficiency. 
This was true at the very inception | of the company when we 
expanded its line to include nurses‘ uniforms and other 
accessories in addition to the original concept of a retail 
duty shoe outlet, In addition, on a subsequent. occasion, 
the Bureau approved our recommendation to: expand the inventory ‘ 
of this company in view of the fact that potential sales had ‘on 
been lost owing “ἕο a paucity of readily available inventory. — 
On a later occasion, the Bureau was informed of efforts. by Ib TD 

to tap a new source of busitiess by adding. to his 
line certain items used ‘by companies engaged in space: age 
industries. 

AS agreed at the recent conference on the Solo 
operation at the 506, the Chicago Office is remaining alert 
for any possibility of changes which will enhance the profit-— 
‘making potential of this company. At such time as.‘we can dis- 

τς gern an opportunity to accomplish this purpose, the Bureau 
-Will be immediately furnished our recommendations, 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

We recognize that there well may be additional. 
products, either related or unrelated to the current line 
of business, which can be added to the present line of the 
cover company and which can be offered for sale either 
on the premises or through mail order. However, we also 
recognize the fact that expansion by this method will re- 
quire. the investment of additional capital for purchase of 
inventory, for additional or separate advertising, etc. 
In view of the already large. investment by the Bureau in 

_this' unprofitable business, the Chicago Office would be 
extremely loath to: recommend any such. expansion evén with 
virtually ironclad assurances that the new line would-be 
profitable. Therefore, the attention of this office ‘has 
been confined toward exploring methods of increasing the . 
profitability of this company through alterations or adapta~ 
tions of its ‘current operating procedures so as to increase 
its profit-making potential with min ininy if any additional. 
contribution, by the Bureau. 

This operation is being followed closely ἕο insure 
maximum return of profits to reduce the Bureau's Lavestmen Ὁ, 
thérein, At the same time, in -any discussion of this cover 
company, we feel obliged to reiterate. that from the standpoint 
of its primary function, that is, the security of the Solo 
operation, it has fulfilled its function in a most outstanding. 

mahner, The Bureau will, be. kept advised’ of any future develop- 
>. ments. and/or Fecommendations. — 
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ReBulet dated September 19, 1967, and NYlet dated 
October 10, 1967, concerning proposed changes in the handling 
Of funds given to the informants for transmittal to the CP; 
USA, 

The Chicago Office concurs , wholeheartedly with the 
recommendations as set forth in reBulet relative to. the 
laborious: procedures heretofore required for the reporting of 
serial numbers, etc., of ‘processed money as opposed to that 
money ‘directly received from the CP of the Soviet Union, Since 
this. is primarily a function. of the New. York Office which bears 
the brunt of this burden, we are of the opinion that the New . 
York, Office is' in. a, much better. position to-comment, ipon this QL 
facet of the: operation, 

: Additional Giscussion “took place. at the recent Solo 
conférence at the SOG: concerning the manner in which these 
Solo funds should be maintained and the amounts thereof which 
‘should be placed in the -hands..of each informant. As discussed. - 
at the conference, both CG 5824~S* and NY 694-S* havé expressed. 
on a number oF occasions their continuing: apprehension that 

. démands for substantial amounts of funds may be made by GUS. 
HALL, during night. périods. dr ‘on weekends and holidays when such 
large amounts would not be available from safety | ‘deposit boxes 
where in: these funds are currently maintained, . We have been 
informed ‘by these informants that HALL would be disturbed if 
he were aware. that, these ‘funds are. being. maintained. in safety - 
“deposit boxes and has stated in the past that such depositories ὁ 
are undeSirable in view of ‘the fact that. records are kept by 

safety deposit: “corporations of every: entry by .an individual 
“to ‘boxes he has rented, 
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As a Yesult of extended discussion at the recent. 
Solo conference, it was agreed that. in-order. to allay this 
apprehension by the informants, the sum of $50,000 might be. - 

. furnished to each informant - to. retain within his sole con-- 
_ trol in order to have this sum available ain the event HALL 
-should make a demand for such a substantial amount of money 
outside of normal banking hours. Such an anount should serve 
to satisfy HALL. even if the demand is for ἃ larger amount at 
least until the resumption of normal banking hours. - We 
recoghize that. Bureau assistance might be necessary in order _ 

' to prepare secure depositories in the informants' homés in 
the event that is the: location at which the informant intended 
to. maintain these. funds. εν 

- ‘This subject was discussed with- the informant prior 
"£0 his ‘departure on the current Solo: Mission, He expressed 
; complete agreement with this proposal of providing. $50, 000 

- aS a sufficiently large amount to satisfy HALL at any given’ 
time: in the absénce of prior warning of a demand for.an unusually 
large amount. The informant arrived. at no firm decision as to 

“the manner in which he desixed to maintain this fund. before 
departing on this mission. However, he did State that. his 
initial impression. is that such an amount could be maintained 
securely in the safe at-his office, Avisco Associates, Ine. | 
Suite 918, 25 East Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois, This - 

is: a large three-way’ combination Mosier Safe located in the 
inher officé of ‘the cover company, Both the informant and his . 

-havwe. access to this. office space. at ΤΏ 
π nd on weekends and holidays, and it is reasonably con~ 
venient to the horie (of CG 5824-S* should an emergency demand. 

. be- made by HALL. 

In ‘the absence- of advice to the contrary by the Bureau 
in the meantime, this matter will be: pursued with CG 5824~S* 
upon ‘his-return to Chicago from the current Solo. Mission ,. and 
firn- xecommenda tions Will be submitted to the Bureau, at that 
time, - - 
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atter to Bureau, 10/25/67, captioned, [ | 
| SM-C", Bufile 100-364081. 

Relet reflects that according to CG 5824-s*, during 
March, 1967, GUS HALL, while having bre York 

roached by a couple, and 
engaged him in conversation, ccording 

o 3 the Georgetown Graphic Art Gallery, | 
Incorporated, 3207 Ὁ Street N.W., Washington, D.c. CG 5824-9* 
related that HALL stated this couple knew various diplomatic 
people in Washington, were reliable and might be the type of 
people the Soviets are interested in. HALL. added that he had 
once stayed with this couple during the CP underground period 
and intimated that their identities should be provided to the 
Soviets. 

The NYO file a reflects that he 
was interviewed by Bureau agents in » and appeared 
cooperative. He admitted membership in the Young Communist 
League in the early 1940's and that both he and his wife 
became members of the CP in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1949. He 
said they resigned from the CP in 1950, since they disagreed 
with the Party's policy regarding the Korean conflict. ‘He 
added that neither he nor his wife had any contact with any Μὲ 
CP members since that time (1950 to 1953). bic 

An apparent discrepancy exists here in that 
stated he has had no contacts with the CP since 

: » While HALL stated he stayed with him during the , 
underground days which would be 1951. 
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- On: w/er/en, Freceecnltontactea thé NYO and advised. 
that he and his wife nad nov been CP.members for over a year 
and at that timé were. residing: in New York- City « 

Ip 
In any event. th oer ‘with their previous 5710 ᾿ 

‘CP membership and with’ the acknowledgment of their reliability 
by GUS: HALL, do ‘possess. potential ‘as informants, particularly’ 

τ 48 contacts (again: by: Soviets. Additionally, 
their presehts. an ideal cover. 

’ if Γαι ΠῚ Ῥὲ developed as 
Laitormatits, it may be possible to: 

i. Use them: dn a phase of the SOLO: operation, 

ΝΞ 2, Furnish their identities: th¥ough SOLO δ᾽ the _ 
: Soviets. as persons trusted “by GUS HALL- who. may be: of use to - 

the, δονξοῦβι, : 

In either case,. “af developed he would. be: of use 
to the Bureau; 

: | With the thought ih mind thel_______Imay be. οτος 
ΝΕ ὍΣ value +0. the. on,. Bureau: is, Yequested to: review. 

the file on the lether or not it 
will allow WFO. to work on. the If this ig Ὁ 

_ favorable as the NYO bélieves', the Bureau: is fequested: to Te 
Ὁ and instruct it, to attempt to. develop the 
through a discreet. long range program... 
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waa Reference New York letter to the Bureau dated 
10/19/67, captioned "SOLO", and concerning the neutralization 
of JAMES.JACKSON., The letter included a proposed news 
release on JACKSON's early departure for attendance at the 
Fiftieth Anniversary of the October Revolution, and the 
reason therefor. 

Enclosed for the Bureau and Chicago is a Xerox 
copy of a New York "Sunday. News" item dated 11/5/67. 

The NYO will await return: of CG 582k ΘΚ. before 
recommending further action. 
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Washington, Nov. 4 (NEWS Bureau)-—A pitched battle for control of the dissen- 
sion-riddled U.S, Communist Party will erupt when party boss Gus Hall and leading 

Jackson return from Moscow shortly, highly informed sources told εἰς ee ee 

revolution. Jackson Jumped the 
gun_on Hall. He ΤΟΝ oid dione 
ta Meseon, weil in advance of 

-Negro Red James Ἐν 
THe NEWS today. 

i ‘The rivals took their duel to 

eee erat ce ἢ the - 

' ry celebration of the Soviet! Hall and sbout a dozen of the 
— 

party faithfal, to rally support 
itor his drive to take over” tho 
party here on a racist platiorm. 
Jackson, who is 58, has sfrent 

. ' hiy.entire adult life as a commu- 
τ mist activist efter getting a 

degres in’ pharmacy from How- 
ard University here. _ 

Considers Self Race Expert 

Tetician on raca relationa and 
ἢ could be useful In fomenting civil 

unrest Jn this country, Hall, ac- 
“ ᾿ , cording to sources, hates his 

guts, 
Chairman Edwin Willis (D- 

‘TLa.) of the: House Un-American 

‘, . 
ἐν δὴν πὶ 

STE Baty CAINS 
Paani 5 

a 
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Ἐξ 

James FE. 
Jackeon . . ; ᾿ Hall. 

> Took their fight to Mescow 

week that there $s no doubt that 
Communist elements “played a 
major and key role” in the 1964 
Harlem race riots. The Soviets, 
seeking to exploit racial unrest, 

. ; prefer Jackson to Hal κι, 
Ὰ , Jickson, a member of the Com- 

’ - |munist se¢retariat and national 
execitive board here, Is the for- 

- ΞΟ mer publisher of the party's of- 
ficial organ, The Worker, " 

+ 1 . 

ee ry 

uf 

’ 
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+ SUNDAY NEWS, 

He considers himsclf‘to bo the: 
American Party’s leading theo-- 

Activities Committes sald™-last- 

Actions Annoyed Hall t 
While écitor and publisher, he i: 

wal ¥rowne=to Hall's annoyance ᾿ 
“αἰο be in frequent contach with 
Soveb and satellite country yep- 
resentatives,  ~ y 
‘What is particularly interest. 

ing is that Jackson has now been 
publicly identified ag the secre-, 
tary of the U.S, Communists’ in- 
ternational department and has 

even’ traveled ta France as an 

official delegate to the French. 
Commie party’s congress,”* the 
sources said, ᾿ . 

While throwing repeated barbs 
into Hall, Jackson has been make 

ing more frequent contacts ‘tnan wy 

ever with the Russians and rep- . 1 

resentatives of other Communist. 

bloc countries. . _ 

The Heir Apparent 
When he returns after the 

Moscow celebrations, Jacksen is 
expected to be the key liaison 
man between the U.S, Communist ~ -s 
Party and Red bloc “ee at 
the United Nations. 

{Fall will be feft out in the ‘coli 

-| ivith Jackson the heir apparent 
tothe shaky ‘throne. ᾿ς 

It is significant that Jackson's 
rw 2 - | 

latest hook,’ PUG Negratsy ἐν εὐ ἢ 
Bajtles τόσ, Little! Refk! ta >. 
Witt," was published in Russia: , 
but not In the U.S. a 

"It could be inferred that 
Jackson's assignment on hia τὸν 
turn-could be of even greater 
interest,” the cources valde 

But they added that thet end “““ 
ἐσοδὰξ will probably be “gritater® 
jconcasion and distnion” in the 
U.S, Communist Party, j 

i The Jackson-Hall feud points 
jap) the growing black” power. 

τ" . 
movement in the: partf-ant the ' 
soures οὐ Jackson's new-fexnd 
stretigth, * * ᾿ Ny - 

᾿ 

wey 
a Ἐ a 

ae | ᾿ gee μεμον μῶν 100-2809 1 6 §§5 7 | 
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Ὁ ΚΝ Oo. (9 ἢ 
“ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

FB! ᾿ 

Date: 11/13/ 67 

- ἐ- Transmit the following .in 
“(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via AIRTEL - REGISTERED. J 
᾿ : a ° (Priority) ὁ 4 

Bee pe ee -.............................. deni - 

ΤῸ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

| ym > 

SUBJECT: 

\C, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
OQ 2 cK & 

On 11/13/67, there was received from the Soviets, 
via radio, a ciphered-partially coded message, the plain ᾿ 
text of which was as follows: 

tito NY 694~S*,. 

"November 8 we received two signals from you on ΝΕ 
walky-talky and checked Beck Shoe Store, NYC. Next. day we dae 
checked the Townhouse Restaurant, Queens; failed to see you. 
Tf you called us November 8 acknowledge this 6811. on | 
walky-talky November 13 at 7:50 - 8:00 PM or at. Béck Shoe Store 
t4i11' 9:00: PM. Recéiving this ¢all νοὶ] see you on November 16 

_ at the Townhouse Restaurant, Queens. If we don't receive your. 
call, we don't. come. Please give your suggestions as regards 
radio schedule for 1968." ι 

The: above message concerns @ walky-talky signal 
sent by NY 694=S* to the Soviets on November 8, the purpose 
of the signal having been to alert the Soviets to a drop 
operation on November 9. The Soviets were. confused regarding 
the signal; interpreting it to, call for a personal contact 
instead of a drop. The essential purpose of the drop was to 
\ fiirnish the Soviets with a proposed radio schedule for 1968, ° 
* mentioned inthe Soviet message. 

ἢ ᾿ I-90, von 
Poy Bureau ( κ2 HOP lo i 28. 

1 - Chicago ( ie ae sub B) (at Rye 54 /00— 

1 - NY 105- thos Sup δ ‘ein 
Δ = NY 100-134637 (41) “Op 6 ΝΟΥ 16 1967 

etd mat TOR barat. a 

δεη.- ss _ —— | M ; “Per 



NY 100-134637 

To avoid further confusion on the part of the 
_ ‘Soviets; which would résult if their instructions above 

. were followed, NY 694-S* wild send a Signal οἵ. 11/15/67 
(the riext scheduled daté for a walky-talky operation): 
alerting the Soviets to @ drop operation on 11/16/68. 

* 
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MAY 1962 E0ITIOH ν 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Deboach ----- 

M d —— emorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = 
TO + Mr, Conrad JME, DATE: November 13, 1967 ae 

. 
avel 

4 Trotter 
FROM 616. Hoom 2 

ra C. F. Downing Holaes —— 

SUBJECT: Gono 
“ENTERNAL SECURITY - C & (2. (2 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable. 
ἢ confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving com- 

ye munications transmitted to him by radio. 

On 11/13/67, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 723 GR 128,. 
was intercepted, . 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information, 

SY 
ὟΝ 

Enclosure \* 

Mr, Conrad 
Mx. Sullivan (Attn.: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. Ὁ, Putnam) 
Mx, Downing . 
Mr. Newpher 
Mir . Paddock 

vice Ret 5 “Ζοὸ- aa OL mn τοῦ 

Ff 

«πὸ. ἥ ie 
‘ ᾿ ᾧ es 

τὰ 
ΠΌΝΟΥ 2 11967 
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NR 723 GR 128 

TO SPRING. 

OM POLL AND CHECKED, TOPSY, NEXT DAY WE CHECKED ARUSTRONG FAILED 

ΤῸ SEF YOU. 

O 
11/13/67 

NOVEMBER Φ11}} (R) WE RECEIVED TWO CALLS FROM YOU 

IF YOU CALL US NOVEMBER #11¢ (R) ACKNOWLEDGE THIS . 

CALL ON POLL NOVEMBER #16 (8) AT #7#. p507F - δ. POOH P. Ue 

OR τὴν TOPSY TILL wore ΠΟΘ Py He RECEIVING THIS CALL WE'LL ' 

. _ SEE YOU ON NOVEMBER ἄμ (Ry AT ARUSTRONG, 

RECEIVE Your; CALL VE DIDN'T COME. 

REGARDS DUKE SCHEDULE FOR. 1968}. 

NR 723 GR 128 

00479" 
“63536 

* 97430 
19688 
37275 

“> 918 2dd 5S 
08855 
93159 

/ 19632 
11481 

30665 
59696 

46682 

65615 
27964 
86017 
7161} 
41032 

16022-25766. 89604 40533 
29580 
S2215 
51093 
20538 

61157 
"87413: 

16444 79703. 59050 
16290 06101 07560 
46842 44422 12290 
01620 48488 69411 
90450 13898 60602 

98004 "82756 63565 
49369 40654 86089 
BILT9 83195 86723 
‘99972 86102 ἀ͵δϑϑ 

16810 06196 29496 
04689 ‘51526 87574 

87863.'61713 92728 775EL 

81879 71582 72323 
93867 67827 86290 
02572 03152 39729 
37959 43961 64212 
54746 13664 28764 

47966 05818 75649 
20442 99225 17279 
58016 95873. 46086 
28588 66030 01222 
58621 65337 25262 

11853 06693 67517 
38244 57520 42478 
59190 81294 71451 

IF WE DON'T 

PLEASE GIVE YOUR SUGGESTIONS 

64101 07463 
86457. 29461 
36367 48808 © 
85101* 28077 
92487 48528 

03449 85096 
19568..06265 
93548 49094 
51720 28563 
05896 87105 

79841 54518 
55630 36589 

" 

Εις προσ ες RO ered central -““ὐὐσϑπιων θυ — 

' 
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VIA TELETYPE 
OCT 2 8 1967, 

ENCIPHERED 

A12PM URGENT 18-28-67 JLS 

VW, “DIRECTOR (190-428@91) AND NEW YORK (166-134637) 

NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON 

FROM CHICAGO 

“Oso. \ 
SOLO * S-C * 

. Tolson__—— 

. DeLoach.. 

. Mohr. 
» Bishop 
. Casper... 
, Callahan 

. Sullivan. 
. Tavel 

. Trotter 

Tele. Room ue 

Miss Helmes. 
Miss Gandy 

RE CHICAGO TELCALLS TO BUREAU OCTOBER TWO SEVEN LAST. 

CG SIX SIX FIVE THREE ~ S WILL DEPART CHICAGO TO JOIN CG FIVE Qu 

EIGHT TWO FOUR - S ASTERISK ON SOLO MISSION TwO FOUR VIA AIR FRANCE 

FLIGHT ZERQ THREE ZERO, FIVE PM, OCTOBER TWO NINE NEXT, 

ARRIVING PARIS NINE ONE FIVE AM, OCTOBER THREE ZERO NEXT. VTLS EPART 

PARIS: VIA CZECH AIR LINES -FLIGHT FIVE ZERO-EIGHT, ONE FOUR PIVEgPH +E 

OCTOBER THREE ZERO NEXT, ARRIVING PRAGUE, 

“FIVE PM, SAME DATE. 

USSR, WILL BE MADE BY OFFICIALS OF CPCZ. 

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS FROM PRAGUE TO SOON τς 

rae 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA , THREE ONE. Fy 

πὰρ 

i 
BUREAU WILL BE ADvIgeD ORS 

ACTUAL DEPARTURE. εακτῦλ 

| Bele 33 "μας 
..66-- “5.5. “97. LF Tay 

RECEIVED: 5:21 PM DHH ap aoe 7 ( ἡ 

᾿ς Ral hee 6 nov 22 WO! 
an Oe ae oY, σαι πα 

54 NOV2. 967 

PELAYED Τὸ 4u York __ 
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sac, New York (100.184037) Novenbor 16, 1967 
(184~91) 

Director, FBI (100~42809}) , ῦ 

δ REGISTERED MATL 

οἱ | 
a portion of κ᾿ 

Attached id the translation which you requested by PES, airtel 
dated 11/3/67. 

ΓΙ The contents thereof, where pertinent, mist be reported 
“| under appropriate captions and afforded vhatever investigative 
Z| attention 18 necessary. | 
ξ 
ᾷ 

Disposition of the foreign language matertal submitied in 

this eomection tail set forth, below: i 

ea scifiptained until completion of translation, 
or 
Bishop cwrmmmmeg Cay = «- May sy liven ny(Atin.; Internal Secuntty Section), sent direct witli 
Pat pi mo enclosure. wt 9. 
ΒΝ ht ek 

[Ξ| a
 alee

 
i = | A a aie ὑρηαίσμων 

an gt NOT RECORDED 
6 NOY 20 107 

rem ΠΝ πα 
= 

he {PE unr] 



ἋἝ - OQ. ᾿ a : . - 

TRANSLATION FROM FRENCH 

Communique of the Chairmanship of the llth Plenary. Session 
of the Greek. Communist Party Central Connittee 

The llth Plenary Session of the Greek Communist 
Party Central Committee took place at the end of June, 1967. 
The theme was "The Nilitary-Fascist Putsch in Greece and 
the Obligations | ‘of the Party." 

Apostolos Grozos, President of the Greek Communist 
Party Central Committee, presented the report of the B.P. 

The Plenary Session has shown that the organizers . 
and instigators of the military~fascist dictatorship imposed: 
on our country by the Putsch of April 21, 1967, are the most 
reactionary and most servile circles of the plutocratic 
oligarchy, directly inspired and assisted by the most agm. 
gressive circles of American imperialism and NATO. 

‘The direct benefactors from the putseh are the - 
American intelligence agencies, NATO and the military junta 
of the colonels. ‘The. king and the court have covered over 
the coup in an effort to. consolidate the dictatorship and 
unleash its fury. against: the people. and the democratic move~ 
ment. 

- The dictatorship purauas. thé following goals: 

Internally: ‘To attack and crush: the, growLng democratic move-. 
. ment which is renewing. ‘Greek society; to. ‘provide 

an. antipopular solution to the problems of the 
country; to overthrow by force the legal govern- 
ment of Cyprus. and to ‘pravide a solution. to the 
Cyprus question, which. will conform τὸ the ~ 
interests of NATO; to abandon the ‘Greek people, 
without: defense, ‘to the greedy exploitation of 
foreign monopolists. 

Internationally: To iisure to a greater degree the positions 
of imperialists and NATO in, Greece as a 
base of aggression for their adventurist 
objectives in the Balkans ‘and the Near East; 
to- attack the. democratic movements and the © 
Jiberation movements, and to. impose fascist 
regimes on other countries as. well as 

yp ol JOOo- PE yoy le 

SO GRMOLOSUEE 



we Ο ό 

Europe; to shackle the extensive movement 
for an entente and for coopération between 
fovernments, as well as for the organiza- 
tion of a collective system of European 
security. 

The Plenary Session has underlined, furthermore, 
that the international situation which is the result of the 
aggression of American imperialism throughout the world, 
especially in the Near ahd Middle East, accelerated the 
establishment of the dictatorship. 

The establishnent of the dictatorship has been a 
serious blow to the democratic movement. Thé constitution - 
of the country has been abolished, the political parties | 
dissolved, the democratic conquests of the people, acquired 
by long struggle and sacrifice, have been suppressed. An 

atmosphere of violence and fascist terror has. been unleased 
throughout the country. Thousands of democratically-minded 
people, noted personalities and average citizens have beén " 
thrown into concentration camps of Nazi design. They have 
been tortured and murdered. 

The Greek people are experiéncing a: new test. A 
Savage attack has been unleashed by foreign monopolies against 
the living standards of the workers. ‘The people in Greece will 
have to undergo harsh and difficult struggles. 

Greece hag keen transformed into a staging aren for 
NATO and imperialist tension and provocations in. the Balkans: 
and the eastern mediterranean, 

The ‘fascist-military dictatorship has betrayed the 
nation and lts best interests. 

The Plenary Session has shown that the Greek people 
‘are radically opposed to the dictatorship, Politicians 
throughout the country have opposed it. No dictatorship has 
peén so isolated from the people and the politicians of our 
country. 

Disagreements and disputes are already appearing 
within the dictatorship. World public opinion, especially 
that of Europe, has been raised ‘against. the dictatorship and 
the situation of the dictatorship is not stable. 



“ah 

The Plenary Séssion has underlined the fact that 
this great test of the people requires that all the parties, 
‘political leaders, noted individuais and all jolitical 
forces put aside their differences and unite in ἃ mass 
front against dictatorship with a common plan of attack 

which should be the following: 

~Overthrow of the dictatorship. 
_ -Reestablishment of constitutional and democratic 

freedom; - . | 
~Freedom of action for all parties and organizations. 
~Freedom for all those arrested. 
-A general amnesty. 
=-Dissolution of the Junta. 
=Free elections on a Simple proportion basis and. 

organized by a government composed of all. parties. 

The basis for the unity of anti-dictatorship forces 

is the unity of the working class - the social, force found in 

the first rank of the vanguard - ‘which received the brunt of 

the. attack launched by: foreign tionopolists and.by the Junta, 

Thé. forces. of the ardent Greek youth will have to 
play an important role in the struggle to overthrow the 
dictatorship. οι 

. ο΄ ἥῃδ first ‘step ‘to be takén in uniting the .anti- 

dictatorship forces into a patriotic. front are now being 

carried out, | 

The anti-dictatorship. front. will be able to assume — 

the most diverse organization forms committees in enterprises, 

villages, cities, on up to the National. Committee of the. Front 

Against Dictatorship, which, will conduct, the struggle on a 

national scale. ΝΞ ᾿ ΝΕ οι" 

_ The struggle against the dictatorship Will ‘be able: 

to find its expression in the most diverse ways: froma 

simple statement and orders written on walis, street demon— 

strations and strikes}; and so on, up to a national struggle 

to overthrow the: dicthtorship. Ὁ Lot 

The Plenary Session has underlined the extreme. im- 

portance of international assistance in. the struggle against 

the dictatorship, 

{The lth Plenary Session of the Greek Communist _ 

Party Central Committee appeals to all communists, all members 

and cadre of the Party; to organize forces. of valiant fighters 



in ἃ struggle to overthrow the military-fascist tyranny and 
to attain victory for democracy. 

| The. Plenary Session -has also shown that the present, 
urgent and vital task of communists is to establish indepen- 
dent organizations of the Greek Communist Party. 

The Plenary Session has adopted 2 political reso- 
lution as well as a resolution concerning the results of the 
Conference of European Communist Parties and Labor Parties 
on European Security. 

| The Eleventh Plenary Session of the Greek Conimunist 
Party Central Committee. has appealed to the Greek people and 
their parties to join forces and overthrow the Junta, 

The resolution hag been unanimously approved. 

The Chairmanship of the Eleventh 
Plenary Session of the 
Greek Communist Party 
Central Committee - 

June, 1967, . 
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DECODED, COPY ΤΕ 
OAIRGRAM COCABLEGRAM” ἜΙΒΑΡΙΟ ‘TELETYPE πεηπο ς 
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7:38 PM UBGENT 19-29-67 WOW 

DIRECTOR (19%-28991) 

FROM CHICAGO (74h=6 SUB B) 

ao Χ aS 
— SOLO; Sac, LA \p- 

RE CHICAGO TEL OCTOBER 28 LAST. 

CG 6653=S DEPARTED CHICAGO 5 P.M, THIS DATE ENROUTE 

MOSCOW VIA PARIS AND PRAGUE, 

RECE! VED: 8:36 PM RAK 

θα γ: es 
iS 
$3 ᾿ 
3 YN MB pcan 42909 ὦ 743 
Leal 

Ω 76,36 

a ἘΞ --. ΩΝ, rind x t -- 

; | | | When RP 

D4 ΝΟΥ27 981, 
If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order ta protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems., 
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_UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT meek 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 2 
my wr, ,conrae QUE DATE: November 20, 1967 a 

fis 
4 ? oF, Downing 

SUBJEC  sor.0 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving com- 
munications transmitted to him by radio. 

On 11/20/67, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but 
no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Mr. Conrad 
Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. Re C. Putnam) 
Mr. Downing | 

Mr. Newpher 
Mr. Paddock μμ ell de 11eet ote 

HS: csp cag 
(7) Ip περ “σός AF 9/— 0 1 

' W | ΝΕ oe 8 Nows2 1967 | 
em eerery 

5 eee 

ῃ mau. 4S. 

FY. - - 

54 NOV27 1967 
i 



δ PD-36 (Rev, 5-22.84} 

ore ἘΒΩΖΤΕ ῚΝ ENVELOE 
FB! 

Date: 117 17/67 

+ 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via___AERTED REGISTERED . 
(Priority) TT 

-φὠ«.-.--..-. .- ee ee ee ee ee eee πάν ee 1........... -- 

TO > DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) (ATT: FBI LABORATORY) 

FROM; NEW YORK (100-134637) ρ gr” 

πασεον (ax “ 

Vr "ὃ 
On 11/16/67, there were transmitted to the Soviets, 

at a New York City drop, several ciphered~partially coded 

messages on microfilm, the plain texts of which are as follows: 

(1) "three short signals were sent to you on 
November 8th, calling for a drop on November 

9th. Probably due to local interference, signals were ( ) 
- 

misunderstood. When your telephone acknowledgment was not 

received on November 9th, Drop Una was recontacted for 

clearance. Did not acknowledge your radio message of 

November 13th by walkie-talkie or Beck Shoe Store to 

avoid further confusion. The following is what was 

intended to be delivered to you by drop Una on November 

9th. Note it contains proposed radio schedule for 1968. 

"JACK BROOKS" 

e "69 ‘tNovember 7; 
(2) 

pai" er 7, 1907 

‘My dear Comrade: 
6 Nov 22 1967 

"Accept my heartfelt fraternal greetings on the 

glorious occasion of the celebration of the 50ttranniversary 

of the October Revolution. A toast and firm handshake to 

the CCCPSU. 
"JACK BROOKS" A “el 

ιν "| 
- qo 4, 2: 

ἀμᾳῳι ἢ. 

- Bureau (RM) Root νυ «ΟἹ 

- Chicago (134-46-Sub. Β) (ΑΜ RM) CG 
1 - NY 134-91 (INV) (42 to eae VOT 
1 - NY 105-14931-(Sub_ C)(TALANOV) (S41) *" > if Or 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41) Qo De 5 ́“ 
LCB:msb - 7 -ν UT 
(8) CIA 

δῇ Approved: ——$—$ > - ὠὀ--.---. Sent —_ ___M Per 

θῇ NOV io4 1967s Agént in-Charge 



NY 100-134637 

(3) "Central Committee - CP USSR 

“This will inform you I am back oh my feet again 
after recent auto accident which CG 5824-S* and GUS HALL 
may: have told you about. Am ready for money rendezvous 
at end of November. Your choice concerning date and time. 
Please reply by radio. 

| “JACK BROOKS" 

(4) "in general, radio. reception for January through 
November: 1967, at assigned times and frequencies, 

has beén good, except for March and April, which ‘were only 
fair due to atmospheric and Local interference. Reception 

during’ Mayand June was poor because of continuing cycle of 
sun, resulting, in heavy. atmospheric interference. Think it 
best 1968 GMT and frequency schedules. remain relatively same 
as 1967 - January through April, ‘and November December, 
1230 to 1330 ‘GMT. 

"Yge 1130 to 1230 GMT during May through October 
because of local time change. Continue use of frequencies 
between 12 to 15 MCS. | . 

| "Pol lowing: is, ‘proposed. radio schedule for 1968: 

"January - Wed., Fri. ᾿ 
February + Tuese,y Fri. 

- ‘March - Μοῦ) Fri. 
April - Tues., Thurs. 
May - Mon., Fri. | 
June ~ ‘Tues., Thurs. | 

July, = Mon. ; 3. Wed. 

August -  ‘Tues., Thurs . 
September ~; Pies., Thurs. 
October ~  Wed., Fri. 
November = ‘ues., Fri. 
December: S Tuese, Thurs." 

- 

-Ὁ.- 



NY 100-134637 

; . “Suggest continuance in 1968 of walkie-talkie 
time as in 1967, which has been found to be consistently 
successful. Signals. will be same as 1967 unless designated 
otherwise. Suggest walkie-talkie days as follows: 

"January - Tuesday, Thursday 
February: - Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
March — -  Muesday,. Thursday 
April = Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
Mey - Tuesday, Thursday 
June > Monday, Wednesday 
July - Tuesday, Thursday 
August - Monday, Wednesday 
September - Monday; Thursday 
October - Tuesday, Thursday 
November - Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
December -~ Monday, Thursday" 

(6) "The following is again the béginning of a new 
group of additional drops. which are going to be 

Listed in alphabetical order. ‘(Some of these drops have been 
used before ~ a long time ago = and are okay to use again.) 

“Wild await your okay before we agree to yse these 
drops again. 

“JACK BROOKS 

Drop AMY - Herald Square Bar and Grill, 
994 6th Avenue (37th Street) -Pick up τ 30 ἘΜ - 
Ackriowledge 2:00 -PM at 68749615, 

"Drop BONNY - Blarney Stone, 259 W. 34th St., 
Pick dup 1:10 PM - acknowledge 1:50 PM at 686-9541. 

"Drop CLARA - Emerald Bar and Grill, 411 Third Ave., 
(29th St.) - Pick up 1:40 PM - Acknowledge 2:30 PM 
at 679-9710. 

"Drop DENA - Penn Bar and Grill, 416 8th Ave. 
(31st Stéeet) - Pick up 1:15-1:30 PM - Acknowledge 
2:05 PM at 247-8618, 



(7) 

. NY 100-134637 

"Drop ETTA - Rector Bar and Restaurant, 
N. W. Corner Rector and Greenwich ~ 
Pick up at 1:40-1:55 PM ~ Acknowledge 2:35 PM 
at 962-9002. 

"Drop. FREDA - White Rose Bar, 42 West 34th Street - 
Pick up 2:00 PM - Acknowledge 2:50 PM at 247-8730. | 

"Drop GALE - Walsh's Pub and Restaurant, 402 8th - 
Avenue (30th St.) - Pick up 1:05-1:15 PM - 
Acknowledge 2:00 PM at 687-9487." 

pRep . 
"Seed-axr VALERY next. If unavailable, 
Drop. MARY." 

wl 
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SAC, New York (100.13408}) November 21, 1987 
(194-01) μμν 

Director, FEI (100498091) ᾿ # , | 

. fo ἡ 
“ἝΝ ΩΨ} 

“S010 

attached is ABS baa moreno rested by inkior Airtel 
Te 17/3/67, | 

The contents thereof, vhere pertinent, imst be reported 
der appropriate captions and affoided whatever investigative 

attention is necessary. τον 2G 1967 

Disposition of the foreign language watertal submitted in 

this connection is set fort below: 

ΟΝ \ πὰ horevith, 
cot Ἷ. ΜΠ 
Mbt annem 

Ay tr 119 Gulia (Attn, : ΠΕΣ ΜῊ Security Section), sent direct 
yan S| ἡ with enclosure, 

: qs /b-yes09)_- 
(5) «ὃ NOTRE CORDED 

® ov 271967 
if ες μῶν Ὑ; | | 

a ath he wpe tint asin 
De | 



ὁ τ ὁ . ‘4. 

TRANSLATION FROM FRENCH 

The Fascist Coup d' Etat 
in Greece and the Tasks of the 

Greek Communist Party 

- Resolution of the Eleventh Plenary Session 
of the 

Greek Communist Party Central Committee 

i. The Fascist military dictatorship installed in our 
country by the coup of April 21, is a dictatorship of the most 
reactionary circles of the Greek plutocracy; subjugated. to 
foreigners, The dictatorship was imposed with the inspiration 
and direct support of the most aggressive circles of American 
imperialism and NATO, Behind the dictatorship are foreign 
monopolies, especially American monopolies, 

The military dictatorship is directed against hhe 
entire nation, against its best interests, its honor and its 
dignity.. The democratic movement has received a hard blow. 
The, democratic conquests of the Greek people, attained at 
great sacrifice, have been suppressed. 

A new area of tension and provocation has been created 
in the Eastern zone of the Mediterranean and in the Balkans. 
The Greek people are experiencing a new and difficult test. 
They will have to struggle long and hard. 

The goals of the dictatorship are: 

. Internally: to deliver a mortal blow to the growing 
democratic movement which is renewing Greek society; 
to bring an anti~popular solution to the problems 
besetting the country; to overthrow by force the 
legal government of Cyprus and to bring about a 
NATO-favored solution to the Cyprus question; to 
leave the Greek people defenseless against the cruel 
exploitation of foreign monopolies, 

Internationally: to reinforce the positions of the 
imperialists and NATO in Greece so that our country 
might serve as a springboard for thelr risky maneuvers 
in the Balkans and the Middle East; to deal blows 

TRANSLATEDNBY£ON 
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against the democratic movements of liberation and 
to impose Fascist regimes on other European countries; 
to overthrow the important movenent anong European, 
governments for mutual understanding, cooperation 
and the organization of collective security in Europe. 

2, > Despite the fact that after the Palace coup in July, 
1965, power was. exercised by conservative-backed governments and 
despite the fact that the reactionary forces continued to 
reinforce therr positions in the Army and in the government 
during this period, this did not succeed in putting an end 
to the popular struggles and the democratic movement. The 
change in,the forces over to the Side of democracy: continued 
anong the’ people and politicians, The influence of the Greek 
Communist Party and Leftists in general continued to grow. 
Important changes toward the side of democracy were taking 
nies daily within the Coalition Center, 

The anti-constitutional, anti-democratic policies and 
activity of the Palace - the center of the reactionists and 
the Conservatives - before. and after the July 15th. coup, opened 
the way for the military dictatorship: 

The reactionary forces were demonstrating two different 
inclinations in regard to the internal problem, The first 
was. to accomplish an electoral coup. in order to attain its - 
objectives; the second was to. establish an open military dic~ 
tatorship, 

The eonstitution of the government of Canellopoulos. 
showed an inclination to impose.an anti-democratic solution 
under the: guise of parliamentary procedure, through. elections 
dominated by. violence ‘and fraud, 

However, for thé reactionary circles of the Junta 
_-and the militarists of the United States and NATO, even, the 
Canellopoulos solution ~ Stections under terror and fraud - 
was not satisfactory, because they saw. quite well that even Lf 
the election results were fixed in advance, they could not 
subjugate the growing democratic movement. and achieve without, 
obstacles their anti-popular and anti-national goals. These 
were the reasons leading th the Fascist military. coup. 

The recent aggravation of the international situation - 
the results of the aggression of American imperialism on 8. world 
scale, especially ‘the aggression in the Near and Middle East ~ 
was an important factor hastening the establishment ‘of the 
military dictatorship. 
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3, Under the present conditions in Greece, characterized 
by the active interference of Americans in our internal affairs, 
the existence of growing militarism, the rapprochment of 
conservative forces, the ERE Party. and the Palace, only the 
unified and resolute action of democratic forces can block 
‘thé road to Fascism, oppose the threat of open dictatorship 
and pave the way for a democratic evolution, 

Despite the strengthening of the reactionary positions. 
which had taken place, the possibilities. still existed to over- 
throw their plang and to halt the coup, It would have been 
sufficient for the democratic forces, when faced with the danger 
of immediate dictatorship, to lead the joint struggle as the. 
Leftists had proposed. 

The responsibility for the lack.of unity in the democ- 
ratic forces belongs to the Union Center. 

The negative attitude of the leadership of the Union 
Center in regard to unity, its replies and its compromises 
with the Conservatives, its anticommunism, its fear of any 
popular movement; its refusal to undertake the removal of reac= | 
tionary elements in the Army, the police and the administrative. 

_ apparatus; these and other factors completely. impeded the march 
toward democracy, The final demise of the Union Center govern- 
ment in July, 1965, at a moment when the reactionary forces 
began their. offensive, as well as the ultimate compromise made 
by the leadership of the Union Center with the Conservatives 

. in: 1966-67, weakened the unity of the democratic forces and 
facilitated the task of the reactionary forces. 

4, Diiring all the years. of offensives launched by the 
reactionists and the Fascists, the Greek Communist Party and 
the Leftists had shown themselves to be the resolute defenders 
of democracy and the interests of the people, Faithful to 
‘the policy of democratic cooperation; the communists and the 
militants of the Left lead the struggle, along with otlier 
democrats and patriots, for liberty and the democratic rights 
of the Greek people, 

The Greek Communist Party and the Leftists. adopted 
a just ‘policy for trying to join together the greatest number _ 
Of popular and: democratic forces in the struggle for a democratic 
solution to the political crisis, They offered their support 
to the Union Center government in 1963; and supported all 
positive measures taken by the latter in its program. They 
supported the Union Center Government in 1964, in order to 
thwart the direct. menace of a Fascist Putsch. It was due to 
the unifying policy of the Greek Communist Party and the Leftists 
that the reactionary forces found themselves more and more 

- 3 ou 
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isolated, and the unity of action ‘among democratic forces 
contributed to the strengthening of resistance by the ‘people 
to the plans of the reactionists. 

In February, 1963, when the immediate danger of a 
dictatorship was quite clear, the Leftists, with their five~- 
point proposal to the opposition forces, furnished a realistic 
platform for a joint and concerted action aimed at blocking a. 
coup and. restoring the country to the democratic road. 

In this difficult effort to bring a solution to the 
pvoblens faced by the people and the nation, and to block the 
plans of the reactionists and assure a democratic resolution - 
of the crisis, the Greek Commuhist Party and the Leftists, it 
must be admitted, were guilty of certain faults, weaknesses and 
errors which had their effect, 

The Central Committee and the Political Bureau did 
- not follow or study with necessary attention certain new 
elements, such as the growth of the strategic interest. of 
imperialists for Greece ~ especially following the grave crisis 
which took place in the Atlantic Coalition - the increase in 
the dependence of thé Greek Army’ on the imperialists and NATO, 
and the special role of militarists in the Greek Army. 

' fhe Greek Communist Party had adequately shown 
that a deep political crisis had been unleashed in July of 1965, 
and that the people were faced with an alternative: Fascism 
or democracy, ‘However, during the latter perhod, it was not 
able to-make a proper estimation of all the elements. which . 
would have shown quite well that the reactionary forces were ~ 
gaining ground. ‘The Greek Communist Party did not adequately 
see that thanks to the ‘reSistance. and struggle of the. masses, 
opposition between the Political Center and the Conservatives 
Was. ineressing and that the reactionists ware increasing their 
attempts to establish a. policy based on compromise between the 
Center and the Conservatives. Therefore, the forces of the 
most reactionary: elements were gathering strength for an open 
Fascist -coup. 

Although the Greek Communist Party had denounced the 
danger of a Fascist coup on more than one occasion, it directed 
its action toward warding off an electoral move. This, was--an 
additional reason for the lack of preparation, which helps to 
explain how we were surprised by the coup on April 21, 

Aside fron the faults, weaknesses and errors of 
the Conservatives in their application of ‘unity tactics, the 
Greek Communist Party was. guilty of a narrow-mindednéss which 
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‘certainly compromised the action to gather together the demo- 

cratic forces. 

The Greek Communist Party was not sufficiently 

prepared from the ideological, organizational and technical 

point of view to face this situation, The principal cause 

of this was the serious delay in the application of measures 

provided for by the Eighth Congress (1961) and by other 

party meetings held after the Sixth Plenary Session of 1956, 

all ΟΣ which compromised the more detailed and. efficient 

ideological, political and organizational preparation of party. 

militants in regard to the struggles which. they would eventually 

have to. lead, ᾿ ες 

Furthermore, the legalist illusions existing in our 

ranks that the situation. would evolve. more or less normally 

made it even more difficult for party ideological, political 

and organizational ‘preparation to face the danger of a dictatorship 
a 

and; in a general way, impeded the preparation of the people, 

A serious gap in the work of the Party was the fact 

that it did not immediately face the problem of the Army and 

did not undertake activity within the. armed forces, 

The serious responsibility for all these omissions,. 

weaknesses. and errors in Party work falls on the Political 

Bureat, the Secretariate and the Central Committee, 

6, Despite the fact that the Junta has: assumed. power 

and enjoys the support of its foreign patrons, its power 

vemains in a precarious position, The Greek people are 

radically opposed to the dictatorship, as are the politicians 

and a large part of the Army officers who have been humiliated 

by the Colonels and their foreign supporters. 

| Public opinion throughout the entire world has been 

raised against the Junta, especially the public opinion of 

Europe, which views in the installation of the dictatorship 

in Greece the danger of Fascism knocking on the door, Numerous 

officials of Western countries and even members of NATO govern~ 

ments and associated organizations have manifested their oppo+ 

sition to the coup, 

. Even within the dictatorship there are disputes arising, 

especially between the Junta and the Palace, as well as dif~ 
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Picilties. arising among those responsible for the carrying 
out of the coup. The uncertainty and great difficulties now 
‘experienced. by the Greek economy have increased the con- 
tradictions within the current regime and underlined its 
instability, 

Disputes have also risen among the foreign imperi- 
alists who either directly or indirectly support: the dictator- 
ship. 

Efforts used by the dictatorship to-mask its true 
image and to appease the rising opposition of international 
Opinion, such as the announcement of thé forming of a new 
‘constitution and a return to parliamentary rule, merely 
represent a sly maneuver which must be unmasked and fought, 
The ‘new constitution will be nothing more than the "Legal" 
statute of the Fascist dictatorship. 

ἢ, On. the very day of the military coup, ‘the Gréek 
Comminist Party in a proclamation appealed to the Greek 
people to join together in a vast national movement: encompassing 
albpparties, organizations and individuals, without distinction 
‘as to political leanings, to attain the following goals: ‘to 
overthrow the dictatorship, to restore democratic government; 
to restore freedom of popular expression without foreign - 
interference, Since that time, the Greek Communist Party has | 
not ‘spared and will not spare-any effort to bring about such a 
"front -and to- “mobilize the people in a tight. against the dic- 
tatorship, 

The - eonstitution of a patriotic front consisting oF 
individuais from the. Left, Center and the’ Right, is. a positive 
step in this direction. The Greek Communist Party feels that, 
with this difficult test now facing the Greek people and the 
destiny of the country, the best interests of the nation demand 
that all democratic forces cast aside their political aif- 
ferences, unite, and concentrate all'‘their efforts on a program 
Of joint action, the goal of which should. be the following: 

i | 

Overthrow of the dictatorship. 7 

Restablishment of constitutional and democratic freedoms, 

Freedom of action for all parties and organizations. 

Liberation of all those. in jail. . 

A. general political amnesty. 

Dissolution of the military Junta. 

Free elections based on simple proportional measures, 
organized by a government | consisting of a11 parties, 
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written orders on walls, on up to strikes and street demon- 

Of course, there are other, equally serious problems 
such as the problem of revising the constitution, and the - 
problem of the monarchy. However, the Greek Communist Party 
feels that the divergency of opinion. on the part of the various 
parties concerning these questions as well. as other questions 
Ghould not constitute an obstacle τὸ coordinated action and 
unity of all anti~dictatorial forces on the base of a joint 
program and an immediate objective: the overthrow of the 
dictatorship. 

The struggle against the dictatorship should assume 
the most diversé forms: from the distribution of tracts and 

strations, and eventually an open ‘struggle on a national 
scale for the overthrow of the dictatorship. The form which 
the struggle must take throughout the nation will be determined 
by the course of the struggle, 

Even more effective will be the unity of action among 
the working class, the backbone of the struggle against the 
dictatorship, Also necessary will be a powerful patriotic 
front.. The organization and action of the working class 
vanguard against the dictatorship can give strength to the 
entire movement and to the entire struggle against the regime.. 
The anti~dictatorial front in the labor movement can assume 
the most varied forms, such as individual committees in fac- 
tories, enterprises, offices and all branches of economic 
activity, so as to enlist the immediate support of the 
economy in the struggle against the. dictatorship. The activity _ 
of the unions, cooperatives and all Mass Organizations is of 
utmost importance, 

The Greek Communist Party recognizes the great value 
of international opinion.and the activity of Greeks living 
abroad to the struggle being waged by ‘our people against the 
dictatorship. However, it feels that it is the unity and 
action of all forces opposed to the digtatorship Within the 
country which will decide. the issue. 

8. The Plenary Session feels that the innediate and 
most important task of our Party is the organization of 
communists.in the Greek Communist Party into groups based on 
the principles of conspiracy, vigilance and strict decentrali- . 
zation, All communists must organize into clandestine groups 
within the Greek Communist Party. Recruitment of new members, 
especially among the youth, is vital for the Party, Party ὁ 
organizations must employ all their efforts in establishing 

illegal technical apparatus, rigorously separated from all 
other activity. 

Qur work in the Army, in the police and 411 other 
state organizations is of utmost importance, Our propaganda 
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activities must be organized within the Army by all methods 
εὖ the Party's disposal, 

Particular attention should be accorded to Party 
work among immigrants and students among all Greeks living 
abroad, 55 well as seafarers, We must improve our work among 
political refugees, especially among the youth, in order to 
renew their ties with the movement in.Greece and strengthen - 
their contributions to the struggle of our people. We must. work 
among the members and the cadre of the Party in order to under- 
line the importance of Party vigilance and protection, something 
absolutely necessary today. 

Under the difficult conditions imposed by the dic= | 
tatorship, party unity and rallying party members around the 
political line and resolutions of the party are particularly 
important, 

The Plenary Session feels that, while reorganizing 
structures within the Greek Communist Party; communists should 
also assist the reorganization of the Left and 811 other mass 
organizations, 

The Eleventh Plenary Séssion of the Greek Communist 
Party Central Committee, aware of the existing difficulties, 
appeals to all corimunists, party members and party sympathizers, 
to engage in the struggle and to maintain themselves as ardent 
propagandists, untiring organizers and courageous fighters in 

--the Patriotic front against the dictatorship so as to over- 
throw the monarchial-Fascist regime and bring about the triumph 
of democracy. 
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TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100..428091) uy 
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On 11/21/67 there were received at a Solo drop 
address in Chicago two communications from CG 5824~S* who 
is currently on Solo Mission 24, 

The first of these communications was a greeting 
card commemorating the October Revolution of the Soviet 
Union which was transmitted in an envelope postmarked 
11/10/67 at Moscow, USSR. The greeting card was dated O 
11/7/67 and bore the following message: 

Dear Norma: 

I hope this reaches you before thanksgiving, 
Happy holidays! 

/S8/ James 

The second communication was postmarked at Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada, 11/13/67, and bore the return address of 
JAMES CARLSON, Sheraton Hotels, Toronto, Ontario. The letter 
wap Boy 11/12/67 and bore the following message: 

\ ΑΚ af? 
i-New York (100-134637) ( Info).(RM) 7...-ἥ ράσο “Ret. ἢ 286 - ae G07 65° Fb 

Sa\ 
Approved: 
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Dear’ Norma: 

How are you? We are still vacationing ‘and dn- 
_vestigating néw businesses, I suppose we will 
be doing this for another two weeks and then may 
accompany Mr, Broadman to Providence. . 

Mr, and Mrs. Michaels are ovik. despite the work 
vand festivities, I hope everything, at home is 
in good shape and that you are well. ‘The con- 
ference on the organization of the international 
fashion rights will not. be until Sometimes in 
February., In the meantime squabbles on rights 

go on. 

Mr, and Mrs, Schlitz will not give their ‘usual 
party in: February. Some of us won't miss it, 
We are tired of heavy. German dishes and. I for 
one prefer Za-zhas style anyhow, 

Our weather ‘has been really nice Some of the. “ - - 
family have. colds and- others are not so well-- 
but the weathér is not to blame, “ 

I hope my friend does not forget to. mail this 
note | There 4s no: “mail shute in ny hotel. 

Please my regards to all the family. 

- ᾿ 7257 Jim . 

it is, pelieved: that the above communications. have 

the: following significance: 

-The first item, the greeting card, is merely an 
effort by CG 5824-S* to inform us that he is well and has 
arrived in Moscow, USSR. Beyond that, there ‘appears to be 

no significance. 

The second comitunication, the. note from Toronto, 
was apparently furnished by CG 5824-5* to either WILLIAM 
KASHTAN, ‘General Secretary, CP of Canada, or some other CP 
of Canada tepresentative at the 11/7/67 celebration in the 
USSR to bé mailed for him from Canada. In this communication 

- Za 
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CG: 5824-S* states that as of November 12, 1967, he and - 
_CG 6653-S were still in Moscow and conducting ὉΡ, USA busi- 
ness, Following: two weeks more .of such activities, he and 
his wife expected to. accompany GUS “HALL, General Secretary, 
CP, USA, to Prague, Czechoslovakia, 

CG 5824~S* states. that he ‘and his wife are okay 
‘despite the work -and. the activities connected with the 11/7 
celebration. He states that the conference on the, organiza~ 
tion of the international fashion rights. (which is believed 
to mean the international meeting of Communist and Workers 
Parties) will be held Sometime in 2/68, 

‘The hext paragraph appears to concern the Socialist 
Unity Party of Germahy which will not hold: its usual Congress 
in 2/68, in the following paragraph CG 5824-S* notes that 
some of the ΟΡ, USA delegates to the celebration are ill which 
is a common oceurrencé ‘on such trips... ‘The. rest of thé note is’ 
self-explanatory, 
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ATRIEL | 

πος ς΄ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-)28091) 

FROM +? SAG, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
- ἠῶ. 

SUBJECT: .SOLO:, 

=G 

On 11/22/67, there was réceived from the Soviets, 
by way of radio, a cipheréd-partially coded message, the 

_ Plain text of which was as follows: 

"To NY 69)~S% Ω. 

“We are ready to use Westbury, Gong Island rendeavots | 
for delivery of money on December 2. If meeting dées not 
take place on December 2, it will take place on December 9th. 
Please confirm this radio message ahd your. agreement on 
money by walkie-talkie.” 7 | 

The above message was given to NY 694-S«% and 
confirmation will ‘be given by walkie-talkie this evening 
at 8:15 Pom. ὁ ᾿ - - 

| Laer, Φ 410 | | 
᾿ Burean (100-.28091) (RM) ΒΓΓ. | ΝΕ 
- i-Chicago (Taythecsup B) (aM πῶ Ming - 442. 72 ὸ + (, SF 47 

| 1-Ὗ 134-91 (INV) (1) fo 
L-NY LO5-24931-Sub G (TALANOV) [3}1) «τῶν wanes μασι 
L-NY L00-134637 (11) : 
SPL: enc | _ & NOV 27 1967 
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a UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT: 

M: emorandum ROUTE IN ENV2LOPR 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 11/22/67 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (P) 

O Tr 
SOLO 
Is " C ‘ 

(REPLACEMENT AND «ὶ 
NEUTRALIZATION PROGRAM) (5° — - S 

On 11/21/67, NY 694-S* advised that,. during 
the previous week, he had subtly and with security, 
made known to ARNOLD JOHNSO islative Director, 
that an interest existed in in connection, on 
therewith, NY 694-S* communicated to JOHNSON his desire "" 
that JOHNSON i =-Party inguiries concerning the 
reliability of NY 694~S* co he ~- 
eskéd JOHNSON to have the Farty inestigat OL 
so ὁ some time in the future, arter utilization 
ne WY 6904-s*, some critici ould be 
made regarding the utilization off by either 

’ GUS HALL or the Soviets. 

ReNYlets to Bureau, 11/3,9/67. 

veo ρταε s0/— 641 ὅ Ip—4o4¥ WO ) ~ 

‘New work (SUB C) (#42) ior JDA, a " i 

RJQ: jal " ; 
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Μὴν 281967 
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ~ Hoh 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE === Felr 
Gole 

TO : Mr, conraa tlic DATE: November 22, 1967 - yp 

Trotter 

J . Tele. Room - 
FROM. Z . Ἐς Downing Holmes -— 

SUBJECT: O ῶο 0, 

INTERNAL SECURITY -- C CH 

= G ondy - 

Hf Captioned case “τ the Bureau's 3 highly valuable 
§ confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 

cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 11/22/67, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 456 GR 55, 
was intercepted, 

The plain text and cipher text are attached, 

The New York Office is aware of the contents, 

ACTION: 

2 _ For information, 0) 

oe . 
gat . 

4 
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i - Mr. Conrad . | 
2- Mr, Sullivan (Attn.: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C. Putnam) 
1 = Mr. Downing . 
lL - Mr. Newpher 
1. - Mr, Paddock 

KA 
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δ Ny O 1687 ᾿ 

ee Fi See tear all 
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58 
ΝᾺ 046% GR 055 

32728 47712 80877 23507 

63815 86199 42361 77022 

92598 18593 41918 70474 

32634 94457 22965 $2328 

10422 11661 97420 61622 

41437 30716 89491 52230 

56 
NR 044% GR 055 

50283 

06886 

12205 

04852 

91636 

17058 
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11) ἐδ δὴ 

10642 26970 77797 29415 7945% 

29578 75629 62049 a2909 96523 

77141 7/544 89052 52764 77472 

15158 95739 15666 53257 78294 

74405 76505 82033 37624 34501 

41/22/67 

7s 
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Memorandum a 
el 

TO, i Mr. conraa DOG ; er 2. : ᾿" ν». 

Ἐς Downing 

SUBJECT SOLO 

ERNAL SECURITY-C ζ΄ 

On 11/22/67, the New York Office furnished the 
text of a message which the informant desired to send. and 

id requested that it be enciphered. The cipher text was 
J 3 furnished to New York on the same day. ς 

FROM, 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION: 

For information. 0 - 

Enclosure 

1 » Mr. Conrad 
2— Mr, Sullivan (Attn.: Hr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. Ὁ, Putnam) 
1 =- Mr. Downing . 
1. ~ Mr. Newpher “τ ᾿ _ oo - _- 
1. .- Mr, Paddock 

x 
‘a ew REC- 25. ,ρὁ- γὲ youl — bb &6 6 

. 8. Nov 28 1967 

a 
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11/22/67 

SO6UL 674162 U1U25 55586 37297 19941 29/08 64417 67181 77699 

a 21894 105341 06804 80640 92414 82177 yd129 30300 18617 24868 

| 44784 49444 93455 60589 34356 96220 41966 47365 38988 93016 

20705 27454 11266 53296 56539 20941 ὅ9υ21 45849 33019 78186 

99397 44779 0$002 31455 19321 64792 87515 60736 50520 68916 

99337 22410 25854 41095 36786 14875 64553 25439 45286 20159 

65049 91330 86903 27107 62580 &53u6 46474 35432 947114 52731 

_ $8806 08014 79140 34884 21464 12724 59123 43446 80874 46838 

50728 00299 67604 76495 64801 61662 

© [asta 1 tha LtlaGreele i THYoUToMeE Ta tran Ανρεσεμβε 5:7 

Pepe cenBenl|slalRla Tella]. elosprniddelel. elo 5}}Ρ 5 ΠΑ ΒΡ |nytR 

UN{DOORW I LUBE PENA NOP ARK INGL 1GHT Son |caRNeWMooeLf 16 

HBL velo. Ὀϑεουθροοηβεραν αι SdacRee{ dreseRve|ARRANGEN 

ENTSSAMGPL ACELSAMET IHE}|SAMECAR,|LOOKEDOVERTANAGA IN| 

AREA 510} 5ΡῈ1 Ναὶ 

J00-¢2¢09t lglp OO 

ENCLOSURE 
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FD+36 {Rev. $-22.64) 

Ω ὃ 
ΕΒΙ 

Date: 41/27/67 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

ν. AIRTEL REGISTERED "ΗΝ 
᾿ (Priority) [ 

πα “πα ασσσσαον μ.......ὕ.. 

ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) a 

FROM: NEW YORK (100-134637) } [ 

SUBJECT ; ζ 
4 = 

On 11/25/67, NY 694~s* transmitted to the Soviets, 
via a NYC drop, a ciphered-partially coded message, the plain 

j text of which was as follows: 
Ε 

JNO "CCOPSU URGENT @ 

"Agree with you to meet at Westbury, Long Island, 
rendezvous on December 2nd at 8:05 PM sharp. My trunk | 
door will be open, and my parking lights on. Car ~ new model, 
light blue Oldsmobile four-door sedan. Also agree. to 
reserve arrangements - same place, same time, same car. 
Looked over rendezvous again. Area is 0.K. 

"JACK BROOKS 

"Drop MARY next. If unavailable, drop RITA.” 

(Re above, see NY airtel 11/22/67.) 

RY loy 

. 922 le O 
~ Bureau (RM) ECB 7 a0 - 91} FO ᾿ ᾿ 

1 - Chicago aim Ua} B)(AM RM) 
- NY 134- INV) (41 | 

1 - NY TOS O SL σὰν σ΄ (TALANOV) (341) 5. Νῦν 90 1867 
1 - New York (ἢ). rece eee, 

JFL:msb 

(8) 

Ni 
Approved; a\ Sent οϑοσ9..... μ᾽ Ρεγ 

57 080... 198g" 



ὅ 3 NOV 9 1967: 

610 
SAC, New Yorls [ 1 11/22/67 

Director, FBI (i00-3-=99) | 1% Mr. Rozamus 
ω ὡδὶ 

*e pent ~~” aA 

CPUSA ~ TOPLEV 
Is-c 

Reurlet dated 10/31/67 pointing out that two of 
your Agents assigned to the Topley Program have been 
reassigned to the Solo operation. In view of this, 
referenced letter requests authority to recontact a Toplov 
subject at his residence at the discretion of the Agents 
on the scene if the subject is not otherwise readily 
‘available and that in selective cases, after a subject has 
shown a friendly attitude, that ἃ reinterview be conducted 
2 a secure area by one Toplev Agent alone. 

᾿ Current instructions pertaining to the Toplev 
Program permit the SAC to approve contacts with a Topleyv 
subject at his place of residence by surprise. Furthermore, 
after such a contact, the subject. is not to be racontacted 
at his residence. 

Authority is granted to recontact a Toplev subject. 
at his residence if he is not otherwise readily availabie. 
The recontact should be made by two Agents. During the 
recontact, the Agents must be constantly alort to any attempts 
of the subject to record the conversation or to compromise the 
Agents in any mannor. The interview should be immediately 
terminated if the subject acts suspiciously. Under no 
circumstances should a second recontact be made at a subject's 
residence, 

. Authority is also granted, to have one Toplev Agent 
reinterview a subject in a secure area if the subject has 
previously. shown a somewhat cooperative attitude. Under no 
circumstances should the subject be contacted at his 
residence by one Toplev Agent., 

Whensubnitting results of initial contact with a 
Topiev subject, set forth in your letter your obsorvations 
as to whether tho subject is being considered for possible 
recontact at his residence or interview being handled in a 
secure area by one Agent, 
(ὃ 100-42§691~%S010)—~ 
MJIR:sss ( _ SEE NOTE PAGE THO 

OUPLICATE YELunw 

/ 

orem mms {070 - 3-- γι 2) > 
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- Ν πο μὸν 

Letter to SAC, New York 
RE: CPUSA ~ TOPLEV 
100-3-99 

NOTE: 

The New York Office has been utilizing four Agents. 
on full-time basis condticting interviews under the Toplev 
Program. Two of the Agents have been assigned to thé Solo 
operation. In view of the fact that. only experienced, 
specially-trained personnel are being used on the Toplev 
Program, New York Office being authorized to make recontact 
at .a subject's home or to have only one Agent contact the . 
subject when found in a secure area. This will make up for 
the loss of two Agents. assigned to the Solo operation. 



ye 

Wl RBlE7 

DIRECTOR, PBI (100-3-99) οὐ LO/31/67 ᾿ 

sac, ΜΗ wor [| 
CP,USA « TOPLEV 
IS-C a 

ποτοῦ dated 10/25/67, captioned, "SOLO, TS-c", Ν 
,wherein it is rocommended on pago four that two Toplev aponts ON 
be roassigned to the project of obtaining replacomcnts for | ΒΥ 
NY 69)~S% and σα 582\-s%, thereby réducing the- comphonont of the | 
Poplev Program in the IYO to two agents, 

In order to riaintain tho quality and effectivencss Ow 
of the Toplev Program and also, in somo measure, to continue 
‘the gtatistical achievements under reduced forces, it is récon mmendda 
that the following modi fScations be allowed in the regulations ' 
of the progran, ᾿ 

Ll. Om cortain occasions Toplev agents. spend. Considerable ' 
time waiting for subjects, who have irregular work habits, to 
depart their residence so that interviows may be conducted under 
existing rules. This is done even though it is Inowm subjects ~ ἣν 
aro in their residence alone, It is rdcommended on reinteryiews, ὸὸς 
when it has beon ascortnined subjoct is not readily available | 
for interview under existing regilations and conditions are 
secura, that contact be made at subjects residence at the Beortiog 
of the SAS on tha scene. 

2, In selected. casds where subject has displayed a 
fomownnt friendly : attitude and it is bolieved that a reinterview 
ean be conducted without causing enbarrasszont, such interviews 
be. conducted by one Toplev agont along, This will permit the 
‘second agent to oithor conduct a similar type intorview at. 

ORTGINAT Fr; 

_ another location or free him to make prolininary investigation 
esgontial to sot. up another interviow where both agonts will te 
needed. . 

Under all circunatances, cubjects being approached for — 
the first tine should be intorviowod in strict. accordance with : 
outstanding provisions of the progran, thoreby assuring tho - “soeurity, 
surprise and confidential naturo of the contact, The NYO is of the 
opiriion that tho modifications recomended above will aceolorato 
intorviowg and, in some measure, make up for the loss of the two 
agents who are boing reassigned toe the SOLO operation. 

Beburcau. (200-3-95 δὴ (Re) . 
6 ~~ ν 3091) (5010) G2 τό fa -- ἰ -- 
11 (8) NOT RECORDED 
{7:98 b7D 165 Nov $ 1961. 

Ὥς νος, αὐτιψατμμε, αι βιρπμαρμμ νος τ 



TO 

‘UNITED STATES GOV “oRNMENT 

Fett. 

Gate. 

: Mr, conrad QUA paté: November 27, 1967, fee — >< 
vO) weer 

f , ter —______. 
“42 . 4 Tete Rava — 

‘confidential informant NY 694~S* who has been receiving conm- 

‘no messages were transmitted. 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010104 ᾿ MAY 1942 EOITION 
GSA GIN, REG, NO. 27 Tolson 

§ . DeLoach 

Memorandum το ΤΊ τι ΤῊ FNVET ODE = Conrad 

Holmes - 

One Gandy 

a ζι 
37 ᾽ 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 

- Downing 

munications transmitted to him by radio. 

On 11/27/67, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but 

ACTION: | , 

For informat ion, 

1 - Mr, Conrad 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attn.: Mr. J: A. Sizoo, Mr. R.. C. Putnam) 
1 - Mr. Downing . ἢ 
1 - Mr, Newpher 
1. - Mr, Paddock REC: 8 

‘HS :ccb gee 6 
(7) arte | REE oo 42 40 9/— 6622 
ΜΝ 

EX 10] , απ εἴς 
. τι @ ov 80 1967 

Οὐ DEC.4~ 1967, 



δ Ὁ. ΒΟΌΪΕῚΝ GNVELOPE- “. 

- ΕΝ 11/30/67 

Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. Sullivan ᾿ 
Mr, C.D.. Brennan 
Mr. R.C,. Putnam - 

Airtel 

bt et et bree 

TO: SAC, Chicago (134-46 sub.B) 

From; Director, FBI (100-428091) (5 by 0 3 

SOLO 
Is τοὶ by. ἐ U2 

wt Reurairtel 11/28/67 requesting authority for 
. ? Special Agents Walter A. Boyle and Robert A. Villemure, | 

contacting Agents for CG 5824-S*, to proceed to informant's 
point of arrival in the U. 8. as soon. as ‘specific “‘{nformation 
is received in that regard ‘in order that a debriefing of 
‘informant can commdnce without delay. 

| Authority is granted to send SAs Boyle and 
Villemure to meet informant as soon as specific date. and: 
place of arrival in JU. 8. is received. Debriefing of 
informant must. be handled expeditiously and the Bureau ᾿ - 
immediately advised by teletype of pertinent. intelligence 
data developed by informant: while on 24th. Solo Mission. 

- 

-- ποτα ᾿ τ τ - ae 7 5: ᾿ - " 7 - - a 

RCP: jav 
ae 
NOTE: ἢ 

See cover memorandum c.D. Brennan to W.C. Sullivan. 
dated 11/29/67 captioned as. above.'as prepared by RCP:cst.— 

1 = Mr. M. Ἐς Row (6221. $8) 

Tolso 5 
DeLoach, some 

* Gasper ne 

MALED-9 | Conrad a1. 
Βα ἔρος 
Ga cones . 

a DEC 1 1967 
80 ναοῦ seeesgimen de .: 
Travel mmeaemneranens t + COMM <FBl 
fon a - 
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Transmit the following in 

Via 

"--- - — “-- “ὦ 

τῶν 

Olr Σ᾽ &t 
Pel ylure 

Dduasvien αὶ Suthey 2 

Rl? Cat 

τ Mhawe © 

Ἐν, 5-22-64) 
| 

Ὃ I 
| O oOo | 

ROUTE IN Τῇ... LOPE 
[ 

Date: 11/28/67 

(Type in plaintext or code} 

AIRTEL. 

; (Priority) 

TO : DYRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ( of 

| . Γᾶ - FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (184-46 Sub Β) ς a, 

ὥριο “gl 

As the Bureau is aware, CG 5824-S* has been 
abroad on Solo Mission 24 since 10/19/67. By airtel of 
11/21/67 the Bureau was informed of the receipt of a 
communication from CG 5824-S* dated 11/12/67 in which he 
stated he expected to remain in Moscow for approximately 
two additional weeks at which time he might then proceed 
to Prague, Czechoslovakia. In light of the above and as 
a result of past experience, we would anticipate that 
CG 5824-S* may be returning to the U.S. sometime during 
the first week in 12/67, 

During the period of CG 5824-S*'s travel, he 
was in company with GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, USA, 
and undoubtedly participated in numerous high level dis- 
cussions concerning the international communist movement , 
socialist aid to Vietnam, and other subjects of interest 
to the U.S. As a consequence, intensive debriefing of 

REGISTERED MAIL fa 

ὦ, 

CG 5824-S* should be initiated immediately upon his arrival 
in the U.S. to insure that the Bureau has first access to 
the information in his possession, Following such trips 
it has been customary for CG 5824-S* to spend some time in 
briefing members of the CP, USA leadership upon his return 
and this would probably eanagy = extensive delay in obtaining 

᾿ ῃ “ = μα Ι =r 
. " eet 

ry τα ΡΒ A 

Approved: : (; Sent MOP 

Special Agent in Charge 

δ Gan 48 / Ae 
f & 

1-New York (100- 13.4637) (Into hn [00-2 4071 — 09 
1-Chicago ΟΝ ΝΟΣ πσσον 
WAB: MDW ‘ ᾿ | 

(5) ΝΣ 6 OFC 1 1967 
iN 



"CG 134-46 ΞῈΡ.Β ᾿ 

this intelligence data were we not to contact him. immediately 
upon his arrival. In addition, in order to insure absolute 
completenéss and accuracy of all information received from 
CG 5824-S* andin order to expedite the handling and dissemina- 
tion of this. information in a manner most advantageous to the 
government, it is considered essential that this debriefing 
be carried out by the two: contacting ‘agents. 

In light. of the above, the agents responsible ‘for 
the ‘handling .of CG 5824-S* have ΕΝ alérted and are. prepared 
to take the necessary action for the initiation of immediate 
debrief ing of this source. From past expérience, we believe 
CG 5824-S* most likély will enter the U.S. at. Boston, 
Massachusetts, and after a brief stop. there will proceéd probably 
to NYC for conferences with the CP, USA leadership and with 
NY 694-S*;, If the. contacting agents proceed to the informant's 
point of entry into, the U.S., discreet, and secure contact will 
-be made there, thus enabling immediate debriefing and expeditious 
handling of the most pertinent intélligencée information in his 
possession, This debriefing, would then: Gontinue by these. agents 
in NYC both prior and during the period the inforriant is con 
ferring in NYC. . . 

Recommendation: - 
ΓΝ 

In light of the. above, it is | peecrimended that the 
contact ing, agents, SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and ROBERT A, VILLEMURE, 
‘be authorized to proceed to the informarnt’s point οἱ entry into 
the.U.S, -as soon as specific information is received: as to ‘his 
destination, If this travel is authorized, the estimated cost 
to the Bureau is as follows if the informant arrives at Boston. 
and proceeds to NYC: . 

Jét coach air tratisporta tics. for ~ 
two from Chicago to Boston to NYG ΠΝ 
and. return at $109. 79, per agent $219, 58 

Per diem at $16 per day for two . 
agents for approximately 4 days, 128 , 00 

Ground transportation at Chicago, — - 
Boston, and NYC for two agents. 15,00 

" otal °'$362..58 
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I 
Date: 11/28/67 Ϊ 

| 
Transmit the following in | 

(Type in plaintext or code} 

Vie AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
᾿ (Priority) i 

---..ΘὨὄΡ...................-........................... - 
ΐ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ] fy | 
— 

a H 

AS JS ‘ 

Ve SOLO 
A |? = 

ReCGairtel dated 11/21/67, 

On the evening of 11/27/67 there was received at 
the NORMA HANSEL Solo drop address in Chicago a communication 
from CG 5824-S* who is currently on Solo Mission 24, This ae 
communication was postmarked at Prague, Czechoslovakia, on 
both 10/23/67 and 10/25/67, The communication itself was 
dated "Sunday PM" (10/22/67). The text of the letter was as 
follows: 

"Dear Norma: 

"The weather is fine and clear. This means I 
will leave tomorrow to join my tour party and 
also visit Mr. Schlitz, who knows I am on the 
way. 

"Some export agencies ‘here changed personnel 
but I was informed tog late to change plans and 
Save a day of valuable time, 

"Mildred and her family send their regards, I 
am mailing a few catalogs under separate cover, 
This being winter it should take a few weeks boo" | 
wie mail, JO00- £24OGl — 

δος: 24 REE EX --------- ureau Bad 
l-New York (100-134637) (info) (RM) G εξ 1 i857 
1-Chicago i 
WAB : MDW > ec ΟῈὋ πππαπαμοι 
5 (_\ : 

VA 

Approved; U Sent ΜΚ Ρεῖ 

( te rie Ἔ τ _ (Sar Agent in Charge 
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‘fac 

CG.134-46 Sub B 

"I will close with all my best as always. If the 
opportunity - presents itself I'1l raise the ques-— 
tion of a wedding invitation with Mr. Schlitz so 
‘be well and take care of yourself Norma. Again 
all my love, 

/8/ ‘George It 

It is noted that this communication was sent py 
CG 5824-S* prior to the transmission of the conmunications 
whose texts were set forth in reCGairtel. The ‘significance 
of the delay in the réceipt of the current communication 
cannot be aséertained with certainty by this. office, 
However,as the. Bureau has pointed out to this ic P= TE 
viously, the NORMA HANSEL address is known to 

which may. have occasioned the delay in the lorwarding 
of this letter. AS noted. by our office at that timé, the: 

ions: to this drop come tinder the scrutiny 
does’ not, in. ours opinion, affect, the 

security of the use of this means of communication “by CG 5824-S*. 

This office interprets this communication as. follows: 

CG 5824-S* was apparently leaving | Prague, Czechoslovakia, _ 
to join the rest..of the CP, USA delegation to the 11/7 célebration —: 

CG 5824-Sk's travel plans. 

on Monday, 10/23/67. The reférence to "export agencies" may have 
been intended by CG 5824-S* to- refer to the International Depart= 
ment of the Central ‘Committee, CP of Czechoslovakia, Perhaps: 
his usual contacts in that Department have been assigned to 
other duties and therefore this occasioned some delay in 

- “ΤῊ reference to “MILDRED, and her family" and to 
"catalogs" is hot clear to this office, We would hazard the 
guess that™ CG 5824-S* is referring to: the. "World: Marxist -Réview't 
and to the. fact that he has-separately transmitted a number of 

| ‘pooks or periodicals which are not of pressing importance, 

The last paragraph appears to refer τό δὴ invitation 
to the 11/7 celebration for CG 6653-S which CG 5824-S* would 
raise with the CP of the Soviet Union, which subsequent Ly was 
communicated ‘to us by radio, following which, CG.6653-S departed 
to join CG 5824-S* on Solio Mission. 24, 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

From the references. herein, it appears that the 
references to “Mr, SCHLITZ", which also appeared in, the 
conmunication from CG 5824-S* dated 11/12/67, were not 
correctly interpreted by this office, 

The use of the word "SCHLITZ" is apparéntly 
intended to. evéke thought of ‘the word "Milwaukee" which 
is a common reference of σα 5824-S* to: mean Moscow or the 
cP of the. Soviet Union and its officials, Therefore, 
in the 11/12/67 communication, having informed us that 
the conference to organize the international meeting of 
Communist and: Workers Parties would be ‘held in 2/68, 
CG 5824-s* intended to further inform us that this con= 
ference would not be held in Moscow,. ‘USSR, but rather in 
Budapest, Hungary, which information has Subsequéntly 
appeared in the U.S. press of 14/25/67. 

It 18 noted that for the return address on this 
communication CG 5824-S* used "George Hansel, Box 7346, 
Chicago 60680,. Illinois." For ithe information of the ‘Bureau, 
this offiée does not use -box 7346 either for CG 5824-S* or 
for any other purpose, However, it 15 noted that a Solo 
drop box in the name of MILTON ADAMS is maintained by this 
office which bears the: number 4367 which is a major trans~ 
position of the numbers used by CG. 5824-S*, ᾿ . 

~~” 

"πες. 

BP 
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ΟἿ DEC 5-199y 

> Mr. Conrad/\, 

OFIONAL FORM NO. 19 s010=108 

MAY 1962 EDITION 
Osa CEN, RG ΗΟ, a7 ; Ο Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DeLoach 
Bishop 
be eed Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE == Felt . 

DATE: November 29, 1967 

Holmes 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving com- 
munications transmitted to him by radio, 

On 11/29/67, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at. Midland at which time a message, ‘NR 198. GR 54, 
was intercepted, 

7 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents, 

Jy 

or 
ACTION: 

For information, 

ζ- 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr, Conrad 
"2 - Mr, Sullivan (Attn.: Mr. J. A, Sizoo, Mr, ἢ, C. Putnam) 

1. - Mr. Downing . 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr, Paddock 

REC-I0 6G 68 «Ὁ 113 /oo- “32 πὸ 22... 

gr Ext .-.-........ὕὔ. 
: Ὁ" t . 

| » ~~  - Ge#be0 4 1967 

ἡ ἫΝ Ἵ ἢ εἶ - 
᾿ 



Ο 11/29/67 | 
4 te . | 

NR 0198 GR 054 11/29/67 © 

CC 12520 71953 91110 56030 15821 2560S 65065 47627 36122 69581 

J, 42016 41968 56380 30163 26118 75855 S¥451 98674 98988 05996 

10592 49473 20846 27816 32941 16760 31684 21392 87314 46543 

(ἡ 20036 07410 39006 97015 88734 96615 $4489 56380 12144 00467 

«49944 97926 98046 25815 49673 756u9 92655 99929 27702 07453 

65013 64925 69519 11776 

‘hte lye oe ee a , 

NR 0198 GR 054 41/29767 

[zdsprind||vdacredr queer ou {ταν ἡ 0805}4e|Ju)..Jours 1 

αἱ ΒΝΑΙ[βεθααβρ ιν ήναι Ανναν ΕΑ  ἰρα μα ἐμ εαἸτηβααλεεη 

Time {Bur|TELEPHONdWadourforjoRDER||s 1 GNALWAgNADEMs Of 

nNUTESLATER| ASSES 44 

SOO — ..2 FOR lm GL 605 

Evy Pa » 
te πε 



swmmswo ROUTE IN ENVELQPR 
FBI 

Date: 112 29/ 67 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 
(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) il 

FROM ζῶν NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT! μή “" ἰ 
15-Ὁ 

φ ν᾽ | 
# iv On 11/29/67, there was received from the Soviets, 

“ via radio, a ciphered-partially coded message, the plain text 
of which was as follows: 

"To NY 694~S* ( 

"We agree to meet you at the Westbury, Long 
Island, rendezvous at 8:05 PM. our confirmation signal 
regarding the VALERY drop was made at the agreed time but 
verephone was out of order. Signal was made ten minutes 
ater. 

(Re above, see NY airtels 11/22 and 27/67) 

Jr 4 Od 9 μῷ 

| -~ Bureau (RM 
1 - Beato (ΝΣ dslh6-Sub B)(AM RM)FEC.19 
1 = NY 134-91 (INV) (41 | 1 - NY 105th (pion J O0-¢2-GO9/ bb Ob 1 - ΝΥ 100-13 637 ( 41) ὍΝ ΝΌΟΝ 

Χ1 

agUsmab 
" & δε 4 1967 

Approve Sent _.. MOP 

6 @ Hees 5 - 4h Special A
gent tn “Of arge 



. Sullivan 

. Tavel 

. Trotter 
Teic. Room —__ 
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy.___ 

Ν CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH 5 ASTERICK AND CG SIX SIX FIV «ἘΝ 

THREE DASH S ASTERICK RETURNED TO UNITED STATES AT _NYC DECEMBER 

FOUR LAST FROM TWENTY FOURTH SOLO MISSION WHICH BEGAN OCTOBER 

NINETEENTH LAST. CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH S ASTERICK TOTALLY 

EXHAUSTED AND IN VERY POOR PHYSICAL CONDITION. AS RESULT, SOURCE 

UNABLE TO FURNISH SUMMARY OF HIGHLIGHT OF MISSION AT THIS TIME. 

ON THIS MISSION SOURCE ADVISITED MOSCOW, USSR, AND PRAGUE, Q 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA. WAS MEMBER OF CPUSA DELIGATION TO CELEBRATION 

OF FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF OCTOBER REVOLUTION IN 

MOSCOW. PARTICIPATED IN MEETINGS WITH NUMEROUS LEADERS OF WORLD 

COMMINIST MOVEMENT, INCLUDING MIKHAIL A. SUSLOV, MEMBER OF 

POLITICAL BUREAU CPB) AND SECRETARY OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE (CC), 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF SOVIET UNION (CPSU); BORIS ἢν PONOMAREV, 

SECRETARY OF CC, CPSUs MIKHAIL S. SOLOMENTSEV, SECRETARY OF CC, 

CPSU; MIKHAIL Ke POLONIK, KGB OFFICER WHO HEADS SOLO 

OPERATION FOR CPSU; LE DUAN, FIRST SECRETARY OF WORKING PEOPLES PARTY 

OF VIETNAM: GENERAL VO_ NGUYEN GIAP, DEFENSE MINISTER OF DEWONCRATIC 
nl Ἂ . Fe Cee ee iE nT TI aa A, 

REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM DELEGATION FROM Se LIBER TION FRONT OF 

SOUTH VI M: AND NUMEROUS OTHER COMMUNIST DELEGATIONS — 

END PAGE ONE REG" mS G& OEC καὶ 1867 

XEROX 

6O'¢ OG G07 1967, 
Ry : 

Ψ Fame . eee 



PAGE TWO 

DETAILS CONCERNING ABOVE AND OTHER MEETINGS WILL BE OBTAINED 

AS EXPEDITIOUSLY AS POSSIBLE COMMENUSRATE WITH PHYSICAL CONDITION 

OF SOURCE. HE EXPECTS TO REMAIN IN NYC FOR SEVERAL DAYS FOR 

DISCUSSIONS WITH GUS HALL, GENERAL SECRETARY, CPUSA, AND NY SIX 

NINE FOUR DASH S ASTERICK. SUMMARY OF MISSION WILL BE OBTAINED 

EXPEDITIOUSLY AND FURNISHED TO BUREAU BY TELETYPE FOLLOWED BY LHM. 

END 

DHH FBI WASH DC 

56 “7- 578 κίε 

“4 
" 

πῶς 

δε. Hh, (ὐωξια»") | 

L-WANT—TO-CHECK UNA NAME~ON-FHE_EIRST—PAGE“ONTEENE~GEROM 



δος ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
SAC, New York (100-134637) τς χα θοῦ 

st Director, FBI. (100-428091) -— (AG οί, ταν, R, C, Putnam 

SOLO EX 10 
INTERNAL SECURITY - ¢ 

Reurlet 12/1/67, which set forth contemplated 
procedure.-to. purchase U.. 8. savings bonds. for NY 694-8*, 

Procedure set forth in relot is acceptable. 

Δ ~. Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 

1 - Mr. M. F. Row (6221 18) 

NOTE: 
As a result of the recent Solo conference, it was 

proposed that the savings accounts maintained for NY 694.-S* 
and CG 5824-S*, which were each augmented by $100 per month, 
were. to be converted to U. 8, savings bonds. This change, 
made to avoid complicated interest-tax problems, was approved 

; by the Director. “ReN¥ict advised of conversion of savings 
foe ‘account for NY -694-S* to savings bonds and- stated that in the: 

future $100 monthly payment would be held up until $300 was 
accumulated and one $400 bond would be purchaséd with this 

- sum each quarter. This approach is reasonable, 

ΝΕ RCP :est cat oOo 
a (6) 

| Ν᾿ Age π τ 5: Ff 

poo’ 

COMM-Fdl . 

4! teLeryes ὑμιτῖς 



ee 
Bets comeer ROUTE DPENVELOPE 
| Memorandum 

« Wa... DIRECTOR, FBI (100-2809) DATE: 42/1/67 

FR V4 SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

sumer erg ΄ ζ ge 

~Is-¢ ἶφι 

ReBulet 11/6/67 instructing New York and Chicago 
to convert savings accounts maintained for NY 694-S* and 
CG 5824.~S* into U. S. Savings Bonds. 

Savings accounts maintained for NY 694-S* at the 
Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank and at the Chemical Bank 
New York Trust Company have been closed, total deposits in these 
banks having been $18,105.38. With this money, the NYO 
has purchased, in the names of NY 694-S* and his wife 
Series BE, U. S. Savings Bonds with a face value of ch ,125.00, Qo 
the cost thereof being $18,093.75. τὸ avoid bookkeeping 
complications, the balance of $11.63 will be given in cash 
to NY 694-s*, ACB. : 

In future, to simplify the administrative handling 
of the purchase of bonds, the NYO, at three month intervals, 

po and with. the $300.00 owing to the informant at such intervals, 
will purchase for him and his wife bonds with a face value 
of $400.00. It is therefore contemplated that for the . 
period November 1, 1967, to January 31, 1968, $300.00 whithswill be 
then owing to the informant, will be invested in E Bonds of the 
face value of $400.00. 

It is requested that the Bureau advise whether the 
above-described contemplated procedure is approved. 

— 704, 5. 

- Bureau (RM 
1 - Chicago (Lt hé-sup B) (AM RM) 
1. - New York (41) Bx 101. ; | 

/00-¢80F - Loo 
ee Sememten; 

REC: yi 
ne © 986 g 1967 

πὴ φϑ μές, 
at, 

eke τῷ LAC, VS 

| go Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
ὶ mto-Ke 



WE an DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428051) . 

᾿ ΝΣ ἐοτο τ ᾿ ReCGlet-. dated November 3, ᾿ 1967. ̓ 

ΒΕ ΝΙΝ . Balance of fuhas: on. hand; — ᾿ 7 τον Qo 
τ ᾿Ῥεειπρᾶς: 1, 1967. a 7 Pte ee : 

aa “Reserve Funds . : τι τ - ; ον Το} 

Se πο ΣΟ το τὲ τσοος οἷς »τριά48.6κ ὁ. ᾿ 
ΕΞ πὶ τῷ Total ‘funds on hand $124, ἫΝ 96 

.“- = Ἐ δείσας, FeRAM HO, 9 : ΚῪ Oromtcres ΝΝ Ε Ν - O " 
ἐπ é MAY 1952 EDITION ( y.: . - ει ας Ξ 

Lok OSA GEN. REG. Nor . - . Ἄμε γ 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ᾿ ἘΞ . 

| ΠΣ Soe 

~ ae oe ἐκ - ᾿ . - 

ἊΨ (134-46 sub. "), 

- “iin. view of the fact that- CG 5824-5% has’ been ̓  
ΝΕ absent from ‘the Chicago. Division during. the entire month. 

OF: November, | 1967, “no. transactions’ have taken “place in- ᾿ 
τς ἅς volving: Solo. funds or reserve. funds - located: in this - 

᾿  ἐορεξίοννε, ‘Therefore, totals on hand: Tena in, as. before: 

ΠΝ Ι 

Sole. Funds ̓ - ̓ π " “"- - a ̓ ΠῚ " - ᾿ _ " 

$123, WEL: 35 

_ Peoreae aan τς στ -π κε το ene 
., 2-New York (RM) a . oe ΝΗ 

. CE - 100- 128861 τ; USA - Reserve Funds) | τῷ τ ᾿ 
(il - 100134637 (SOLO) 

: - . οἰ δβιδεβο, τ τ 7 os REG: 05 lee ξογε weep 

᾿ ᾿ >-WAB: ‘MDW 
᾿ . ᾿ . 

ΠΩΣ ; mo “ἘΣ Tuk. ̓ . 

Re ὦ δ΄ DEE 8 i967 Re 
eT — ἽΝ a ee 7 

Buy U. δ᾿ Sein Bonds Raa on the ζω Sais Plan 
ΟΥ̓ beC1 21967" | ee πποο τς τ " 



Oo ROUTE IN} ev ELOPE 
ΠΟΙ 

I 

FBI 

Date: 12/4/67 | 
! 
| Transmit the following in 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

: ATRTEL REGISTERED 
OO el nr, 

(Priority) 

sere ree ee es ee ee ee ee ee eee ...ὄὕ}1. ........ ee ee ee σπ-- “- 

ν S TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

, FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: 
TS-C 

On 12/2/67, pursuant to previously made arrangements 
(see NY airtel 11/27/67), Ny 694~s* met his Soviet contact, 
NIKOLAI TALANOV, at a Westbury, Long Island, rendezvous. 
TALANOV was accompanied by an unidentified Soviet, who drove () 
the Soviet automobile. - 

TALANOV delivered to NY 694-S* two bundles containiig 
$500,000.00 -~ $150,000.00 in $50. bills, $300,000.00 in $20. 
bills, and $50,000.00 in $10. bills. 

WY 694-S* gave to TALANOV a small "squeaky" doll for 
the latter to use in sending signals via walky-talky. NY 694-s* 
uses ἃ similar doll in sending signals. to the Soviets via - 
walky-talky. | 

There was no conversation between TALANOV and NY 694-s%, 
but when the transfer of the money. had been completed, TALANOV 
gave NY 694-S5* a piece of paper containing messages to the 
following effect: 

,- 404, ee Ϊ 

@ Bureau 
~ Chicago on 46-Sub B)(AM RM) 

1 - Ny 139k ( av) (2) Ani dest) ι = 105-24 ἜΝ ὃ (TATANOV) (342) SK 

: EX-107 ° ACB:msb 
ΜῈ eee ς ἂν ᾿ ¥ 

δὰ pte 466- Bare ONS 

Approved: ϑβῤ.-...ὀ ΜΜ Ρεῖ 

62 ¢ OF Gj ΡΟΝ Agen a harge 



aa 

. drops, were tobe in accordance with a drop schédule Ὁ 

HY 100-134637 a ΝΕ 

$500,000.00 was being delivered to UY.694-S*, — - 
and the said informant iias to acknowledze by telephone 
signal call -to either telephone 752-9368 or 752-9360, ‘at 11:00 Pif 
on 12/2/67, o¥ at 11:00 AN on 12/3/67, that the transfer had 
been coneluded without incident. 

To acknowLedge.the Soviet signal that .a drop was 
‘to be made, NY 694-S* wag to make, signal phone calls as 
follows: | | 

January and February, 1963+ . - 473-8751. οὐ 
νον cor 473-8707 ΄᾿ 

March and April, Ἰοῦδε 695-8358. ᾿ 

May and June, 19683; 563-8183 

Soviet, dtops, and the hours fox pickups at possible 

to: Ὁ i reviously 
agreed ‘upon by TALANOY and ΝΥ 694~-S* with respect to drops = 
Made by NY 604-5¥, “" aa 

τὰ 

er 
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ΠΧ Qe Om 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ROUTE IN {NV ΜΠ ΟΡ i 

Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | DATE! = 12/4/67 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637-SUB A) 

Remylét, 11/3/67. 

The records of the New York Office reflect the 
following information regarding the SOLO Fund during the 
period 11/1/67-11/30/67. 

11/1/67 On hand as of 10/31/67 $631,282.98 

Credits Q “ 

None during November, 1967. 

Debits 
None during November, 1967. 

Balance | 

ΠΤ motal on Hand as of 11/30/67 ὀ ὀἐφ631,285.98 

Location of SOLO Funds ᾿ REG. 25 
New York Office Territory 

Safe deposit box Chemical Bank - 
New York Trust Company, 67 Broad (00 -¢2 5.5 7 “.- GI { 
Street, New York, New York bp $ 10,000.00 

~ Lop sien , ee, 
Jack Brooks Regular Checking 
Accounts Chemical Bank - New York ας po 9 1967 
Trust Company, 20 Pine Street, ; - 
New York, New York 

‘Account No. 1 (001-228919), $13,259.28 
| Account No. 2 (001+232035) .. ἃ Be pee 2s 

1-909, 9.ώ gpecount No. 3 (001-237942 8,677.7 

“2 Bureau (100-428091) (RM)rp 1 1 8 nae. 
~ Chicago (134-46-SuB F) (AM RM - 

1 - New York ene B) (CPUSA-RESERVE FUND) (41) 
1 - New York (134-91) (INV) (42 

ἐν or {18 91ὴ ST SUB Ay (141) 1 - New York 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payréll Savings Plan 



NY 100-134637-SUB A 

ον . NY 69h :S* Bersonal. chécking Account, 
Chemical Bank, New. York Trust ᾿ 
Company, 67 Broad Street, New. York, 
New York — δ΄ 000. οὐ 

Maintained. by NYC + EBL. 
ἐπ 

Safe Deposit Boxes Manufacturers 
Hanover Trust Company's 69th Street ΝΞ 
and Third Avenue, New York, New “ 
York | $523.,000.00' 

" “Rotal as of 11/30/67 $631,282.98. 
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Bien fy ~ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
GEM, RIG, NO, 27 

Totsen 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT» ach 
Δ - Mr. Ο, ἢ. DeLoach wey Memorandum 1 Ξ μεν W.C, Sullivan | Sisco 

| 1~-Mr, C. ἢ, Brennan Fen 
Gale ie ; Mr. Ἢ. C. Sulliva ie, pate: December 5, 1967 ree opBEIS 

FROM: 

1 - Mr. R. C. Putnam Tener 
R oo σ, D. Brennan ΠΡ Tele, Room —— 

eed 

sumer So | ν᾽ NTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST | fl 

This is to advise you of the safe return of 
CG 5824-S*. and his wife, CG 6653-S, from Solo Mission 24 
to the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia. θ 

“ 
-" 

You will recall that. CG 5824-S* and -his wits a 
departed on Solo Mission 24 on 10/19/67. They returned 
to New York City on 12/4/67. CG 5824~§*-is completely 
exhausted, and in very poor physical condition and has not ,. 
as yet, been able to furnish a summary of his mission. - 

During his 46-day mission, CG 5824-S* was a εἶς <p” 
member of the delegation from the Communist -Party, USAS, ¢ Ὁ RO” 
which participated: in the celebration of the 50th Andivérsary : 

- of the "Great October Revolution" in Mosdow. Informant 
also visited Prague, Czechoslovakia,. where he contacted 

-4°.Czech officials relative. to Communist Party, USAMbusiness. 
“While on this mission, CG 5824-S* participated ;in n, meetings 
with numerous leaders. of. the world communist miopament, — 
“including Mikhail Suslov, Boris Ponomarev, and Mikhail” ~~ ΒΞ 
Solomentsev, Secretaries of the Central Committeé, Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union; Mikhail K, Polonik, Soviet ἧς 

-| Committee for State Security (KGB) official who héads the: 
“| Βό10 Operation for the Soviets; Le Duan, “First Secretary; 
Ὑ Working Peoples Party. (Communist Party) of North Vietnam; 

General. Vo Nguyen Giap, North Vietnamése Defense Minister; 
! and numerous other communist: delegations. ; 

2 

. Informant expects to remain in New York city*zor 
' several days to confer with Gus Hall, General Secretary, 
Communist Party, USA. New. York will. expedite debriefing 
of informant commensurate with informant's physical condition 
and security: precautions to protect τὴ contacts with Bureau 

ΝΕ Agents. 7 ΝΣ RECS 25. Ἃ { Ἧ αὐ... ς 0 τ ΒΒ χηροργοίμα 
. as ah 

fe WGS rest Τ᾽ 7 Ἢ ok eee. hemmed < Se -emaiaeaa ᾿ 

9 (5): an - . By 1 

CONTINUED -- OVER S 0b g 167 

oe ee Εἰ, ΠΕ((1.21967. 
COPY SENT 76 δπ TOLSON 7 

.»»-- 
aa 



Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

ACTION: 

For information. As soon as. specific details are 
available, you will be advised and information of interest 
will be promptly disseminated to top officials of the 
Government. 

fA | Wa 
y fo wt poe k 



OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 5010-106 
AY 1462 EDITION 

OSA GEM, Af, NO, 27 Folsen 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DeLocch ——— 
Mohr , 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE S==, 
Fen 
Gole 

TO : Mr. Conrad- for DATE: December 5, 1967 fo 
vel 

; a Zi 
vA poet -.-. 

kin. F, Downing Holees ας 
may - 

ΝῊ ΧΡ ) : 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~C ᾿ ᾿ 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who. has been receiving com 
munications transmitted to him by radio, 

On 12/5/67, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies 
but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information, 

- = - - τ st -- 

Mr, Conrad 
Mx, Sullivan (Attn.: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R, C, Putnam) 
Mr, Downing . - - 
My. Newpher 
Mr. Paddock REC- 25 ρὸ _¢3909/- bb [3 

HS:ccb | , 

(7) Δ EX 10) == mr 
Ὁ DEC g 1357 

v - στ’ 

it el to "Ὁ tirrre 

ate 

67 DEC 1 2 1967 
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at s-113a τίου -29- 65) εὐ τῳ κα $ “s 
ba . 5 A : 

- ἢ 

- τ Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

\l; suMMaRy °** 12/6/67 

The- attached summarizes highlights of 
information obtained by CG 5824-S* on Solo 
mission to-the Soviet Union, 10/19/67 to 
12/4/67. This. information includes: 
Efforts will be made to hold an international 
meeting of "communist and workers parties.' 
The Communist Party, Soviet Union,. sticcess+ 
fully utilized the 50th anniversary 
celebration to mobilize the international 
communist movement. The breach in the 
Sino-Soviet dispute remains wide. Vietnamese 
leaders in the Soviet Union showed no 

_(sLackening of morale οὐ. will to fight. A 
KGB officer wants Solo apparatus used for 
only: confidential, urgent, and illegal 
matters. Communist Party, Soviet Union, 
subsidy of Communist Party, USA, for 1968 
is to be determined, 

om — 

Upon receipt of complete details, 
dissemination will expeditiously be made 
to top Government officials under a "Pep 
Bapéet" classification. © 

WLS:bjr “Π . wey ag hy
 

ιν 
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EBI. NEW YORK 3 O 

255AM URGENT 12-6-67 WMS 

Vik TELETYPE | ὦ 
DEC6 1967 | . 

ENCIPHERED [Ζ /| 
ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

OM NEW YORK 190-134637 wo | ar. 

͵ ἢ Miss Holmes___ aa} νέφη Sav Ty « Commumi's 7, .{ Biss Gandy 

TO DIRECTOR 196-428091 

RENYTEL TWELVE FIVE LAST. αν 

ON DECEMBER FIVE LAST CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH s 

ASTERICK FURNISHED FOLLOWING HIGHLIGHTS FROM TWENTY- rout Τὶ Q N 

SOLO MISSION WHICH BEGAN OCTOBER NINETEEN LAST AND ENDED ΟΝ 

FOUR LAST. 

ONE, PROSPECTS FOR INTERNATIONAL MEETING OF COMMUNIST 

AND WORKERS PARTIES, AS LATER ANNOUNCED IN PRESS, MEETING OF — Q 

PREPARATORY COMMISSION FOR SUCH INTERNATIONAL MEETING WILL.-BE 

HELD IN BUDAPEST, HUNGARY DURING FEBRUARY NEXT. ACCORDING 

TO MIKHAIL A. SUSLOV, MEMBER OF POLITICAL BUREAU (PB) AND. 

SECRETARY OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE (CC), COMMUNIST PARTY OF _* 

SOVIET UNION (CPSU), SUCH MEETING ITSELF WILL NOT TAKE PLACE 

DURING NINETEEN SIXTY-EIGHT, THERE WILL FIRST BE SERIES OF 

THREE OR FOUR PREPATORY COMMISSION MEETINGS, Ss 9g HE SECOND PERHAPS 

TAKING PLACE IN WARSAW, r POLAND, (MITH PAR ἕο ὦ ope EO” J bole] ἔ 

ANY CP WHICH DESIRES: TO; , ATTENDst GPSU HOPES Te ts MANNE Ram eens serene 

THAT PRESSURE FOR suc gEeeT ING WILL ARISE THROUGHOUT WORL® HEC g 1967 

COMMUNIST MOVEMENT RATHER THAN FROM CPSU ALONE, ALTHOUGH -GRSU 
ew 

WILL ey TO PUSH FOR MEETING WHETHER OTHER PARTIES RESPOND 

67 hit} —___/. XEROX: 

EN ¥ dee det Ὁ 196] 
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PAGE Two 

TWO. CELEBRATION OF FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF OCTOBER 

REVOLUTION MOSCOW, USSR; SOURCE ATTENDED CELEBRATION AS 

OFFICIAL DELEGATE OF CPUSA TOGETHER WITH υδλ LEADERS GUS 

HALL, HENRY WINSTON, JAMES JACKSON AND ALBERT LIMA. IN 

OPINION OF SOURCE, CPSU SUCCESSFULLY UTILIZED CELEBRATION 

TO MOBILIZE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST MOVEMENT AND NATIONAL x 

LIBERATION MOVEMENTS IN EFFORT TO UNIFY WORLD COMMUNISM => τ 

BEHIND POLICIES OF SOVIET UNION AND IN ATTACK ON "US 7 > 

IMPERIALISM.” GREATER EMPHASIS THAN EVER BEFORE WAS PLACED 

ON MILITARY PREPAREDNESS OF USSR NOT ONLY TO CONVINCE BIG = 

POWERS SUCH AS US BUT ALSO TO IMPRESS SMALLER NATIONS AND 

NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENTS THAT USSR IS PREPARED TO ACT 

AS ALLY OF “OPPRESSED PEOPLES” WILLING τὸ Sena UP TO 

“US IMPERIALISM AND COLONIALISM," 

THREE. SINO-SOVIET DISPUTE. SOURCE WAS BROUGHT UP TO 

DATE ON STATUS OF CHINESE-SOVIET RELATIONS. BREACH BETWEEN 

THESE, TWO POWERS REMAINS WIDE AND THERE APPEARS NO 

SORESEEABLE END SO LONG AS CURRENT LEADERSHIPS REMAIN IN 

POWER. SOURCE WAS FURNISHED DOCUMENTS DETAILING SOVIET 

VERSION OF CHINESE SPLITTING ACTIVITIES IN WORLD COMMUNIST 

MOVEMENT AND NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENTS AS WELL AS 

CHINESE IMPEDIMENTS TO SOVIET AID TO VIETNAM. 

END PAGE TWO 
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PAGE THREE 

FOUR ay) ΤΕΤΝΑΝ SOURCE MET WITH LEADERS OF DEMOCRATIC 

REPUBLICOF VIETNAM AND NATIONAL LIBERATION FRONT OF SOUTH 

vretuanCPaieeubrNe LE DUAN, FIRST SECRETARY OF WORKING 

PEOPLES PARTY OF VIETNAM; VO NGUYEN GIAP, DEFENSE MINISTER 
devtnal comm! Hee 

OF DRVs AND DANG TRAN THI, MEMBER OF PRESIDIUM OF 00, 

NLFSV. VIETNAMESE LEADERS SHOWED NO SLACKENING OF MORALE = 

OR WILL TO FIGHT AND STATED THAT USSR IS NOW SUPPLYING THEM * 

WITH NEW WEAPONS NOT YET USED IN VIETNAM. THEY ASKED 

| INCREASED EFFORTS BY CPUSA IN DEMANDING CESSATION OF BOMBING 0 

NORTH VIETNAM AND WITHDRAWL OF US TROOPS. ; 

FIVE. SOLO APPRATUS. MIKHAIL S. POLONIK, KGB OFFICER IN 

CHARGE OF SOLO APPRATUS STATED MAIN GOAL IS TO CONSERVE 

APRRATUSs WANT aPHRATUS USED FOR ONLY MOST CONFIDENTIAL AND 

| URGENT MATTERS AND NOT FOR ROUTINE OR MATTER NOT ILLEGAL. 

SIX. CPSU SUBSIDY OF CPUSA FOR NINETEEN SIXTY-EIGHT. 2 

‘SOURCE PRESENTLY REQUEST FOR ANNUAL SUBSIDY IN AMOUNT SIMILAR — 

TO REQUESTS OF PAST YEARS DURING WHICH CPSU HAS FURNISHED CPUSA. 

ONE MILLION DOLLARS. CPSU ADVISED THAT ANSWER COULD NOT BE 

FURNISHED BEFORE END OF DECEMBER OR EARLY JANUARY NEXT. = 

DEBRIEFING OF SOURCE CONTINUING COMMENUSRATE WITH 

SOURCE’S HEALTH AND AVAILABILITY. SINCE HE ANTICIPATES 

DISCUSSIONS WITH GUS HALL pecziiben: Sin: iystan. 

Gar ip FOLLOW. Ἐξ PWS pe 

MASO$ curcaco. “Hat 

END 

DHH FBI WASH Dc 

Cwh- Fre Wp CC He CO dra 
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Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

pate 12/3/67 

Solo. is the code word which refers 
to the liaison operation performed by our — 
informants for the Communist Party, UBA, 
with other communist parties of the world. 
Attached refers to délivery of second half 
of Soviet subsidy for the Comminist Party, 
USA, for 1967. Delivery of this $500,000 
| brings the total received by the Communist 
|Par USA, Irom the Soviets Since September 
1958 to $5,217,745.19. τ 
ed 

Information regarding receipt of these 
funds is not to be disseminated in order 
to protect this most sensitive operation. 

HK: cop 

SW 



Mr. Mohr.-——— 

Mr, Bishop——— 

Mr. Casper——- 
Ρ, Callahan. 

, Conrad... 

[via TELETYPE | 
DEC2 1967 

2/2? ,/6 ἃ 

ΝΜ" ENCIPHERED 
1115 PM URGENT 12-2-67 WAH ~t My, Trottet so 

᾿ : Tele. Room——-—— } ' 

_ TO DIRECTOR (180-428891) Miss Heimes.—- }. 
ζ΄, ; Miss Gandy.—--- 

a4 FROM NEWYORK €169-134637) IP 

Cap SOLO 

Neer nal SeCuvity - Crmmenise 

ee ir 

2 

> A 197 
" ΟΝ DECEMBER TWO SHE AINE-ST-SEVEN. AS ΓΑΕΝΤΟΗΒΕΥ C4 

ARRANGED ἢ, NY SIX NINE FOUR DASH 5 ASTERISK MET 
were 

““} πὶ 

HISz SOVIET CONTACT NIKOLAI TALANOV AT THE WESTBURY ~~ 
μι. ~ 

LONG ISLAND RENDEZVOUS. AT THIS MEETING TRANSFERRED ὦ 

FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS TO THE SOURCE. " 

END " ᾿ 

ς | 
EFH | 
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FBI WASH DC ! 

weer He ὅκα 
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Teather ων, 
Tele, Room .. 
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ὃ | 
ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

SAC » New. York (100-134637) 12/8/67 

REC Z_ 
Director, FEI: (100~428092) — GG ἔ ΜΝ 

Eni 
1 =r. M. J. Rozamus, 
1-Mr. Ἐς C. Putnam 

SOLO 
INTERNAL. SECURITY ~ Ὁ 

Reurlet 12/5/67.. 

Based upon the necessity of maintaining the cover 
office for the Solo Operation in the Sheraton Whitehall 
Building, authority is granted to make the $25 payment as 
‘requested.. 

we 

1 ~ Mr, i. Ἐς Row (6221 IB) 

NOTE: 

In the Solo Operation, a cover office is maintained 
in the Sheraton Whitehall Building in New York City. This 
cover is vital to the sliccess and continued security of the 
Operation ‘and has proved to be a definiteé asset. To maintain 
appearances, we must operate as any other tenant in the building 
and contribute to the Christmas Fund of the building employees, 
To do. otherwise would cause undue interest in the activities 
of this office which would be detrimental to our Operation.. 

RCP: rest eal - 

(6) 

MAILED 24. . 

DEC8 1967 

. COMM-FBI 

TELETYPE unit LJ 



TO 

FROM 

syommren Ὁ ROUTE I6 ENVELOPE 

3 COL? 72 £/ 67 

Let Ζ >tAC, VY en 

as (irae) lorie 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) vate: 12/5/67 

she, NEW YORK (100-134637) Gf Wo 

ReNYlet 12/7/66, requesting authorization for the 
NYO to contribute $25.00 to the Shezaton Whitehall Building 
Employees! Christmas Fund, and Bulet 12/14/66 granting such 
authority. 

Stnee, as reflected in the referenced correspondence, 
it is necessary to maintain good relations with the Sheraton 
Whitehall Corporation, it is requested that the Bureau authorize 
the payment of $25.00 by the NYO ‘to the 1967 Sheraton Whitehall 
Building Employees! Christmas Fund. 

“HO 

~ ¥o ¥, 7498 ᾿ 

y= Bureau (RM) 
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samme @ ΒΟΌΤΕ IN EQRVELOPE 
FBI 

Date: 12/6/67 

— eee ee τοτν Transmit the following in - 
(Type in plaintext or code} 

για. ATRTEL REGISTERED | 
eT 

(Priority) Ι 

“πὰ Le — πα ee ee ee ee i ee ee ee ee “πα τῶν eee eee ee ee eee ee eee πα L wee eee eee — 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 498091) oy —_, 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
i. Cr 

oO supgect: (Soro ζ΄ yi Mor 
| =¢ 

On 12/5/67, there was received at a NYC mail drop 
an envelope postmarked Toronto, Canada, containing ἃ message 
in Spanish, the translation of which is as follows: 

‘Telegram 

"National Committee, Communist Party, United States 
New York = Q. 

"The Central Committee, Venezuelan. Communist party, 
enthusiastically ‘endorses the 45th anniversary of the 
'Worker,' invaluable instrument in the struggle of the, 
North American people against the international capitalistic 
monopoly, against racial segregation, for the rights of 
workers, and for the liberty of other people. We désire 
to extend our best wishes to all the personnel of the paper. 

"Central Committee, 
Venezuelan Communist Party" 

It is believed that the above message was transmitted 
by the Venezuelan CP to the OP of Canada. 

= 190} 94%) 

- Bureau (RM) C 
x 1 - Chicago ἘΠΕ 46-Sub 3) (ax nary i = 190-E290G/- 6] [7 

1 NY 13} eo INV) (42 
1 - New York Any (5) 

ACBsmsb. ᾿ ya & ὕξῦ 4. 1967 
(7) ; 

in Charge 



UNITED STATES ener ROU is I ENV &LOPE 

- Memorandum 
Το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 6 6Θ 6 . pave: 11/29/67 

ra 
- 

FROM 540, CHICAGO: (184-46 Sub BY 

Ib7D 

A ᾿ ReGGlet dated October 2, 1967, and CGlet dated 
a ae ‘October 26, 1967, concerning efforts to locate.a suitable 
ft - replacement and leg man for CG 5824-S* and the development 
_ “ΠΟΥ additional informants for insertion in. the Solo apparatus. - 

Due to. ‘his continuin} . positive action 
has yet been taken to intervie Becausé of the - 

- Vital importance of this- interview. to the success of the 
‘Chicago program, continuing consideration is being given to : 
alterna lans and approaches,. Results of this study Q 

a . of th approach will ‘be furnished to the Bureau by © 
he be separate. conmunication, . 

- In view of the abgence of CG §824-S* on, the current - 
Solo Mission, the list of CP, USA leaders from the New York 

- . District,. ‘provided. by the New York Office, has not. yet been. 
“reviewed by him; Providing time and the informant's health 

᾿ permit, this may be accomplished during the coming tionth, 
However, it is noted that - débriefing from the current Solo - 

" Mission will take precedence and customarily is a lengthy 
process. | . 

Ν - Ὁ The development of 
το the. objectiveof his acceptance by: 

ee leg man. ° Although: transferred to 
-τ τς ΟἿ the Tllinoi rict, CP, USA; th 

8 as yet-unassigned. Therefore, during), 7p 
- " : has been instructed to contact LOU 

Ε DISKIN, member 9 e National C ὦ , USA, to purgue 
his assignment in that section, Popa noe done so. up 

_ to this tinie Since the proper opportunity for a private dis- 
cussion of this subjéct with ἢ KIN, has not yet presented 
‘4tself. - This: hé will do.at ‘i eat iiest suitable time, 
dP Sek [O0- ween σοι 

(Bureau (BMY 

ὌΝ ———r meen 

tinuing with - 
in the role o 

1-New York, (ἀοῦ- Δα 687); (5 
1l+Chicago 

τ - δ τος @ DEC 11 1967 
WAB: MDW - - ~ LO7 . 

ἂς (4) - ΕΝ ΝΝ ° ᾿ _ Fo ὩΣ ς wenn 

ἢ , ; jax zB 0 US. Savings Bonds Regularly on-the fe ay Savings Plan i ΘΥ̓ΠΕΟῚ ΠῚ 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

. ΝΕ ΝΕ réviously informed concerning 
the young who we believe has outstanding 
potential Tor development and eventual use in the Solo opera- 
tion, By. letter dated November 22, 1967, Chicago requested 

Bureau auth ities of this 9» 
individual, and to commence Οἷς 

-his ‘development as a PSI, -— ; b7D 

‘Upon. receipt. of Bureau approval, L errerea activities 
Wild be so directed as to’foster his potentialities for the 
Solo operation. . 

| This program is being closely followed and the Bureau 
Will be kept apprised, 
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UNITED STATES. GOVERNMENT Op 
SACD api 

. i 1 - Hr, C. D. DeLoach COS Pet ars Memorandum — - τ lie. W.C. Sullivan Sis——— 
᾿ , 1 + Mr. C. D.. Brennan: Felt - 

TO ; Mr. W. C, Sulliva i DATE: December 6, 1967 ota 2 

} -- Mr, ἢ, C. Putnam — Tester - - ' 

FROM : C DS. Brennan Fete, Roos —=— 
Gandy - 

᾿ 4 
SUBJECT: ὕ 

te R RNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST Ob: 
¥ 

Hy memorandum of 11/6/67 .set forth, in detail, an 
YA accounting of funds received by the Communist Party, USA, ὔ 
oy from the Soviet Union and Red China for October, 1967, The 

following is an accounting of these funds for November, 1967. 

TOTAL FUNDS RECEIVED AND DISBURSED 9/58 TO 10/31/67 ef 

[Fos received from the Soviet Undone ve sores δά, 717,745.19 as 
Total received from Red China (all on 2710260) 77302900 200 00 
Total received 9/58 €0,10/31/67 wccccctvacecvese 4,701; 149319 

a: disbursed 9 ‘58 to 10 31/67 ccccccccovceeen 4 012, 750, 86 

Balance of Fund (10/31/67 .. « «νον ο ον νῷ 751, 994-233 

There were no receipts or disbursements during. 
November, 1967,* 

Pa 

¥ 
t 

4 τὸ 

πὰ Balance of Fund L1/30/67.cccccceseassd 754,994.33 

t In. [New York. cccccicccccceceeccctteces$ 631, 282. 98 

7 In CHICAGO. ceacccsccccesveccncccccces 123, 711, 35 

" | . 00-424 OF: 097/— ὃ $ res 9 94.33 

ACTION: aio a” @| 7 
= 101 6. gC 11 1967. 
eg None, This memorandum is submitted. for your 

x information, An up-to-date accounttng* of—Party~funds received 
"=, fron” the Soviets will be brought to your attention each month. 
ὥς «Details of the accounting of these funds are ‘not to be 
are ᾿ς disgeminated. 

: μ΄, 
1002428001 ZO 

5 
WGS zest “ νὰ a ΩΣ Ἀ ye 

(5) ἊΜ i 
* φρο τὶ $500,000 was received from, the Soviet, Union 

inging “thé grand total of funds ve ‘the 
Union to $5,217 The receipt of the $500, 000 will 
‘Be! reported, ἀπο τῆ memorandum prepared in January, 1968, 

wexelative tothe’ accounting of these funds for December, 1967. 

“en 
; 

i 
1 

ἰ 6? DEC 111967 
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UNITED STATES GOVERN MENT 

Memorandum 

‘TO : Mr, We. OC. SullivanZy 

FROM 5 σι D, Brennan Ty 

Bi 

ῃ 
Π 
. 

-π 

To recommend that Special Agents Walter As Boyle 
and. Robert.A, Villemure be authorized to proceed to. point 
of arrival inte the United States of CG 5824-S*, as soon-as 
it is known, to expedite debriefing of informant. “ 

BACKGROUND: : 

“ 6G 0824-5* departed on Solo Mission 24 to ‘the ᾿ 
Soviet. Union: 10/19/67; 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 2 
CO Ci Tolson™ 

1» Me; C, D, DéLoach ἡ σαι 
1 - Mr; YW. Cc. Sullivan (-Contad 

1 = Hr.~C; Ὅς Brennan Felt 
DATE: " November- 29, 1967 ΠῈΣ 
1 - Hr, Μὰ Ἐς Row Ζ fit 

(6221 IB) . 73 «oon ——- 

1 - Mr; R..C, Putnam = 

ΠΑΝ 

United’ States . the first week of December, 1967, During L 
his travels, ‘informant was in the company of Gus Hall, ve 
General. Secretary, ‘Communist Party, USA, and undoubtedly, 
participated in numerous high-level discussions concerning 
the international communist movement, communist aid to: 
North Viétnam, and other subjects of vital intérest to top 

-- _officialS.of. our Governnent,. In addition, informant, was_.to - = 

He is expected to return to: the Φ gd 

negotiate, apl968 Soviet subsidy for the Communist Party, USA; 
In view of thecimportance. of, these matters, intensive 
debriefing .ofJthe informant should be initiated immediately 
upon his arrival to insure we have first access to the data. 
in his possession; 

eg 
:sInforniant must spend some time briefing top, δ, 

leadership. of the Party as soon as his presence in ‘the. ΕΝ 
Unitéd*States is made known to the,Party, and this could | ~~ * 
catise an’ unnecessary delay in ‘obtaining intelligence \data 
in his pospession if we κ᾽ Bot, contact” the informant “first; 

As? ih the past,. δὴν 
concur,.. that ‘Special ‘Agents 

ὙΠ 15, ΣΘσομῃθηαθα, and we 
esand“Villemure, contacting 

Agents, meet, Ἄνω informant’ ἘῸΝ Boston, Massachusetts, to 4. f “Ὁ 
6. -O 

Enclosure fener Ῥ-- re ie 2 

100-428091 

RCP; eS tyoh (6). 
a “τ 

6% DEC 1.5 1967 

REG2Y 0D ΚΣ χέει 

, τὲ ἼΣΗ ΣῊ ὩΣ Ἵ 
CONTINUED ~ OVER fos 



Memorandum to Mr; Ἧς C, Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

extract the highlights of his trip as expeditiously as 
possible, Informant can he debriefed in a secure manner 
in Boston before he reports to the Party leadership in 
New York; Estimated cost involved is $362,58, 

OBSERVATION : 

In view of the importance of the intelligence 
data informant should bring back, it is believed judicious 
to have the contacting Agents meet CG 5824~S*, Debriefing 
by two Agents is considered necessary in order to insure 
absolute completeness and accuracy of all information 
received, These two Agents are completely familiar with 
the names, places and events in the international communist 
movement and have, in the past, greatly facilitated the 
debriefing of informant, They will not depart for informant's 
point of entry until specific data is received. concerning 
date of informant's arrival, 

RECOMMENDATION : 

it is recommended that attached airtel. be sent 
to Chicago authorizing Special Agents Boyle and Villenure 
to proceed to the informant's point of. arrival in the 
United States as soon as specific information in that 
regard is received; - | - 



fn 

» - TO 

SUBJECT: 

Ta 
(Bufile 100-415691) 

has been selected for interview ‘under this program 
because of his informant potential and especially 
because he has qualities which could make him eligible 
for SOLO utilization. 

πᾶσα Jewish. His wife, a divorcee 
with two c ren who was born in Canada, 
have been a Christian. Well educated and 
major, he has been far from successful. He 

tite =O ROUTE TIO ENVELOPE 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ae 
DERECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: ip 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

ΩΝ εἰ 
(REPLACEMENT AND NEUTRALIZATION 
PROGRAM) 

an employee of the National Council of American Soviet 
Friendship (NCASF). 

a a broad and varied subversive 
background including interest in Trotskyist matters, 
the CP - USA, leftist publications of several persuasions - 
and activities with prominent militant civil rights groups. 
He attended the International Youth gathering in Moscow in. ° 
1967. 

cocky self-assured individual, as a review 

In the Summer of ie a Ὁ. aiticized ; 
[dee and lost an import assignment. | 

δι 
Ο 15 ~ e indicates, has never been interviewed before. 
His criticism by GREEN and the resultant demotion may ‘have 
left him embittered and hopefully apt for interview 
at this time. 

The following background and subversive 
: information is being set 1 forth for the Bureau's 
consideration: 

i-New York 

RJQ: jal 
(4) 

--- 

ΕΣ 1 ¢c 5 i967” U s SS avings Bois Regulars on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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NY 100-134637 

Background 

| a. white male, was born. 
at NY, NY. He was graduated from Westbur 

5 Westbury, NY, in 1956, and from 
I 2962, he attended the 

ersity, NYC; ‘preparing 
in 1963). 

‘and’ they have thréé . 
children. — ᾿ 

" τὴ Ἰοδό, “he was employed as ἃ case worker, 
NYC Welfare Déepartment_and and about May, 1967, he 
‘-becam ΓΞ ΞΞ πΞΕΕΞ ΘΟ ἐν ational Council of American. 
δον Ὁ. & POS! he now. holds. He resides 
i SY, τ τς 

Subversive Activities. 

‘In 1958. _lattenaea a Young socialist 
Alliance’. (¥SA) Forum. In 1962, he was active in "Advance" 
and ' Burning Issties"” and: in. 1964 and 1965, he: made several 
financial contributions to American Institute for Marxist, 
Studies | (ATMS). Also in 1965, -he pledged #15 to, the - 
Workey Banque Conimi.ttee..- - 

in 1966; and 1967; hie attended ieetings of thé - 
NY District CP Committee at which anti-Vietnam war 
demonstrations were discussed. 

“id 
et 

bhTC 

' . ‘From December, 1966 through ‘May; SON τ 
was observed visiting CP - ‘USA headquarters, 23 Ms h. Ν 
ΕΝ ‘NYC, on 28 octasions. 

tn. July, ig67 [ent three eka: ΝΣ 
. in the Soviet. Union réportedly to attend the Inter-- 
national World Youth gathering ‘in Leningrad... 

Tn ad is CP sctivtiee| —_]_ 
in 1961 while τσ University, was ΤῸ. Ἐν 
parade mourning @ death of PATRICK LUMUMBA, admitted: 
Young Socialist. League membership there and was - 
considered a troublemaker on ¢ampus. 



- Ww 100- 0m 34637 

While in the NY ὁ area (1965), he has been 
very - active in the Vietnam War protest | field. He - 
was 4 member of the Τοῖς Tslarid Peace Council in-1965, 
and was a coordinator of the Student March on Washington, 
4/17/65, In 1966, he was δή officer of the Long 
Island Committee to End the War in Vietnam and participated 
in sevérai anti-war demonstrations in Hempstead, NY. 

As noted above,L_]is currently employed 
as Student Director of the NCASF,. τ τς 

At a meeting of the NY held on . ΒΕ ἊΝ 

5/2/' PORMEY referred to stating IC 
that had been working with the Fort Hood Thrée 

_ Defense Co teé and that GIL. GREEN-thought he was ; 
“not doing enough ‘work and, -thereforé, removed him. 
‘TORMEY stated that people inyolved must be heard before 
such decisions (the removal): are made adding that as . 
a result the CP may have. ca | . : 

CG 582h.g% advised on 10/18/67, Ὁ that | 
took over the duties of SARAH HARRIS, WI με 

Ts now residing in the Soviet, Union. τ - bic 

ον ον Athorié Ls hereby. ga guested +0 contact 
“and. re eee x visions set forth 
in the MOL, Section δύ, for the development | of" 
‘security informants. The “Bureau wilt: be promptly 
advised of ‘the. results. 



Sac, New York (100~-134637) 12/12/67 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

TAL SECURITY - C | 
(REPLACENMENT AND NEUTRALIZATION PROGRAL) 

I Re hich requests Bureau authority 
to. interview 

; bg 
Information contained in Bureau files indicates. .5. 

leo is a graduate studen ork University. 070 
ore authority to intervi an be granted, 

Bureau desires. to know his current student status, Q. 

RCBiestye” 
(5). 

NOTE: 

_ New York has pickea| __as a possible "1 
potential informant because of Bis qualities which would 7. 
make him eligible for. utilizationiin the Solo Operation, °7? 
Prior to granting authority to interview,him, we should 
know whether or not. he is a student, 

REG Δ /06_-Yagng/— (6G RE 
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, n' κἃ 
: 

FD-86 (Rev. $+22-64) ; © 
a.” . 

4 , : AT τὴς ~ 

F B weg ΕΝ { ne 
rey ly i fy) 

Date: 12/7/67 Ps UPPITY 
ἘΝ, 

Transmit the following in ~ ] 
{Type in plaintext or code) 

! Vic AIRTEL | | 
(Priority) I 

---...............--.-..........ὕ................-.....-.-.........- tee ee -- 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-i.28091) hey 

from : A T\WEW YORK (100~13h637) (J 

Vi SUBJECTY SOLO {7 : 
-Ὁ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies, and for the Chicago Office ons copy, of an 
LHM entitled, mero spects Por International Meeting of Communist 
and Workers Parties! 

The information set forth in the enclosed LHM was 
orally furnished by CG 582h-S*% on 12/4-5/67, to SAS WALTER A, 
BOYLE and ROBERT A, VILLEMURE, 7 Ὁ 

The enclosed LHM is classified GopPatOneta I 
since unauthorized disclosure of the information set forth 
therein could reasonably result in the identification of this 
source, who is furnishing information on the highest levels 
concerning the international communist movement, thus adversely 
affecting the national security. 

In order to further protect the identity of this 
source, the enclosed LHM has been shown as having been 
prepared at Washington, D.C. 

CG 582h-S% a ised that the information set forth 
in the enclosed LHN wa ed by him during the course of 

waren stay in Moscow, US ee 10/2/67 to 12/1/67, in 

\' u Th 
228 100-4.280 oo ls. &) (RM 
ἔβαλα, 80428 δ Β) ἜΝ 1) a ἘΜ) 

- μέ - teNew Yorks (100-234637) (W2) gp go 9/—~ 0013 
τ» YQ. WAR+ ea0 amp, tere ao 

ἐς τ ΝΕΎΕΙ, ΠῚ \ re, 1 
mond 

fon testes EG π᾿ τὰ νὴ S- DEG 18 1967 

Sent Ὁ 0 Μ OPer 



NY 100-134637 

_ discussions with MIKHAIL A, SUSLOV, Member of the Presidium 
and a Secretary of the Central Committee, Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CCCPSU);: BORIS N. PONOMAREV, a Secretary 
of the CCCPSU; and MIKHAIL S, SOLOMENTSEV, a Secretary of 
the CCCPSU, 

aw De 

ἱἷ . ate 
- - . . 

. te bene 



ες ELSE TPICATION ΑΠΤΉΠΕΤΤΥ DERIVED FE 

οὖν τ FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIEE - . an hs 

DATE 02-15-2012 \ ΝΣ 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to ᾿ Washington ᾽ D oC. f 

Fite No.” December 7, 1967. ᾿ 

, F . ᾿ ΝΞ ᾿ ͵ 
| οτος COM: b 

t 
Prospects For International Meeting 
of Communist and Workers Parties -. 

During December, 1967; 8. isource who has furnished 
reliable information in the past: advised as follows: 

Members of the leadership of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union {CPSU) recently commented concerning the 

. views of the CPSU relative to current prospects for an inter- 
* fattonal meeting of Communist and Workers Parties, After 

Jong consideration, the CPSU arrived at the decision that 
efforts must be intensified to bring about a meeting of all 
such Parties. However, in view of the delicate nature of this 
subject and the fact that a number of influential Comminist” 
Parties aré either opposed to such a meeting or are lukewarm 

- toward such a meeting, the CPSU: will not rush this matter or 
press too obviously for it, 

The CPSU, after first obtaining the consent of all . 
the Parties who attended the "Consultative Meeting of Communist 
and Workers Parties" held in Moscow, USSR, in March, 1965, 
with the.:sole exception of the CP of Cuba ; publicly issued on ---- 
November 25, 1967, a call for an international meeting of 
Communist and Workers Parties to be held during February, 
1968, at Budapest, Hungary. According to the CPSU leaders, 
they do not expect such an international meeting to be 
convened during 1968, It will be precoded by a series of 
perhaps three or four "consultative" or "preparatory" meetings 
to prepare the ground for the larger meeting. 

it. is the hope of the CPSU thet this series of 
consultative meetings will be helpful in preparing the climate 
for an international meeting, Additional Parties may participate 
more Willingly in these consultative meetings and thus pave. 

Rhis document contains neither 

reconmmondations nor. conclusions 

of the FBI. it is the property 

of the FBI and is. loaned to your 

agency; it and its contents aro 

not. to bo distributed outside 

your agency 7 se a σῷ 2.--- Ae 4. 

᾿ ᾿ μισοοσνα 

assification 
2 nah rr aera emt aa 



Prospects For International Meeting , CO iL 
of Communi st and Workers Parties ; 

the way to accept a full intornational meeting of Communist 
and Workers Parties, In this way the pressure for an inter- 
national meeting will come from other Parties, there will be 
international responsibility for the convening of the meeting, 
and there will be less visible pressure from the CPSU, , For 
this reason also, the CPSU suggested that the Hungarian 
Socialist Workers. Party be the host for the first consultative 
meeting because other Parties are suspicious that the CPSU 
Will want to dominate the international meeting for its own 
interests, In spite of these maneuvers, for the sake of appearances, 
the CPSU is firmly committed to bringing about. such a meeting 
because of their strong belief that it is essential to lachieve 
some kind of unity within the world Communist movement, 

While at the present time the prospects for such a 
meeting are bettér than they have ever been since the Moscow 
meeting of 1960, there will be many difficulties to overcome, 
even during the course of the preparatory stages. Some Parties 
oppose ‘the holding of such a conference, For example, the 
Communist Party of Romania ig trying to prévent such a meeting 
and information available to the CPSU is that the Romanians 
will not come to a Large: international meeting, but will attend 
@ consultative meeting “for the purpose of opposing the holding 
of the larger meetings . - a Ὁ -ς Ὁ - es - : - a - ς eo 8 - 

᾿ 
εἴ 

- ΟΣ course; the ‘Govimun dst, Party of China will not 
attend. The Cotimunist Party of Cuba may not participate either; 
a draft of the communique’ -to. be. issued November 25, 1967, waa. 
sent to Pidel Castro; but no answer ‘has’ yet. beer received, The 
question of whether ‘the Vietnamese and North: Koréans will 
participate in an international meeting is still to be determined 
and has yet to be-discussed with thom, ‘Although the Communist 
Party of Great Britain agreed to the preparatory meeting, the 
leadership has adopted a "wait and see" attitude before making 
eny decision relative to supporting an international meeting. 
The Conmunist Party of the United, States. of America (CPUSA) will 
participate, and this is considered ‘very important because the 
main criticism will be. aimed chiefly at United States imperialism 
and the CPUSA "can throw better darts. into the skin of US 
imperialism! and “knows best how to hurt this animal." There 
is a delicate question, not. yet resolved;. concerning whether 

wd. 
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Prospects For International Meeting " σο L 

of Communist and Workers Parties 

invitations should, be’ extended ‘to paraljel Parties such as 

exists in Israel and India, but this decision will be left 

to the deliberations ‘of the consultative meetings, 

But there are shades. of opinion among the opposition, 
Some Parties feel that instead of a meeting of Communist Parties, 
there should be a meeting of all revolutionary parties md 

groups. Another.shade of opinion is that the consultative 
meeting should not really "prepare",' that is, no documents 
should be prepared beforehand for the consideration of the 

international meeting, It is the view of the CPSU that at 
the coming consultative meeting an agenda for the international 
meeting should be defined, a preparatory commission should be 
set up, basic documents should be prepared, and suggestions 
should be made for the composition of commissions to study 

questions to be considered by the international meeting and 
to define problems and emphasis. In the view of the CPSU, 
it ig actually impossible at a large international meeting 

itself to work out a document or documents, 

Perhaps a few months after thé consultative meeting 

in February, 1968, there will be a second consultative meeting, 

_ maybe in Warsaw, Poland, At this meeting they might add more 
people to the commissions set up at the first meeting, At- 
each stage of this process, any Party who 80. desires may 
participate, 

Insofar as the documents are concerned, it appears 
to the CPSU that it may not be possible to adopt such an all- 
embracing document as was adopted at the 1960 meeting. But 

the international meeting should have the basic aim of struggle 
against United States imperialism and the achievement of unity 

in the world Communist. movement in order to achieve this aim, 

There may be separate documents adopted on peace, on national 

liberation movements, on Vietnam, etc, But the consensus at 

this time is that this international meeting should be composed 

of Communist and Workers Parties (not all revolutionary parties 

and groups) with the aim of consolidating the world Communist 

movement. If the Communists cannot reach agreement among 

themselves, then it certainly would not be wise to invite 
others, But if the Communists do agree, then this will , 
certainly influence the world movement for liberation from 

imperialism and colonialism. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

TO ΜΡ, W. C. Sullivan ol vA - DATE: December 8, 1967 

1 - Mr. Sullivan 
FROM : J, A. Sizoo 1 = Nr. Cc. Ὁ, Brennan 

1 ~ Mr, R. C. Putnam 

eplo | 
SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA - LO a hh | 

RESERVE FUNDS Ζ ᾧ £K 

L- SAC D, W. Howell, New York, called this morning 
LY and advised that Gus Hall had been in touch with CG 5824 

and instructed that $50,000 be made available to him, Hall, 
to replenish funds he has been using for party business. 
Hall also instructed that $50,000 should be made available 
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to Helen Winter for the operation of the national headquarters, 

ACTION: 

Howell was authorized to tell the informant to £O 
ahead and abide by Hall's instructions, 
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To: SACS, New York .(100-234637) 
Chicago (134-46 SUB~B) 

Director; FBI: (100-428091) 

| Reurairtel 12/8/67 which enclosed an LEM captioned: 
"Celebration of“the 50th Anniversary of the Great October 
Ravolution, Moscow, USSR, November, 1967," Data for this a 

memorandum was furnished SAs Walter A; Boyle and Robert A. Villemure of the Chicago Office by CG 5824-S*, 

Page one, paragraph two, line eight, the sécond 
word now should be not. Line thres of the second complete. 
paragraph on page five of this memorandum refers. to. the 
Institute of World Labor Movement. Is this the Institute 
Which the informant has referred to in the past as the 
institute of International Workers Movement? Also,. line 

Ως 

eight of this paragraph uses the words United States when 
it appears from the context that. the words Soviet Union. 
should be used. In this same paragraph the Institute is 
referred to in the -gingulax’ tense and later in the. plural 
ense. , For example, sea line eight. ‘You should immediately 
darity these items. arid if nécessary submit amended pages. 
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Transmit the following in Leen 
. (Type in plaintext or code) 

ATRPRL | 
Ἷ {Priority} 

τῷ : ‘DIRECTOR, FBI (100-1,28091) 

FROM >» NEW YORK (100-131637) 

Enclosed herowith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies, and for Chicago one copy, of an LH 
entitled, "Celebration of the 50th Anniversary of the 
October Revolution, Moscow, USSR, November, 1967". 

The information get forth jn the enclosed LHM 
was orally furnished by CG 582.8% to SAS WALTER A, BOYLE 
and ROBERT A, VILLEMURE, 

Enclosed LHM is classified "Gore τς ΕΠ since 
unauthorized disclosure of the information set forth therai 
could reasonably result in the identification of this sources 
who is furnishing information on the highest levels concerning 
‘the international Communist movement, thus adversely affocting 
the national. security, 

MT EMVECE Vaio 

τς ΠΕ 
In order to further protect the identity of this 

source, the enclosed LHM has been showm as having been 
prepared at Washington, D.C, 

Upon his return from Solo mission 2h, CG 582h-S+ 
furnished the enclosed comments as reflecting his observations, 
opinions and Judgments based upon his overall stay in the 
USSR. CG 582h-Si stated that these resulted from over one 
month of meetings with individ 

ay and attendance at the 
various functions connected the Celebration of the 50th 
Amniversary of the October R 
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of the source's physical end mental exhaustion, he indicated 
thet he considered these cbservations the meat of what he 
had to furnish as a result of this trip. 
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UNITED STATES: DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D.C, 
In Reply, Please Refer to December 8, 1967 
File No. ᾿ 

CQ L 

Celebration of the 50th Anniversary of the 
October Revolution, Moscow, USSR, November 
L967 

During December, 1967, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, expressed the following opinions 
relative to the recent celebration of the 50th Anniversary of the 
October Revolution, which was held in Moscow, USSR, during early 
November, 1967, 

For this celebration the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU) brought together representatives of 95 Parties, 
some of which are Communist Parties and some of which are 
considered progressive but not Communist. Never before did 
the CPSU have that many Parties represented at their November 
Celebration. Among those gathered were some representatives 
from governments in the newly independent states and some that 
were not so new, At one of the Celebration functions there were 
representatives from the Government of India, a member of the 
opposition of Ceylon and the Finnish President sitting on the 
same stage, 

If we want. to speak objectively, we do know that this 
was a big event for the-CPSU. They “proved” to the world that 
they can exist for 50 yéars and relate 50 years of progress 
despite the ravages of civil wars and World War II. Of course, 
one might. say that perhaps Russia might have developed in any 
case, but that is hard to prove or disprove. On the basis of 
their history, they can “prove” that it never would have happened, 
They command the respect ΟἹ many nations, even non-Communist 
nations and anti-Communist nations, and they claim the credit 
for the world development. which has led to independence struggles 
and the achievement of independence for dozens of states that 
would never have been able -to rid themselves of their colonial 
masters unless they could find some support as in the power of 
the Soviet Union, 

When they state this, they also keep on emphasizing 
that they still believe in the policy of peaceful coexistence, 
for had they not believed in this policy, they say, they would 

This document: contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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have been in one eoittinuous war from the time of their 
existence. While it's true that they- gid go through some 
wars with foreign. countries, as well as civil wars supported 
by other countriés, ‘and fought off foreign intervention, they 
nevertheless emphasized that ‘their first act was the decree of 
peace (this they emphasized day in and day out). so that they 
could exist. with: rion=Communist powers. in the same world, 

“ The demoristration ‘of their military preparedness . 
at the Celebration was aimed not merely to exaggerate their military 
preparations’ to convince the big powers of the world, particularly 
the’ United States, Great Britain, France and West Germany, but 
also to..cohvince these small gtates thet whatever their preference. 
may bé for any kind of” regime, they would probably prefer 8, 
Communist regime. They are not going to tell these smaller 
statés what kind of regime, to have. And they"prove" this.. 
Just as they invited the heads and igéaders of world Communist 
Parties, So also they invited many ‘leaders. of. smaller states 
to come and participate in their celebration and give them the. 

- Same forun of these big meetings and give them an audience 
_ throughout the Soviet Union, the- same ag they did other 
Communists , both leaders of states and Parties big and small. 

Another reason for gathering these . ‘countries, as. 
᾿ς welll- as. Parties, in the Soviet. Union. 5. to: show off to. them  .-:- 

A 

Soviet power and to convince them that while: the Soviet Union 
stands for peace and vants to continue their domestic progress. 
they are 8189. prepared tO act as the ally of any "oppressed 
nation or peoples" that is willing to stand up against United 
States imperialisn. and colonialism, While they themselves would 
not .compromise their ideology, in fact claim credit for ‘being 
‘the chief exponent of Communist idedlogy. as represented ἃ: 
Marxist-Leninist theory, they are willing $O. tolerate those who 
are non-Communist and do.not believe in their own particular 
ideology. As a result there was the situation where on the 
fame stage they had Indien Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. sitting 
in the front seat and a few rows back there was the leader of 
of the Communist Party of India, 8. A. Dange. But more significant 
was. the fact that they were, able.to prove Lo many of the rep~ 
_resentatives, such es the Arab and African sta ates, that they 
can command. international support. For who’else can bring 
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together so many Parties and organizations that had a common 
cause to fight for? If some of these countries want support 
to develop their economy: and independence against the neo- 
colonialists or imperialists generally, here is the world force 
to assist them. 

So we can conclude by saying that they utilized the 
50th Anniversary to mobilize the international Communist movement 
as well as the diverse liberation movements, They utilized their 
parliamentary instrument, the Supreme Soviet, as well as the 
power of their Central Committee, to give this gathering all 
the authority at their command. At the same time, they aim 
their shots. They did not scatter them, The emphasis, the 
concentration of fire, was on the United States. They gave . 
& platform to anyone that wanted to attack the United States. 

We know from the past that the CPSU and its jleadership 
have been very much in favor of an international mobilization 
of Communists, but since the split with China théy have been 
unable to bring about the kind of meeting that would adoot 
& common platform in keeping with Soviet policy, which. would 
be interpreted at. such a meeting as international policy. But 
this 50th Anniversary gathering did make it possible to rally 

Parties and governments run by Communists or Communist sympathizers | 
for a new attempt or initiative to unite the Communist movement. 
The first. consultative meeting to be held in Budapest, Hungary, 
in February, 1968, is only the beginning and, while a number of 
Parties are participating reluctantly, the CPSU did. succeed in 
finally winning more tacit agreement by the Communist Party of 
italy, which is considered a major Party, and other Parties 

‘that were tp to now hesitant to some degree. They also succeeded 
in putting the label of "traitor" or "betrayer" on the Chinese 
leadership. Parenthetically, it-should be noted that the CPSU 
Speakers never say the Communist Party of China ~ they talk of 
the Chinese leaders, "the Mao clique," because they seem to 
feel or they know that a good part of the Communist Party in 
China, while officially still being led by Mao, is in opposition 
to the Mao policies. ‘They also succeeded in putting the onus 
for the defeats of what they call "“antvi-imperialist progress 
end Commmism" in Indonesia, as well as-the continued war ir 

. Vietnam, upon the Chinese Mao leadership. 

~ 3- 
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All in all, we could say that the CPSU is nearer to 
an international meeting than it has been since the last meeting 
was held in “Moscow -in 1960. Even if this meeting finally 
organizes itself and rallies around one ‘or two slogans on 
issues that represent events in the contemporary world, it 
will mean a big step forward for the Soviet leadership and 
the "cohesiveness" of the. world Communist movement. As before, 
however, Soviet thinking is preoccupied with United States 
policy. Even though they are very much concerned about China, 
in that relationship also they are wondering what the United 
States will do in connection with China: "Is there some group 
in the United States that favors some move that could lead to 
an understanding with China?" They are concerned that such a 
move ‘would be aimed at the USSR. While the Soviet Union still 
considers West Germany as the chief ally of the United States 
and the most dangerous enemy in Europe, they do not dismiss 
the possibility that the United States may find some accommodation 
with China. They constantly talk about this problem. During 8 
number of discussions in Moscow in November, 1967, the American 
Communist Party leadership also seemed to encourage this type of 
thinking. 

The uneasiness expressed by the Soviet Leadership 
regarding United States policy is similar to the uneasiness of 
a good part of the world, especially in Eurdopé, about United 
States policy. While the Communists use propaganda and can 
distort facts beyond imagination, teking advantage of what the 
Marxists: call the license of. the, propagandist, the leadershis 
of the Communist Parties generally reflects the mood of their 
people.- We cannot ‘dismiss the fact that ‘because of the con-~ 

“'*tinuation of the war ,in Vietnam and the'fear that this may 
expand into a, big war, even on 2 world-wide scale, that many 
countries and’ people are jbecohing more’ anti-American and the 

‘United States is constantly Losing in popularity, First of 
Gil, at the: Moscow. meeting, the leading American Communist, 
Gus Hall, was given a forum in which he attacked his country 
and government’ ‘as the mein~- eneny int the world, and with the 

"Vietnamese delegation. on the stage. he dramatically turned 
around and pledged. support to the North Vietnamese and to 
others until such. time as every American. soldier and weapon 
iis removed fron foreign soil. In this respect, the United 
States finds. Leselrt An 4 very unpopular position in 8 good 
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part of Africa, Asia and, to be more specific at the present ἡ 
time, in the Middle East. While in the Middle East the Israel 
Government is condemned, they point their finger chiefly at 
the United States as be ing responsible for whatever is happening 
in that part o@ the world and call Israel only a vassal state 
of "United States imperialism", 

The Moscow meetings became rallying centers for anti-~ 
imperialist activity, coordinating struggles in many forms 
against imperialism, but always identifying imperialism with 
the United States. 

The Soviet Party has undertaken many steps to 
organize the international Communist movement with or without 
an international meeting. As we know the Institute of the 
International Labor Movement is supposed to be limited to a study 
of labor organization and aims in the world. This Institute 
is an arm of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union. It has top priority now among all the 
institutes in the Soviet Union. It is being given unlimited 
Support, materially and politically, by the Soviet Party leader- 
ship in tts ventures. To give this Institute a send-off and 
to underline its importance, the Kremlin itself was opened to 
it for the first meeting. To further emphasize the importance 
of it, they elected a presidium of many leaders from countries 
including some which are non-Communist, Mikhail A.-Suslov,,. 
member of the Presidium of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU) and a Secretary 
of the CCCPSU, made the introductory remarks dealing with the 
present situation and the need for the world labor movement to 

unite, A major address was given by Boris N. Ponomarev, a 
secretary of the CCCPSU, which will appear in the next issue 
of the “Kommunist", This event was accorded all the fanfare 
normally associated with an important meeting, including 
coverage by motion pictures, radio, television, etc. 

This shows that the Soviet Party is not depending 
on the good wishes of anyone else in regard to the organization 
of an international meeting of Communist and Workers Parties, 
but is proceeding to establish a center of its own even though 
this center may be limited to some extent, not having the same 

CO TAL 
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powers of an international organization. They will nevertheless 
bring together outstanding Communist leaders and labor léaders 
generally. Another move that the Soviet Union is making in this 
direction, toward increasing their influence generally and 
rallying non-~Communists to their banner, is in their new 
approaches within thé World Federation of Trade Unions (a 
characterization of which is attached hereto), which is made 
up chiefly of Communist controlled labor organizations. One. 
of the first speeches in the last two weeks made by Aleksandr 
N. Shelepin, the new head of the All-Union Council of Trade 
Unions of the USSR, was an appeal. for world-wide trade uniori 
cooperation ,, particularly with the World Confederation or 
Trade Unions. Some of the people who participated in this 
meeting said that this was. a very rare thing, It was said 
that Shelepin spoke; it seemed, extemporaneousiy, but in 
exacting words , and that represéntatives. from other Socialist 
states, heads of trade union organizations, followed in a 
similar vein. The purpose there also was. to isolate the 
‘Leadership of the American Fedération of Labor - Congress of 
industrial Organizations (ALB-CTO), | particularly George Meaney, 
andthe first issue will be to develop such united action 
around ‘the Vietnamese war. ‘The second issue will be economic, 

that is to fight United States corporations which have global. 
connections, plants or interests in various countries, | This — 

, would, combine- economic aims with nationalist feelings ina. - ~~. - 
number of countries. Ε 

| ‘The Soviet, Union .and its” leadership seem to be 
pursuing a dual policy: - ‘On the ‘éne hand, they are mobilizing 
the international forces of the rest- of the: ‘Communist world 
movement and are also placing eréater emphasis on their defenses 
“and mibitary- problems’,. while at the: same time they are Still 
Looking to the United States for some accommodgtion and cooperation. 
But, while they ‘state this desire for a, United States ~ USSR 
detente, they* qualify it ‘by expressthe the féar that the 
expanding war in Vietnam makes -this. virtually impossible, and. 
thus they use this danger - to , Justity greater ‘eliphasis on their 
first line of policy. ; “ 

a ΕΣ ἮΝ CONPPSRELTAL 
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APPENDIX 

- WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS 

Δ τ the -"Guide’ to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications", revised and published as of December 1, 1961, 
prepared and released by the Committee on. Un-American 
Activities, United States House of Representatives, Washington, 
D,.C., contains the following concerning World Federation of 
‘Trade Unions: 

"1. Cited as ‘part of a solar system of international 
Communist+front organizations which have been 
established in recent years = * -*,! tamerican . 
supporters include the left-wing unions within ὡς 
the. Congress of Industrial Organizations .! 
(Committee on Un-American Activities, House 
Report 1953 on the Congress of American Women, 
Apri 26, 1950; originally released October 33 
1949, Dé Ly 

_ Cited as ' Communist-donineted. ' 
” (Internal ‘Security Subcommittee of the ‘Senate 

Judiciary Committee, Handbook for Americans, 
S.. Doc. 411, April ‘235 ΠΩΣ p.93, also p. 59. .}" 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

‘FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

oS " 

Enclosed herewith for ‘the Bureati are the original 
and three copies and for the Chicago Office one copy’of an 
LHM entitled "US Study Institute, Moscow, USSR", ὁ 

The information set forth in the enclosed LHM 
was orally furnished ‘by. CG 5824-S* on 127 9/67 | to SAS: WALTER A. 
BOYLE and ROBERT A. VILLEMURE. 

The enclosed LHM is classified DRAG, οἰὸς 
unauthorized disclosure of the information ‘set forth therein 

could reasonably result_in the identification of this source, 

who is furnishing information on the highest ‘Yevels concerning: ΗΝ 

the international communist movement, thus adversely affecting 

the. national security. 

In order/to further protect the Laentity of this 

source, the enclosed\LHM-has been shown as having been 
prepared at ὭΣ ὦ σι 

YO: Bureau CEng g") ae | 
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NY 100-134637 

The information in the enclosed LHM was obtained 

by CG 9824-S* in Moscow, USSR, during the period 10/24/67 - 
12/1/67 in discussions with leaders of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union. Prior to leaving Moscow, CG 5§824-S* met with 
the head of the above mentioned institute as did GUS HALL, 
General Secretary of the Communist Party, United States of 

' + 

Americas. - 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

ie Βερὸν Please Refer to Washington ; D. CGC. 

December 8, 1967 

United States Study Institute, Moscow, USSR 

: During December, 1967, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

- In mid November, 1967, upon instructions from the 
Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, a - 

new institute was organized in Moscow, USSR, which is to be . 

known as the United States Study Institute. This special institute 

15. intended to make an intensive study of the United States from 

every: aspect. The studies made by the institute are to be turned 

over to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. It was stated | 

that there are numerous institutes in the United States for the 

study of the Soviet Union, but until now there has been no 

comparable institute in the USSR specifically for the study of 

the United States. The head of this new institute is Yuri 
Arabatov, who, it is noted, speaks English. . 

wey 

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are - 

not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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| TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) yr 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100~134637) 

6 7, bh 
SUBJECT: SOLO a“ 

4 

. Enclosed herewith are three copies for the Bureau 

and one copy for Chicago of an informantts statement entitled, 

"Meeting with Representative of the Security Branch of the 

International Department, Central Committee, COmmunist Party of 

the Soviet Union Relating to the Communication Apparatus 

Between the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the 

Communist Party, United States of America." 

The information in the enclosed informant's 

statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/46/67 to 
SAS WALTER. A. BOYLE and ROBERT A. VILLEMURE. 
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December 4-6, 1967 

Meeting with Representative of the Security 
Branch of the International Department, 
Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union Relating to the Communication 
Apparatus Between the Communist Party of ᾿ i 
the Soviet, Union and the Communist Party. 
United States of America | ΕΝ 

- During the early part of November, 1967, a number 
of meetings were held with Mikhail Korneevich Polonik, who.is a 
representative of the Security Branch of the International 
Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union -(CPSU)., and. who has the responsibility for the operation 
of the clandestine communications apparatus between the CPSU. 
and the Communist.Party, USA (CPUSA) . This apparatus is also 
the. vehicle for the transmission of CPSU funds to subsidize 
phe activities ΟΣ of the CPUSA. The: gist of these Meetings is as 
Ollows: . 

Polonik was very friendly. and- expressed complete 
satisfaction with. the éperations being carried on by CPUSA 

; representatives involved, in this apparatus. -and. was particularly 
_ complementary ‘concerning Jack Brooks, who: runs. “the American end 
of the apparatus on a day-to-day basis. : 

However, throughout the. discussions, the impression | 
was very definitely received that the Russians are constantly : 
worried that some accident will ocevr during the course of their' 
operations in the United States ‘which will compromise this [ 
operation. Polonik constantly stressed the need for caution, 
but he stated this only in a general way with no specific | 
references to matters which he considered risky beyond the . ' 
fo Llowing. 

Polonik stated that they consider all personal 
ineetings and drops dangerous and want these cut to the very 
minimum. in place of meets and drops, they want increased 
reliance, where possible, upon the use of the micro- transceiver 

_means of communication. Use of the phone should be avoided - 
absolutely. Since the transfer of funds from the CPSU to the 
‘CPUSA is the most risky undertaking, Polonik again insisted. 
that the CPUSA should set up a laundry or gift shop which can 
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be used for this fund's transfer. He.was informed that efforts 
are currently being .made to accomplish this but that the CPSU's 
instructions: “had been quite restrictive concerning the location 
of the shop, and this had hampered the efforts of the CPUSA to 
comply. This matter is being workéd on at the present time. 
Farthermore, the CPUSA has to be dust.as cautious as the CPSU 
and mist be suré about the person to handle this. shop. Polonik' 
replied that the CPUSA need not feel that ‘these restrictions ° 
upon location were inviolate: and therefore, the CPUSA could 
choose any other site they wished and present it to the CPSU for 
consideration. It ‘is possible that the CPSU will accept it as 
a suitable Location in spite of their formerly expressed 
restrictions. 

Polonik stated that "The main goal is. to conserve 
the apparatus." He indicated that by this he meant that the 
CPSU: desires that the communications apparatus be used only for 
the most confidential or most urgent matters. ‘They do not want 
the apparatus bogged down or exploited by using it to handle 
routine matters or things which are legal and could just as‘ well 
be handled openly. As an example, he stated that the apparatus 
should not be used merely to request visas for individuals who 
would be travelling to the USSR, since this can be accomplished 

_more easily and efficiently by having an open member of the 
CPUSA leadership assigned to handle this matter by openly going 

‘to the USSR Embassy in Washington; Ὡς ὅν and picking-up the visas. 
' Other matters which are legal can be handled by representatives 
of open CPUSA agencies such as. "The Worker" going to open. Soviet 
agencies such as the Tass News Agency and conducting their business. - 

This. process should also be worked in reverse.. 

Polonik then referréd to the fact that the transfer ' 
of the last portion of the CPSU subsidy to the CPUSA for the 
last part of 1967 was due to be delivered during the first days 
of December, 1967. He expressed some. concern that the CPUSA 
representative then in Moscow, USSR, would be returning to the 
United States shortly before the transfer would take place. He 
stated that the Central Committee of the CPSU was afraid of the 
possibility that the American intelligence. services might somehow 

become aware that this CPUSA representative was in Moscow. 
Shoukd the transfer take place immediately after his return, then 
Polonik was afraid that the transfer might be discovered. ; 
Therefore, he counséled remaining In Moscow until a few days 
passed after the-transfer of funds. He stated that the CPSU had 
full confidence that the transfer of funds could be handled on 
this one. occasion by Jack Brooks alone. Since Polonik was 
satisfied, the matter was dropped at that. 
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On this occasion, there was also a brief discussion 
of the manner of the transfer of funds from the standpoint of 

" the CPUSA. Polonik asked what happens to the funds after they 
are turned over to Jack Brooks. He was informed that Brooks 
then turned the funds over to him (the CPUSA representative then 
in Moscow) and he and Gus Hall would dispose of the funds. No 
further inquiry along this line was made by Polonik. 

Polonik was informed of the fact that Jack Brooks 
had had a "little accident" from which he had now largely 
recovered. Polonik indicated that he had been informed of this 
fact already by Brooks. His first question at this point, 
however, was whether the police had been involved in the investi- 
gation of Brooks! accident. He was informed that there had 
been no police investigation. Then Polonik asked who had been 
doing the work of the apparatus while Brooks was hurt. He was 
informed that the CPUSA representative, then in Moscow, had come 
into New York City to handle some of the duties. Also, he had 

brought Ford (code name) more actively into the work of the 
apparatus. Polonik immediately stated that he should not have 

done this because the agreement had been made before that Ford 

would not be activated on a day~to~day basis until he had been 

to Moscow for his period of training and talks. Now three 

people are involved with knowledge of the apparatus instead of 

4ust two. -Polonik insisted that Ford must come to Moscow for 

a period of two to three. months, no less than eight weeks. 

Polonik was informed that the security of the apparatus had not 

been jeopardized and that Ford was not aware of the fund's opera- 

tions nor of the contents of any of the messages, etc. because 

he was not privy to the code being used or any such confidential 

matters. As to Ford's travelling to Moscow, Polonik was told 
that the Russians had been informed previously that Ford had 

been kept underground and that. he had a job which the Russians 

had agreed that he should continue to work at. Should he travel 

to Moscow for that period, he would lose his job. Polonik  . 

agreed that Ford should continue to work at nis job. Polonik 

then reluctantly approved the use of Ford to the limited extent 

to which he had been used thus far. He cautioned, however, that 

Ford should not be used too much. He is not to be used on a 

day-to-day basis in the apparatus until he goes to Moscow for 

two to three months? training and talks. 
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Then Polonik once again asked whether the CPUSA 
is absolutely sure that the United States: intelligence services 
are not on to Ford. He said, "After all,. his father died over 
here, and they might be suspicious of him." He was told that 
the death of Ford's father had taken place a long time ago, and. 
there was no question of the fact that Ford is now "clean." 
He had been kept under wraps for many years, had worked ata, 
number of jobs, and was only being reactivated when the CPUSA 
Was sure that he was not under any suspicion. 

-Polonik then stated that the CPSU. is still interested 
in receiving information from Jack Brooks’ concerning the latest 
types of listening devices and anti-bugging devices available. | 
in the United States. He stated that the CPSU is not interested 
in any of the devices which are commercially available to anyone 
who just walks into a shop off. the street, because they know that 
these ‘are not the latest type devices. ‘They are interested in 
the devices which aré only available to police agencies because 
those are the most up-to-date.and scientific devices, He noted 
that they are authorizing Brooks to spend 12 to 13 thousand 
dollars for: this purpose: ᾿ 
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Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 

confidential informant NY 694-35} who has been receiving com~ 

Yt munications transmitted to him by radio. 
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DATE: December 12, 1967 
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On 12/12/67, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 

radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies 

but no messages were transmitted, 

ACTION: 
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was orally furnished by :CG 5824-S* on 12/6/67 to 
SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and ROBERT A, VILLEMURE. 
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Since unauthorized disclosure of the information set forth 
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levels concerning the international communist movement, 
thus adversely affecting the national security. 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

CG 5824-S* advised that a meeting was held on 
11/16/67 between the delegations of the Communist Party (CP), 
USA and thé CP of Syria, then in Moscow, USSR, for the 
celebration of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the October 
Revolution. This meeting took place ina special room for 
such meetings on the second floor of the Central Committee, 
CP of the Séviet Union Hotel in Moscow, This meeting 
had taken more than a week to arrange because KHALID. 
BAGDACHE; General Secretary of the CP of Syria, had not ‘been 
very anxious to have such a meeting. Participating in 
the meeting for the CP, USA were GUS HALL, General Secretary, ° 
‘CP, USA; HENRY WINSTON, Chairman, CP; USA; ALBERT J, LIMA, 
member of the National "Executive Board, cP, USA; and 
CG 5824=S*, JAMES JACKSON, member of the Secretariat and .. 
National Executive Board of the CP, USA, was absent, 
BAGDACHE was the only representative from the CP of Syria 
identified by. CG 5824-S* as participating ih. the meeting, 
although press. accounts identified ἢ, NAAME and Y. FEISAL, 
both members of the Political Bureau, CP of Syria, as being 
present in Moscow. for the celebration, However, photographs 
taken of this meeting (which will be furnished to the Bureau 
at a later date) show only BAGDACHE. and the American | ; 
communists. with the exception of CG 5824-S*, It was at ι 
this meeting that WINSTON presénted to BAGDACHE $300, 00 
for the CP of Syria which had been collected ‘from. ~ 
“Jewish heedle trades workers” during the course of the 
Middle East conflict in June, 1967. -BAGDACHE accepted the 
$300.00 with the statement that this was a token of great 
significance which demonstrated that the people of the 
United States really do care about the welfare of the Arabs. 
He stated that these funds will be used for the relief of 
Arab refugees. Throughout the course of this discussion, 
CG 5824-~S* stated BAGDACHE steadfastly refused to have anything 
jto say about Israel or the six day war in June,. 1967. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION | 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C, 
File No. December 11, 1967 

Ἐπ... τή 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF SYRIA 

During December, 1967, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

It was learned that during the early part of 
November, 1967, a delegation from the Communist Party (CP) Ν 
of Syria led by its General Secretary, Khalid Bagdache, 
was in Moscow, USSR, for the celebration of the Fiftieth 
Anniversary of the October Revolution. The following 
comments were attributed to Bagdache, while in the USSR. 

In view of the quasi-legal status of the CP of 
Syria, Bagdache was questioned whether communists may 
visit Syria. According to Bagdache, communist delegations 
can visit Syria provided they receive an invitation from the 
Baath Party, which is the ruling party of Syria. He stated 
that a delegation from the CP of Italy had visited Syria 
recently on the basis of an official invitation from the 
Baath Party, and a delegation from the CP of France has 4150... 
received an invitation from the Baath Party and is expected 
tO arrive in Syria soon. This is a result of -the fact that 
the Baath Party is reaching out to make contacts with various 
communist and socialist parties throughout the world. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of - 
Investigation and is loanedito, your agency; it and ~~ ~ 
its contents are not to be distributed: outside your ; 
agency. 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF SYRIA CONF AL 

When communists do visit Syria, Bagdache stated, 
the Baaths do not want them to contact the local communists. 
But, as in the case of the Italian communists, although when 
the visiting communists ask to see the Syrian communists 
they are told that there is only one party in Syria and what 
might be called communists are just called progressives 
in Syria, the visitors are finally allowed to see 
representatives of the CP of Syria. Usually in the past, 
when various CPs are invited to send a delegation to 
Syria, the reply is to the effect that the CP will send 
representatives but it informs the Baath Party that it 
considers the communists of Syria as its comrades. As a 
result, the Baath Party does not really object and does 
allow them to meet with representatives of the CP of Syria. 

In commenting on the political situation in Syria, 
Bagdache remarked that at the Moscow anniversary celebration, 
there were two members of the Baath Party and one Syrian 
communist, who is a government minister, on the Presidium 
of that celebration. According to Bagdache, the Baath 
Party is very weak among the working class but its power 
is based chiefly upon the army. Therefore, the Baath 
Party is afraid of communists in the army since’ communists 
in powerful positions there might bid to weaken the power 
of the Baath Party. 

Bagdache suggested that if foreign communists 
wish to obtain an invitation to visit Syria, the request 
for an invitation should be made through the Syrian Embassy 
or through the Syrian Mission to the United Nations. 
Arrangements for visas and invitations are readily handled 
in this fashion. 
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~ Enclosed herewith for thé Bureau are the original 
and three copies, and for the New York Office one copy, 

of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled "'PROBLEMS OF 
PEACE AND SOCIALISM! ALSO KNOWN AS “WORLD MARXIST REVIEW, ' 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA," | 

The information set. forth in the enclosed’ LHM 
was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/7/67 to Q 
SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and ROBERT A. VILLEMURE, 

The enclosed LHM is classified 1 " 
since unauthorized disclosure of the information set forth 
therein could reasonably result in the identification of 
this source, who is furnishing information on the highest 
levels coneerning the international communist movement, 
thus adversely affecting the national security. 

In order to further protect the identity of 
this source, the enclosed LHM has been shown as having 
been prepared at, Was ton, D.C, 
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CG 5824-S* advised that he obtained the . 
information in the enclosed LHM during conversations in 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, on 10/21-23/67 with JOHN BOYD, 
Communist Party (CP) of Canada representative to the 
"World Marxist Review" and who also represents the 
interests of the CP, USA on that magazine. - 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

- FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION: 

Washington, D.C. 
In Reply P ose Refer Decémber 11, 1967 

oy 

PROBLEMS OF PEACE AND SOCIALISM" 
ALSO KNOWN AS "WORLD MARXIST 

_ REVIEW , '" PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
-- 

During December, 1967, a source, _who lias 
furnished reliable. information in the past; advised as 
follows: 

Sometime prior-to October, 1967, there was a. 
major reorganization of the staff of the magazine 
"Problems of Peace and Socialism," also known as’ "World 

- Marxist Review:,' the official theoretical journal of the 
» international communist movement headquartered in Prague ;- 

Czechoslovakia. Apparently this reorganization was 
precipitated by a fight which occurred between G. P. 
Frantsov, Editor in Chief, and Alexander Sobolev, Executive 

. Secretary, of the "World Marxist Review.’ This dispute 
allegedly arose over some principled question when 
Frantsov countermanded some order given; ‘by Sobolev, or 

_. . took issue with Sobolev over an editorial article. written ne 
by Sobolev. “Thereafter, Sobolev got angry. and: ‘called ae ΠΝ 
Frantsov all kinds of names. Since this. occurred during a πες 
period when Boris N. Ponomarey, a Secretary of the Central .- 

_ Committee, Communist Party (CP) of the. Soviet Union was in _ 
Prague, Frantsov ‘took the matter immediately to Ponomarev.. te 
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"PROBLEMS OF PEACE AND SOCIALISM" ζο 1, 
ALSO KNOWN AS "WORLD MARXIST , 
REVIEW," PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

As a result, Sobolev was fired from his position on the 
magazine. That night Sobolev went out on a drunk and 
Simply disappeared for two days. Now Sobolev is working 
at the Marx-Engels Institute in Moscow, USSR. 

Replacing Sobolev in the position of Executive 
Secretary of the “World Marxist Review" is Pavel Naumov. 
He was scheduled to arrive in Prague with his family 
sometime during the latter part of October, 1967. 

In addition, the following changes have also 
taken place on the staff of the "World Marxist Review;" 
(First Name Unknown) Kavalenko, who was in charge of funds 
at the "World Marxist Review" was also fired from his job 
and has been replaced by Gregory Ogonesov. The person in 
charge of capitalist countries ‘on the "World Marxist 
Review" is now Valentine Peshansky. 

rf . 

One of the assistants to Ogonesov in the handling 
of funds at the "World Marxist Review" is (First Name 
Unknown) Gorin. The individual in charge of the British 
section at the magazine is a Professor (First Name 

_-Unknown) Metkovsky, who is an English speaking economist 
who has written a book on Canada. The British section 
handles English speaking countries of the British 
Commonwealth such as Australia, New Zealand and Canada, 
in addition to Great Britain. Also working in the British 
section is Djavad Sharif, who was formerly the head of the 
Translation Department at the "World Marxist Review." An 
individual who formerly worked in the section was Gregory 
Besedine who, about a year ago, was made a Secretary to 
Timur Timofeyev, the Director of the Institute of the 
International Labor Movement in Moscow, USSR. Besedine 
has recently suffered a heart attack and was hospitalized 
in Moscow. The representative to the "World Marxist Review" 
from the CP of Canada is John Boyd, who resides at 
Lermontova 9/8, Prague, Czechoslovakia, Home Phone: 342-182, 
Boyd's office phone numbex at the NWorld Marxist Review" 
is 335-345. . 
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~ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies, and for the New York Office one copy, 
of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled "INSTITUTE OF 
THE INTERNATIONAL LABOR MOVEMENT, MOSCOW, USSR," 

The information set forth in the enclosed LHM 
was orally furnished by CG 5824-S8* on 12/5-6/67 to 
SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and ROBERT A, VILLEMURE. 

The enclosed LIM is classified "BRREL" since 
unauthorized disclosure of the information set forth 
therein could reasonably result in the identification of 
this source, who is furnishing information on the highest 
levels concerning the international communist movement , 
thus adversely affecting the national security. 

In order to further’ protect the identity of 
this source, the enclosed LHM has been. shown as having 
been prepared at ropes D.C, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT ‘OF, JUSTICE 
eo 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

oo Washington, D.C. Le 
ae eee ease Refer 9 December 11, 1967 

INSTITUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
LABOR MOVEMENT, HOSCOW, USSR 

During December, 1967, a sourcé, Who has furnished 
reliable information in. the past, advised as follows: 

- The Institute of the International Labor Movement 
is located in what was formerly a school at Kolpachny 
‘Perulik ‘9-A, Moscow, USSR. It was. recently. learned that 
Mikhail A, Sus lov, member of the Political Bureau and a 
Secretary--of the Central Committee, Communist Party (CP) of 
the Soviet Union ,. gave instructions a short time ago so there 
would be no..doubt concerning the importance of this 
institute . According to Suslov, all CP of the Soviet Union 
actives must, understand that’ this: institute is: working very 
closely with the Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union, 
and the people in the International Department, Central 
‘Committee, CP of the Soviet. Union, especially those dealing 
with problems related to capitalist countries, must consider 
thériselvés actively involved in this institute. ‘The eS 
Director of the institute, Timur ‘Timofeyev ; Submitted some 
new proposals to the Central’ Committee ; CP: of the Soviet 
Union, that the institute’ embark upon a big program. of 
producing publications, and the «Central. Committee~gave the 
institute first priority for: ‘the accomplishment | of this 
program, eos. ois 

This document contains neithes econhendat ions nor 
conclusions~of the Federal. Bureau Of. ‘Invé stigation, 
It is the property of the’ "Federal Bureau: of 
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INSTITUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
LABOR MOVEMENT, MOSCOW, USSR . 

The first major publication of the Institute of the 
International Labor Movement was a book entitled "The Great 
October and the World Revolutionary Process," subtitled 
"Fifty Years of Struggle of the Working Class, the Main 
Revolutionary Force of the Present Epoch."' Although it is 
indicated that the book was published by the Political 
Literature Publishers, the book was actually compiled by the 
Institute of the International Labor Movement under the 
general editorship of Timofeyev. Among the contributors 
were M. A, Suslov; Waldeck Rochet, General Secretary of the 
CP of France; Gus Hall, General Secretary of the CP, USA; 
Tim Buck, National Chairman of the CP of Canada and Dolores 
Ibarruri, Chairman of the CP of Spain, This book has been 
extensively reviewed in the Soviet press in most favorable 
terms. It is understood that a first printing of 50,000: 
copies of this book has been sold out and that the order 
has been placed for the printing of another edition. 

. ἃ reflection of the importance now attached to 
the Institute of the International Labor Movement by the 
CP of the Soviet Union leadership is the fact that Timofeyev, 
its Director, has now moved to a much larger apartment located 
at Apartment 245, 26 Kutusovskaya Prospect, Moscow, USSR. 
Within. the same courtyard as this building, but not 
necessarily in the same building itself, there are housed ~ 
numerous persons holding very high positions in the USSR, 
mostly from the Central Committee, CP. of the Soviet Union, 
including Leonid Brezhnev, General Secretary of the Central 
Committee, CP of the Soviet Union; Nikolai V. Mostovets, 
head of the North and South American Section, International 
Department, Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union; the 
son of Mikhail A, Suslov; and the son of Anastas I. Mikoyan, 
formerly president of the USSR. 
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that. this document possibly Gold, ‘have béen reviewed: by at 
least 200-300. persons in various languagés as. it was eircu- 
lated to all the v.isiting Communist and Workers, Parties 
delegations.. Source advised he was entrusted with the 

_ original document and was responsible for its return. to the. 
Central Committee, CP. of the Soviet Union, and. its review 
‘by the members of the ΟΡ, ‘USA delegation to the 50th: Anni- 
versary celebration, ἡ 

In order to further protect the identity of this 
source;. the encloséd letterhead: memorandum has ‘been shown 

as being ‘prepared at WaShington., D.C, . 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET: UNION 
DOCUMENT ENTITLED, "SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES 
OF THE CHINESE. LEADERSHIP IN THE NATIONAL 
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A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in ‘the past, in December, 1967, advised as follows: 

During November, 1967, a. document prepared by the.7 
Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) ,.. 
considered highly confidential, entitled, "Subversive, Activi= 
ties of. the Chinese Leadership in the ‘National Liberation ᾿ 
Movement, " was circulated among the visiting delegatidiis ‘Of - be πο 
the Communist and Workers Parties to thetcelebration. of the - -" ~ 
eo th Anniversary of the October Revolution held’ ‘in. Moscow, - 
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. Set_ forth below are the contents - of the. dgéument: ν τς ΤΠ πὶ 

Developments, the last few years, bare: the ‘real, ee 
‘aim of Chinese leaders in the. world national liberation | τ σὸς 
‘movenent, ; ΓΦ τ ᾿ 
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The nationalistic, ideological, and politied plat- 
form of the MAO Tse-tung groups is ‘based on’ the. theory that ~.. * 
‘contradictions: between imperialism and the. peoples:of ASia; τ΄ τ 
Λέχῖοδ, and Latin America hive become the main contradiction 
in. the present day world; that the peoples of those continents 
are "the most. important force" dealing direct blows at imperialism; 
that.they ‘have. "a special historic mission"; ‘that the national 
liberation movemerits are "the pivot of our. epoch. " “They have 
advanced the notorious intermediate zone” thesis.and began to 
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propagandize the "rely on your own strength” principle. 411 
that was backed up by statements that peoples and nations 
are divided, not on a class basis, but according to colour, 
geographic position, degree of affluence and "a common his- 
tory" and so on, , 

The Peking leaders have persistently propagated 
the subjectivist and adventurist concept of the revolutionary 
situation; they have tried to impose on Afro-Asian and Latin - 
American peoples’ pernicious tactics founded on a dogmatic 
employment. of armed partisan forms of struggle exclusively, 
disregarding the tremendous variety of conditions on these 
continents. In substance, the Chinese leaders have taken a 
negative attitude. towards the revolutionary-democratic regimes 
in power in some newly-independent countries toward their 
Striving to lead other countries along the road of progressive 
social development. 

This is opposed to the general line of the Communist 
Movement formulated in the 1957 Declaration and the 1960 state- 
ments. The Chinese were trying then todisorient the forces of 
national. liberation and to isolate the USSR and other socialist 
countries from thé ‘international world communist movement , 

What was at the bottom of this erroneous and harmful 
theory and line which barred the struggle for national inde- 
pendence? Not just dogmatism or lack of understanding of 
Marxism-Leninism, or just "ultra revolutionary radicalism," 
but the drive for neo-nationalistic objectives concealed behind 
these masks, 

To obtain these objectives, the Chinese leaders 
spread discord between the national liberation leaders, the 
Soviet Union, other socialist countries, and the world com- 
munist movement, The objective of the MAO Tse-tung group is 
to gain hegemony over the world revolutionary process by pinning 
special hopes on the national liberation movement; seeks the 
support in Afro-Asian and Latin-American countries taking into 
‘account their special social and political features. 
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The Peking leaders failed to win over the young 
national states as these forces could not be guided by the 
pernicious Chinese directives, 

Failure of the MAO Tse-tung group can be explained 
by the fact that its doctrine. of the national liberation 
movement has nothing in common with the real interests of 
the peoples of that zone of the world, It disregards the 
most vital and ‘topical problems facing them. The. cail to 
unleash an armed struggle everywhere even in countries 
where. national-democratic forces have already come to power, 
aroused a wary attitude, particularly in countries that have 
won national independence. and are confronted, above all, by 
the need to solve problems of economic and social deve lop- 
θη, But this is exactly the sphere where Peking has neither 
proposed nor can propose a serious constructive program that 
could win the support of the peoples of the former colonies 
or semi-colonies. 

The leaders and main political parties of the 
national liberation movement did not let themselves be led 
astray by Peking's theory of "people's war" which calls on 
the "World Village," as. Peking leaders regard the peoples 
of Asia, Africa, and Latin América to rise up in arried 
struggle against the "world city” (that is Europe and North 
America), or by the call to "coloured" pedples to unite against 
all "whites." . . 

Most government and Party leaders realized the 
‘dangerous designs of the Chinese leadership that lay behind 
all that--the ‘aim of tearing the national liberation movement 
away from the world ‘working class and the. socialist countries 
and turning it into a tool of Peking's great power policy. 
The political leaders of the "third world” very quickly caught 
on to the substance of the Chinese "thesis" aimed at depriving 
them of support. from the socialist countries and of their 
bonds with the international working class, thereby, making 
them completely dependent on Peking. 

Experience ‘has shown, that the Chinese leaders, when 
they see it's to their advantage, display with regard to enemy 
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forces, flexibility, caution, and willingness to compromise 
that border on opportunism and undermine internationalist 
solidarity. 

Chinese. leaders pretend to be against apartheid but- 
press exposure shows that the Chinese People's Republic (CPR) 
secretly trades with the racist regimes. of, south Africa and . 
Southern, Rhodesia. 

This commerce continues to the present day through 
third countries and cover agents. such as. the Japanese and 
CHIANG Kai-shek's men, Peking exposed claims. they have com- 
pletely.stopped this trade with the racists a long time ago 
(1960); figures. show, however, as they were published by the 
Government of South, Africa, that trade between the two coun- 
tries increased near ly tenfold from 1961 to 1963, After that, 
the South African. Governmént stopped publishing statistics 
on trade with the CPR because of "state consideration.” 

A number of international events in which Peking 
‘leaders ‘had a hand reduced their prestige in the eyes of the 
leaders of the young national states of Asia and Africa. The _ 

“tragic. events” in. Indonesia , following - the attempted coup of 
- Septenber 30, 1965, are an. example, Both the leaders of the 

Indonesian Cominun ist Party (CP) and President. Sukarno, himself, 
were under Chinese. influence in recent years, Largely, under 
pressure from Peking, Sukarno began to oppose the idea of 
peaceful co-existence, retreated from the spirit of Bandung 
and embarked on a road.of adventure and gambles, The reactionary 
forces took advantage of this situation, Defeat in Indonesia, 
a blow at the. whole progressive camp, and the CP of Indonesia;shows 
what happens from following Peking’s trouble-making directivés. 

Peking's provocational stand at the time of the Indo- 
Pakistani conflict in 1965 is another example. This was an 
attempted blow at the policy of non-alignment. It showed the 
world that the USSR played a constructive role and had a realistic 

- -approach, 

Peking worked for a summit. meeting of Afro-~Asian 
countries and tried to bar the USSR from it, When these states 
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disagreed, the Chinese had no qualms to torpedo the "convo- 
cation of a second Bandung" in Algiers. . 

‘The Vietnam problem was a touchstone hastening 
clarification of the anti-revolut ionary essence of the 
MAO Tse-tung group. United States imperialism's escalation, 
after Peking's repeated refusal to cooperate and coordinate 
actions with the other socialist states, was encouraged, 
After Peking's scorned attitude towards the peace initiative 
by seventeen non-aligned states who wanted to end the Vietnam 
tragedy, it became clear to these states that Peking wants to 
‘prolong the war to take advantage of its own foreign policy 
and to step up the anti-Soviet campaign. 

"Cultural revolution” and events connected with it 
further exposed the, MAO group and caused ἃ considerable 
decline in the prestige of the CPR in the eyes. of. the "third 
world.” ‘The so-called cultural revolution also helped. to 
discredit. the ideas’ of socialism, particularly among the 
people of the young national states. After the MAO group 
failed to win the national liberation forces to their side, 
Peking shifted accent on the fight against the leaders ,of the 

- Yiberation mévement who upheld the real ‘interests of theix 
peoples, In Asia, Africa, and Latin America the Maoists 

- are setting themselves up as an. opposition to the true champions 
of freedom, in particular, against the communists, In Latin- 
America, riffraff, Trotskyists, and factionalists are on the 
Peking payroll, These groups attacked the CPSU and the Latin- 
American CPs, These factionalists are, in actuality, the hench- 
men of the imperialists and the local reactionaries, 

in the African country of Lesotho, the Chinese have 
taken patronage over the right-wing nationalists, Basutoland 
Congress Party, which opposes the local.CP. In the South 
African Republic they backed the racist Pan American Congress, 
which opposes the African National Congress, in which the 
South African communists have a strong influence. 

The Peking leaders are stepping up their subversive 
aétivities; They do not stop at bribery, blackmail, or crude 
violence in an attempt to obtain their objectives. In the 
United Arab Republic (UAR), for instance, the CPR Embassy turned 
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out to be involved in activities directed towards the over- 
throw of the Nasser government in connection with which the 
Ambassador of ‘the UAR in Peking submitted, a special note 
of protest in February, 1966. In the Summer of 1965, a 
group of "commiinists" whose conspiratorial activities were 
reported to bé guided from Peking were arrested in the UAR. 
The stand of the Chinese leaders was also mirrored by the 
hostile activities of Chinese emigres against the Revolu- 
tionary Council of Burma as well as by the armed struggle 
that has been conducted for many years by the CP of Burma 
in alliance with reactionary separatist groups instigated. 
by the United States Intelligence Service through Thailand. 

In the past “few years the MAO Tse-tung group has 
been seeking to use Chinese national. residents in Southeast 
Asian countries as. obedient tools: for forcing their hegemony 
on the peoples of those countries, After forming local 
hungweiping detachments consisting of the children of Chinese 
emigres, the Madists last year instigated anti-government 
actions in Burma, Indonesia, Malaya, Singapore, Nepal, and 
some other countries. These actions have been particularly 

__Vicious .in Burma where the Ne Win Government was.forced to 
“take drasti¢~ ‘actions including the imposition of curfew 
in ta? number -of districts in Rangoon, 

The demands for special rights for inhabitants of 
Chinese nationality, which would be tantamount in effect to 
extra territoriality, are neo-célonists in character and 
insulting to. the people of Southeast. Asia, The MAO group's 
chauvinistic activities and hostile actions. against. the 
independent states of that region are no help in the unifica-— 
tion of those. countries and. the strengthening of the anti- 
impérialist unity of the Asian peoples. 

Chinese representatives. brazenly meddle in the 
domestic affairs of. other young national states arousing 
universal dissatisfaction. -In Tanzania, they tried to bribe 
‘local officials dealing with.military questions to insist 
that. the liberation movements on the African continent should 
receive Chinese arms exclusively, The purpose was to create 
the impression that the CPR is the. only country fivinge effec- 
tive aid to thé national liberation forces i n Africa. 
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In Cambodia, the Chinese did not balk at bribing 
local officials in an attempt to discredit the Soviet ma- 
chinery supplied by foreign trade organizations of the USSR. 
In Morocco, representatives of the Chinese: Embassy invited 
ἃ group of local students to a reception to persuade’ them 
that King Hasa II "made a mistake by agreeing to. visit the 
Soviet Union, because Morocco cannot hope to get aid from a 
country which cooperates with American imperialism." It is 
reported that from a number of other Afro-Asian countries 
‘as well that responsible Chinese officials pérsistently urge 
the leaders of these countries to réfuse Soviet aid, The 

Chinese leaders tried to take advantage of the recent Middle 
East events to drive a wedge between the Soviet Union and the 
countries that were victims of Israeli aggression, The filthy 
propaganda campaign of Peking defamed the USSR. The.Chinese 
press hinted that there is "a Soviet-American deal" for the 
“betrayal of Arab interests” and so-on, They also.circulated 
stories that Sovietexperts in the UAR were just Israeli spies 
choosing the bomb targets for the Israeli Air Force, ‘The 
Peking drive to sow discord between the Arab peoples and the 
Soviet Union: failed. The Arabs know who are helping them and 
who their friends are, . 

Peking's policy is to aggravate the international 
Situation, They do not’ care about the welfare of the people, 
The MAO group wants to fan the flames of war; in the Middle 
East they urge the Arabs to ignore the United Nations Security 
Council on a cease-fire, .CHOU En-lai (Premier, CPR) in a 
message to the Arab states,.urged them."to continue.the war. 
at any price” and "not to agree with any pedceful | settlement 
of the conflict. ue, 

The Middle Kast policy of the Chinese leadership 
is nothing. new; Peking is always connected with extremist 
elements that sow seeds of hatred and enmity in that region. 
It has: close contacts including military contacts with the 
so-called Palestine liberation organization which is headed 
by Shukairi, one of the Arab nationalist leaders. This 
organization guided terrorist activity on the territory of 
Israel] and added its poisonous chauvinistic provocation to 
the explosive situation in the Middle East--inspired by Peking, 
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Instead of rallying and uniting the rival Parties 
and groups.in the African liberation movement with the armed 
struggle against imperialism and colonialism, the Chinese 
sowed discord among the African leaders. In Southern Rhodesia 
they support the Zanu Party against the Zapu Party which has 
contact with the Soviet Union, The Chinese were willing to 
help Zapu but only if they renounced the USSR and condemned 
the Soviet revisionists. 

In "Portuguese" Guinea, according to A. Cabral, 
leader of the.African Independence Party which. heads. the 
national liberation struggle there, the Chinese demanded 
recognition of their political Line as-a pre-condition. for 
further assistance. When they met with a firm refusal, they 
attempted to split Cabral's party. 

In Angola, where the popular movement for the libera- 
tion .of Angola led by Agostinho Neto is actively fighting the 
Portuguese’ colonialists, the Chinese leaders support splitters 
Like Viriato Da Cruz and D. Savenbi; moreover, the latters' 
government connection with the West is no secret, 

Chinese ‘activities contributed to the split of the 
Marxist-Leninist African Independence Party of. Senegal which 
is working underground under very difficult conditions--fighting 
the neo-cdlonialist Senghor regime, In May, 1965, pro-Chinese 
splitters announced the foundation of what they called the 
Senegalese CP and in October, 1966, they set up another group, 
the so-called new organization of the African Independence Party. 
It is indicative that the Senghor Government which takes brutal 
repressive actions against active members of the African 
Independence Party is not doing anything to curb the pro-Chinese 
splitting organizations although it is informed about all their 
members. 

Peking's ‘splitting activities in the African Parties 
failed to produce the desired results, failed to win over the 
main political forces which are fighting imperialism in their 
countries, Only wretched renegades like the members of the SWANU 
of Southwest Africa consisting chiefly of college and university 
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students in West European countries, who have long since lost 
their ties with their countries and have become paid agents 

ΟΣ the MAQ Tse-tung group, obédiently “follow the line of the * 
Chinese leaders. Those African parties that pursue 2 policy 

of the Frelimo Party of Mozambique, says he told the. Chinese 
outright that his party did not want to be drawn into disputes - 
with other socialist countries, that Frelimo had other aims ; 
namely, to fight for the liberation of Mozambique and to co~ 
‘operate with the countries that. genuinely support this struggle. | 

The striving of the Chinese to gain control over the 
Afro~Asian Solidarity Movement, one of the most important com- 
ponents of the broad national Liberation front, as a whole, became 
more and more pronounced after 1962, The more failures the Maoists 
met with on other sectors of that front, the more they concentrated 
on splitting the Afro-Asian Solidarity Organization (AASOQ). 
this shoudd fail, the Chinese plan on -sétting up a parallel organi- 
zation in “opposition to it in Peking. 

Over: _the past four or five years, Chinese _representa- 
‘tives tried to turn’ the solidarity. movement into a platform 
for slandering -the socialist world and for spreading anti-~ 
Soviet fabrications, Meeting with no success, the Peking ~ 
representatives sought to paralyze the practical activity of 
the Afro-Asian Solidarity Organization by obstructing the work 
of the Permanent. Secretariat, its. main executive body. Towards 
this end the Chinese leaders circulated poisonous, filthy, racist 
and chauvinistic ideas in order to sow discord among the repre- 
sentatives of various races and nations, Here, too, however, 
the Chinese splitters failed, An absolute. majority of the members 
of..the solidarity organization rejected the Maoist ideas which 
‘are detrimental to the national liberation struggle and refused 

- to. follow. the Chinese, 

In view of the steadily declining prestige ΟΣ. the 
Chinese People's Republic, representatives of many Afro-Asian 
countries raised the question of ,choosing a different venue 
for the Fifth Solidarity Conference instead of Peking, as had 
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been decided at the previous conference in Winnie Ba (Ghana) 
in May, 1965, They proposed that this question be discussed 
at the Nicosia meeting of the Afro-Asian Solidarity Council 
in February, 1967, 

Realizing they would be isolated at the Nicosia 
meeting, the Peking leaders tried to prevent it and when 
this failed they decided to boycott it. They called the 
Nicosia meeting an "unlawful" and "big plot," China was the 
only Asian country that refused to.attend. Instead of dele- 
gates, the Chinese sent two pseudo-journalists who tried to 
brainwash some of the participants. during the meeting and 
even attempted, as was reported in the press, simply to bribe 
them. Despite all of their intrigue, however, the Peking 
splitters did not succeed in paralyzing the. meeting, They 
also failed in. their attempt to undermine the Nicosia meeting 
with the help of a small group of "representatives" from South- 
west Africa, ‘Botswana, Swaziland, and Lesotho who. did not 
represent anyone, The meeting assessed the speeches by. the 
Peking yes men as acts of provocation and did not recognize 
their right to representation which they groundlessly claimed, 

᾿ “The proceedings and decisions of the Nicosia meeting” 
demonstrated a high level of political maturity of its parti- 
cipants and the striving of the Afro-Asian peoples for cohesion. 
and unity-<this prime prerequisite for the success of the 
national, liberation struggle, Of great importance. was the 
unanimous decision that the Fifth. Solidarity Conference could 
not be held in Peking. 

In reply to the Nicosia decisions, the Peking splitters 
stated that they were ‘withdrawing from the Solidarity organization 
and forming a new organization." That is a logical outcome of 
the whole of their fruitless and shameful efforts to undermine 
the unity of the Afro~Asian Solidarity Movement. Meeting with 
defeat, they set up a splitter center in the solidarity movement, 
The aim of this center is not to combat imperialism but to fight 
the Afro-Asian Solidarity Organization, to wage a struggle against 
the true fighters for national liberation who refuse to take 
their cue, from the: Peking leaders, 
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The Chinese leaders have not given up hope of sub- 
ordinating the national liberation movement to their selfish, 
narrow nationalistic ends, After meeting with defeat in the 
international working class and communist movement, they are 
still trying to gain a foothold in the countries of the "third 
world," to wrest away the national liberation forces from 
their natural allies, the socialist countries and the working 
class in the capitalist countries, Taking into account the 
great difficulties they have come up against in recent years 
in their relations with many young Asian and African states, 

, the Peking leaders are employing more flexible tactics. than 
before in some of them. They are laying emphasis on more 
intensive propaganda and are trying to expand economic rela- 
tions with some of the young nationalistates they would like 
to turn into "bridgeheads” from Which to carry out their 
policy. One of the Chinese leaders' propaganda aims is to 
conceal from their own people and the rest of the world China's 
growing international isolation and the sharp decline in her 
prestige in the young national states, 

‘The MAO group has been sinking a lot of effort and 
_ money into. boistering its political and economic influence 
in-Cambodia in order to turn that country into “a bridgehead" 
from which to expand its activities in Southeast Asia, In . 
Africa the Chinese have selected Tanzania, The Congo (Brazzaville), 
Mali, Guinea; and certain other countries as "pridgeheads,” It . 
is these countries that get a considerable part of the foreign 
economic aid rendered by China, This aid cannot satisfy the 
needs of the developing countries, It is mostly of a propagandist 
nature. Many of the factories built in these countries with 
Chinese assistance have turned out ‘to be unprofitable and of low 
productivity while some are simply useless, 

The facts show that Peking 15. hatching new plans 
to spread the "culture revolution" to Afro-Asian countries. 
It has, been reported that the Chinese leaders intend to make 
radical changes in the personnel of the CPR diplomatic missions 
by sending hungweiping and similar individuals, Chinese 
propaganda has been stepped up ‘in Afro-Asian countries .extolling 
the. "cultural revolution," "MAO's, ideas," "Chinese experience," 
and sowing the pernicious. seeds of brazen anti-Sovietism, They 
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are attempting to incite extremism and ultra-left elements 
in a number of these countries to anarchist actions under- 
mining national security. While noting the recent failure 
of the Chinese leadership's plans to regain hegemony in the 
national liberation movement through their reckless anti- 
Soviet platform, one must not ignore harmful consequences 
of their splitting activities. Firstly, Peking's policy of 
turning the newly independent countries into an arena of 
its struggle against the socialist states prompts at least 
some of these countries to hold aloof from the socialist 
community, to avoid close contact and friendship with it. 
Secondly, definite harm is inflicted to the prestige of the 
ideas of socialism and to the prospects of their spread in 
the former colonies and semi-colonies, Thirdly, the Chinese 
leaders succeeded in inflicting some bourgeois and petty 
bourgeois leaders of nationalist parties with anti-Soviet 
sentiments, Fourthly, the activities of elements influenced 
by the extremist, reckless Maoist slogans have created diffi- 
culties in a number of young independent states in movements 
for liberation from colonial and pro-imperialist regimes, 

- 12"- CO AL 



ἐν QOUTE IN ENVEQOPE 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 12/15/67 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
Director, FBI 1~- Hr, C. ἢ, Brennan 

_ (Field Supervision Folder) 
1 =~ tir. R. C, Putnam 

soxo) | | 
| Sarina SECURITY « ὁ 

_  Reurairtel 12/11/67 which ‘enclosed a letterhead 
menorandum (LUM) captioned "Institute of the International 
Labor Novement, Moscow, USSR,"t and Now York airtel 12/8/67 
which enclosed an LH captioned “Colobration of tha 50th 
Anniversary of tha October Revolution, Moscow, USSR, 
Novenbor, 1967." 

Considerable confusion has resulted over matorial 
eet out in referenced Lillis. Fron a review of this material, | 
it appears that. CG 5824-S4 is referring to the sanc Institute ΕΝ 
nithough different names are used. In the Lf submitted 
12/8/67, paze five contains chost the same information as 
that submitted on 12/11/67. Yot, the former calis it the 
"Enstitute of the International Labor Novenont" and the 
datter -calis it "The Institute of tho World Labor Movement." 
Buairtel 12/13/67 noted that it appeared this Institute 
was fornerly referred to by thé informant as the Institute 
of the international Workers Movement. Obviously, such 
conflicting information cannot be disseminated. 

. A review of tho material submitted thus far by 
the personnel of your office on the results of Solo Mission 24 
ποῦς that the material is poorly organized; repatitious, 

ev replete with conplex disjointed sentences, and not up to 
the caliber of that of provious missions. This is a most 

ἢ undesirable trend. You must insure that more care is taken 
' in the preparation of this matérial. j99-¢2¥07/— babe 3 fe 

RCPsest. of REC 46 
(5) 6 gcb le wf 

NOTE: - Contacting Agents for CG 5824-S* Walter Boyle 
and Robert Villemure of Chicago were sent To New York=to: 
expeditiously debrief informant. ‘Thus "far, we have received 
nine LHMs which are as destribed above and contain no substantial 
intelligence information. There are misspelled words in these. 
LHMs and it appears that insufficient’ cire has been given to 
their preparation. Conrad . 

Rosen enn 
Sullivag —_= 

CMZODEC 19 96704 vay ώ 
-ἰ ΠΈΚΒΕΤΥΡΕ unit] 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT , Delooch --ατυγφῆς 
Μ, 1 ~ Mx. Cc. Ὦ, DeLoach — 

emorandum L-~ Mr. W. C. Sullivan Coed τα 
1 ~ Mr. W. A. Branigan Felt - 

: Mr, W. C. Sullivak\y? DATE: December 13, 1967 fonea = 

1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan ~fovel : 

: CG. D. Brennan vole 1- Mr. R. C. Putnam Helnes 
Geady «ττικκανττττ, 

NAL SECURITY = COMMUNIST 

PURPOSE: 

official of the Soviet Security Branch relative to the Solo 
clandestine apparatus. (Solo is the code name for the 
extremely covert Liaison apparatus between the Communist 
Party, USA, and the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.) 

BACKGROUND : 

| This is to acquaint you ae the comments of an 

CG 5824-S*, while in the Soviet Union on a Solo 
mission during November , 1967, had the occasion to confer 
with Mikhail K. Polonik, Security Branch, International 
Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of the a 
Soviet Union, who has the responsibility for the Solo _# 
apparatus. Polonik made the following comments: > 

-The Soviets, although completely satisfied with the 
Solo Operation, are constantly worried that some incident 
will occur which could compromise the Operation, The main 
goal must be the conservation of the apparatus. Therefore, 
the apparatus must be used only for "illegal" matters of the 
most confidential and urgent nature, All personal meets 
and drops are to be kept to an absolute minimum. In the 
place of meets and drops, increased use should be made of the 
micro=-transceiver (small radio transmitting and receiving 
devices, equipped with recorders, which permit, without 
personal contact, the transmission and reception at a distance 
of up to 100 yards of an entire 200-word message in a matter 
of seconds). 

100-428091 &e ake 6] [00 VEIOF t= CE? oe 
WGS ; cst, pl” Z — 

"CONTINUED - OVER: 4. 960 18 bo! yey 

Gic DEC 19 1967, 



Memorandum to Mr. W. C,. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO: 
100-428091 

The transfer of funds from the Soviets to the 
Communist Party, USA, is the most risky phase of the Solo 
Operation and the Party must set up some type of a business 
enterprise which can be used in transferring funds, The 
Soviets are not in favor of having NY 4309-S activated on 
a day-to-day basis in the Solo apparatus until such time 
as NY 4309-S has undergone extensive training in the Soviet 
Union. (NY 4309-S, a former Communist International agent, 
has been under development. since 12/63 and is currently 
handling the radio phase of the Solo apparatus.) 

The Soviets desire to obtain information concerning 
“| the latest type of listening and anti-bugging devices. The 

Soviets are not interested in any such devices available to 
the general public, but rather desire information on those 

| scientific devices which are only available to police agencies. 
The Soviets authorized NY 694-S*, who operates the clandestine 
Solo communication apparatus, to expend up to $13,000 for this 
purpose, 

° ACTION: 

For information. You will be kept advised of all 
pertinent developments relating to this -natter - 

Νὴ» Kok” 
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FBI 

Date: 12/12/67 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Vic AIRTEL Ι 
{Priority} ᾿ 

———— ee "τ re στἱὦ ἡττῖ τῶι "τι τ τ. στα παν “ὔν ν- ΔΝ ΠΝ ὑπ τ eee ee ee ee ee ππσα 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

! FROM : A CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT:', SOLO 
-C 

ae 
~~ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies, and for the New York Office one copy, 
of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled "REMARKS BY 
LE CHANG, DEPUTY AMBASSADOR TO THE USSR FROM THE 

; ae) 

_ 2 

wt dts εὐ hide Let abn 

γε tag 

= ~ DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM, NOVEMBER, 1967." 

τ x The information set forth in the enclosed LHM 
~ Was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/4-7/67 to 

3 % SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and ROBERT A, VILLEMURE. 
“ay Δ] oS 

® J. The enclosed LHM is classified Pe oe since Q 
AAR ¥ unauthorized disclosure of the information set forth 
AM TS s therein could reasonably result in the identification of 
ΩΝ 2 this source, who is furnishing information on the highest 
A M.S levels ‘concerning the international communist movement, 
ἘΝ. ὁ. thus adversely affecting the national security. 
i, ¢ 

’ In order (9) further protect the identity of 
§ this source, the enklosed LHM has been shown as having 
ὟΣ been prepared at Washington, D.C, 

~ 9709, 2.9 Wh Gok 
7? - Bureau (Enc fe: 4) (RM) 

τι 1 = New York (100-134637) (Encl. 1) (Info) (RM) 
«, \ L - Chicago 

1} WAB R ilo + > mes EC8 “ο- “2 “277 — ᾳ 

> 2 "ke 

Yr} AS Oy ἃ 080 18 1967 
ud Ὁ ἊΝ fn aes " = A 

ae) 3 ν᾿} ny 

~~ 
ὮΝ 

Βὸν Approved: Ι Sent .-ὌὀὋὀ Μ ΠΝ 
Ξ 6 ῇ ἔ 2 5 ὃ Agent in Charge 
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CG 5824-S* advised that the information in the 
enclosed LHM was. obtained by him in an interview with 
LE CHANG on 11/25/67 which took place at the Embassy of _ 
the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) in Moscow, USSR. 

Efforts to arrange an interview with the North Vietnamese 
for the entire Communist Party (CP), USA delegation had been 
unavailing for sometime in spite of the efforts of the 

. CP of the Soviet Union (CPSU) to assist in. setting it up. 
Finally, the CPSU advised that VO NGUYEN GIAP, Défense 
Minister of the DRY, and LE DUAN, First Secretary of the 
Central Committee, Working Peoples Party of Vietnam (WPPV), 
were away from Moscow observing some new Soviet weapons 
being sent to Vietnam by the USSR. The CPSU stated that 
as soon as GIAP and LE DUAN would return to Moscow they would 
be leaving immediately for Hanoi and would have no time for 
a meeting with the CP, USA: delegation. Subsequently, 
ALBERT J. LIMA, member of the National Executive Board, 
CP, USA, appeared with a reel of film and fiewspaper clippings 
concerning the anti-war and anti-draft demonstrations. in 
Oakland, California, which he said had to be given to. the 
North Vietnamese right away. However, nothing was done 
about this until after ail the ΟΡ, USA delegates had left , 
Moscow with the exception of CG 5824-S*, The following 
morning the. North Vietnamese agreed to see CG 5824-S* 
and he deliveréd the film and clippings to them. This 
meeting was attended by LE CHANG and two other unnamed 
Vietnamese and by. CG 5824-S#, who, Was accompanied by - 
YEVGENY DENISOV, a translator fron the International 
Department, Central Committee, CP, USA. 

CG 5824-S* stated that he and the American communist 
delegates had met, with GIAP and. LE DUAN during the course of 
the: celebration. of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the October 
Revolution in Moscow, However, that meeting had been biie® 
and little of substance had transpiréd. CG §824-S* also 
stated that at the time that Western newspapers were speculating 
upon ‘the opinion of experts. that General GIAP was personally 
directing ἃ major battle then raging in South. Viet nam, αἸΔΡ 
wag then in Moscow. . 

During the course of this meeting, CG 5824-S* 
asked. LE GHANGwhy the DRV will not invite American communists 

-2- 
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to come to the DRV. He reminded LE CHANG that JANES: 
JACKSON had obtained a special permission from the United 
States State Departmént to go to North Vietnam, but 
that he had been waiting in vain for many months for δή 
invitation from the DRV or the WPPV. This question was 
largely ignored by LE CHANG; who finally replied only that 
he would raise the question with Hanoi. No answer was 
ever forthcoming. 

τ 

For his part, LE CHANG asked concerning 
JAMES KENNEDY, about whom they had received word from. the 

CP, USA through the CPSU, He asked if it is true that 
KENNEDY is an Agent Of the FBI or the CIA. CG 5824-S* 
informed LE CHANG only that some CP, USA peopie, have 
Said so and that KENNEDY has been. expelied from the CP, USA. 
LE CHANG gave no indication what the. DRV intends or has 
done concerning KENNEDY. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Washington, D.C, 

In Reply, Please Refer to File Ie December 12, 1967 

REMARKS BY .LE CHANG, DEPUTY AMBASSADOR 
TO THE USSR FROM THE DEMOCRATIC 
REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM, NOVEMBER, 1967 

_ During December, 1967, a source, who has 
furnished reliable information in the past, advised as 
follows: 

During November, 1967, Le Chang, the Deputy 
Ambassador to the USSR from the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam (DRV), was heard to make the following remarks 
concerning the war in Vietnam. 

Le Chang stated that although the headlines 
in some newspapers may give a different picture, there is 
no doubt that the Vietnamese troops are giving the American 
forces in Vietnam a convincing beating. In addition, the 
United States forces are in for a number of additional 
surprises, 

According to Le Chang; the North Vietnamese are. 
giving a good account of themselves in the battle against. 
United States planes. The Vietnamese have mastered the. 
techniques of firing the anti-aircraft missiles. supplied 
to them by the USSR. Furthermore, everyone, whether military 
or civilian, learns how to aim a gun or rifle to shoot down 
United States planes. He emphasized that the Vietnamese are 
now receiving new types of weapons from the USSR and- this. 
will result in some new surprises for the Americans. 

foup - . 

This document contains neither redOmmendations nor’ . 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation... ΠΣ " 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of - ν- ᾿ 
Investigation and is loaned to your agency; it and 
its contents are not to he Sayan outside your ' ere ESL ey ete wet 
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REMARKS BY LE CHANG, DEPUTY AMBASSADOR “Bae 
TO THE USSR. FROM THE DEMOCRATIC 
REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM, NOVEMBER, 1967 

Le Chang then deseribed what he called the 
"Three Ready Movement" in North Vietnam, which is a movement 
made up of three million youths, boys and girls, in that 
country, In this movement they learned to do a number of 
things in combination: They have to be ready to learn how 
to agitate or carry on agitational propaganda. They must 
be ready to carry on production at all times and under all 
conditions. They must be ready to shoot while producing. 
As a result of this training of the armed force of the 
civilian population, they have had many successes. Even 
some women bring down United States planes with rifles. 
They have dispersed their industry and have moved a large 
part of the civilian population out of the areas where the 
bombing is the worst. The remaining population, especially 
the youth, work, protect their work with arms, and keep 
their morale high with agitational propaganda, They vie 
with one another for credit for shooting down United States 
planes or capturing prisoners. 

Then Le Chang stated that the DRV tries to carry 
on propaganda among American troops. They shower leaflets 
on the United States troops urging them to surrender or to 
defect. One of the problems in this is that they have no 
“idéa how successful this propaganda effort is. The DRV 
would be very grateful if the CP, USA could give them some 
hints on how they are doing and on how to make this 
propaganda more successful. Le Chang has asked the 
CP, USA if they can send someone to help the North Vietnamese 
in this propaganda work against the United States troops! 
Although up to now the DRV has refused to honor requésts~ 
from the CP, USA to send various individuals to the DRV, 
perhaps this could be arranged for this specific purpose. 

The CP, USA has also been requested, according 
to Le Chang, to inform the DRV when there are communists 
in the United States Army fighting at the front lines. 
‘The. CP, USA should tell these communists and those who oppose 
the war in Vietnam, that when they are in battle against the 

' DRV and the Viet Cong they should shoot their weapons in the 
air instead of aiming at ‘the Vietnamese troops. They 
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REMARKS BY LE CHANG, DEPUTY AMBASSADOR “seer 
TO THE USSR FROM THE DEMOCRATIC 
REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM, NOVEMBER, 1967 

should be advised to surrender and to get others to surrender 
with them. If these soldiers are really communists, they 
could write down information of help to the Vietnamese, 
such as information on American troop strengths and weaknesses, 
and when breaking off contact leave these notes behind 
where the Vietnamese can find them. These notes could he 
sent to the Vietnamese so they will have such information 
to help the Vietnamese in fighting the American troops. 

A request was also made by Le Chang for information 
from the United States press and also films. He specifically 
asked for any films shown on television showing battles 
in North Vietnam. 

On the political front, Le Chang stated that 
the demands which should be made by the CP, USA are the 
following: 1) Demand the immediate withdrawal of all 
United States troops from Vietnam; 2) Demand the immediate’ 
stopping of the bombing of North and South Vietnam; and 
3) Pay attention to the new political program of the National 
Liberation Front of Vietnam. This is very important because 
the new program has a number of differences from their 
previous program. - 

in the view of the DRV, the recent letter from 

the Saigon Government to DRV President Ho Chi-Minh was 
just an attempt by the Thieu~Ky clique to increase the 
prestige of the Saigon Government. Le Chang stated that this 
move will not help the United States or the South Vietnamese 
in any fashion. They have been rebuffed and this can only 
increase the prestige of the National Liberation Front of 
Vietnam. In Le Chang's opinion, no one believed this 
initiative of the Saigon authorities because it was merely 
an effort to outflank the National Liberation Front of 
South Vietnam by communicating directly with the DRY. 
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